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Grocery
Prices Up
In June

Driver's Ed To
Stay At CCHS
Driver's education will remain at
Calloway County High School for at
least one more year although the program will stay under the eye of the administration and school board.
The Calloway board voted in a
special meeting Monday night to retain the program for the 1981-82 school
year and "review" the value of the
course.
Consideration was given to
eliminating the program due to a
question of the worth of the program
to students and to finances, Dr. Jack
Rose,superintendent,said.
Enrollment for the fall is 150 junior
and seniors. Concern was expressed
over students, with driver's licenses
possibly attempting to lower insurance rates, looking at driver's
education as "an easy class." Rose
said the purpose of the board was to
"try to weigh what is best for the
students."
Rose added the cost of leasing a
driver's education vehicle has increased during the last year and is
handled on a purchase-repurchase
basis ( the school purchases the vehicle and then the dealer repurchases it
at the end of the year).
Several people attended the
meeting the voice their opinions on
the matter.
David Simpson, CCHS driving instructor, said he felt the course was
beneficial to students and, with
facilities at Murray State University,
the program could be "one of the best
in the state."
Marcia Cunningham, a former student in the Calloway program, said
she felt the course was "one of the
hardest" that she had taken at the
high school and that students didn't
take the program lightly. She added
that she felt students could learn
something in the class that later could
save a life.
Larry Krouse, a local insurance

agent and former school teacher, said
he has sat in on several driver's
education classes and seen "profound
effects" on students concerning safer
driving habits.
Also included in the motion was,
following the 1981-82 year, that the
course only will be offered to students
with driving permits or with driver's
licenses for less than six months.
In other action, the board was forced to rebid the concession standrestroom project for the football
stadium due to a change order greater
than the $2,500 limit in the originallyaccepted bid.
At the June 4 meeting, board
members accepted an $87,000 bid
reduced to $74,500 by Cleaver Construction.
Upon notifying Jim Burnett, supervisor of planning and construction of
the Kentucky School Board's Division
of Buildings and Grounds, Rose said
he was told, according to state construction requirements on change
orders, that the project would have to
he rebid or the board would have to
accept the highest bid.
In a rebid, the project was awarded
to the Edwin Cain Construction Company, with a low bid of $69,470.
Construction is expected to start
right away to prepare for the upcoming football gi'ason.
Rose added that he was grateful to
Cleaver Construction for its time and
effort in the project.
Also at the meeting, Gloria
Friedgen was hired as the high school
girls basketball coach and coordinator of the system's girls basketball program.
Friedgen previously has coached
basketball, volleyball and track.
Holder of a master of arts in
physical education from the University of Maryland, Friedgen is certified
to teach biology and physical education.

GOLF COURSE GATES - The gates to the entrance of the Frances E. Miller Memorial Golf Course on the Potterlown Road have been completed and erected. The gates, made of wrought iron and copper, were
designed, hand-forged and hammered by George Bandarra of Bandi's Welding. Sixteen copper roses featured
on the gate wereitammered by Bandarra's daughter, Sharlisha. It took 23,200 hammer blows to forge the
gate, according to Bandarra. An Ohio firm received the contract last week for the 18-hole course which is expected to be ready for play in the spring ot 1983. L. D. Miller, Murray, a 1936 graduate, donated the land to
the university in memory of his wife.

Farm Losses Over $250 Million
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - Kentucky's farmers have lost more than
$250 million in one of the wettest planting seasons on record, according to
an estimate by the Kentucky Council
on Agriculture.
The figure was released by William
B. Sturgill, the state's energy and
agriculture secretary. It is the first official estimate of damage caused by
storms, heavy rains and flooding.
Sturgill said the farmers have had
losses of more than $150 million in
crops alone. He also said they have
lost an additional $100 million through
soil erosion and the loss of chemicals

and fertilizers that were applied to
fields before heavy rains began.
According to Sturgill, the hardesthit sections were along the Green
River in -western Kentucky -He said
the estimated crop damage in the
area is $37 million in the counties of
Davies'. Henderson, Union and
Webster.
Figures on crop losses in Calloway
County were not available at press
time.
He also said erosion-related losses
in those counties were placed at $46.
Sturgill, who heads the Council on
Agriculture, has pledged the support

Reagan's Breakfast Indicates
Soft-Sell Approach To Budget
WASHINGTON (API - President
Reagan, lobbying Democrats who
helped him win his first major budget
battle, tried a soft-sell approach today
to get them to stand with him on the
next key test.

WORKSHOPS - Ronlin Foreman, guest patomimist, at the
Calloway County Public Library is instructing workshop participants
in movement exploration. Foreman is conducting a workshop for
children in grades 1 and 2 from 900-10:00, and for high-school-age
students from 10:30 to-12:00 every morning this week. He will perform at the public library Tuesday, June 23 at 7:30 p.m. and again on
Thursday, June 25, in the library meeting room. The public is invited
to attend and there is no admission charge.
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partly cloudy
Clear to partly cloudy tonight
and Wednesday. Low tonight in
the mid 60s. High Wednesday in
the upper 80s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Thursday through Saturday:
Chance of showers Thursday and
then dry and mild Friday and
Saturday. Highs will be mostly in
the 80s and lows will be mostly in
the 60s.
Lake Levels
Lake Barkley
Kentucky Lake

359.46
359.45

Grants Are Announced By
Regional Development Group
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - The
state Department of Community and
Regional Development has announced a number of grants. The Purchase
Training Center, a new job-training
facility near Mayfield, was given
nearly $22,0(K) to finance utility service. Another $7,190 went to finance
inaliillation of a central heating and

AN
ALL
KENTUCKY
CITY

cooling system for Mayfield's senior
citizens center.
Daviess County and the city of
Owensboro were granted 835,000 to
help finance clearing of Panther
Creek. Local funds totaling $20,000
will complete funding for removal of
obstructions aloft a section of the
flood-prone creek.'

He invited the 63 House Democrats
who voted for his budget blueprint in
May to breakfast and told them "the
people may be disappointed" if they
don't vote for the Republican alternative to the Democratic majority's
proposed budget cuts. More than 40 of
the invited guests showed up.
The president said the Republican
plan was "true to the principle" of the
original budget blueprint, and that
most of the House committees "did do
a fine job" preparing budget cuts to
meet the first plan.
But a few did not, he said, and the
Democratic budget plan "is almost

$20 billion short of what we need over
the next three years" in the way of
cuts.

of the state administration to the
farmers. He said Gov. John Y. Brown
Jr. is urging the Farmers Home Administration to make loans to Kentucky farmers.
The Kentucky Crop & Livestock
Reporting Service said Monday that
nearly all of the state's corn crop was
finally planted last week.
• Soybean planting was only 42 percent complete at the end of last week,
according to the reporting service.
Some flooded bottornlands where
farmers have been unable to plant
corn can be used for soybeans, according to David D. Williamson, chief of
the reporting service.
He also said the setting of burley
tobacco was "a little behind normal."
Williamson said about 90 percent of
the plants had been transplanted.
The success of the burley crop will
depend to a large extent on the progress of the rain-plagued tobacco
crop, he said.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) - Food
prices in the state increased nearly
one point in June, according to the
marketbasket survey of the Kentucky
Farm Bureau.
Volunteer price checkers found
supermarket tabs had increased .9 of
1 percent over May levels.
Forty selected staple food items
cost shoppers $57.95, an increase of 51
cents over last month's statewide
average of $57.44.
The bureau said that June's
average still was slightly below the
January survey figure but stood 11.7
percent above the food cost findings of
June 1980.
Six of seven dairy products experienced price jumps on the June
cost sheet, leading a list of 25 items
which were price gainers over May.
Others included eggs, bread, meal,
flour, canned vegetables and condiments.
Helping to moderate the upward
trend were poultry, potatoes, cooking
oil and pork sausage, four of 14 items
which averaged lower in price.
Tompkinsville reported the lowest
local marketbasket average among
the 25 communities surveyed. It was
$53.59 while Louisville, the state's
largest city, had the highest price
average,$62.65.
Morehead's average was $53.69;
Hopkinsville, $55.63; Glasgow, $56.73;
Owensboro, $57.02; Lexington, $58.05;
Elizabethtown, $58.65; Henderson,
$59.56; Murray, $59.57, and Lone Oak,
$62.29.
The bureau said its survey, now in
its 24th month, is weighted heavily
toward staple food items such as
meat, eggs, bread, fresh vegetables
and dairy products.
Monthly reports on retail food
prices include comparisons with farm
prices on the raw products. Retail
prices reflect, to some extent,
changes in farm price levels but such
additional factors as transportation
and processing may bear more directly on retail costs, the bureau explained.
It said the June 3 report on farm
prices is a good example. The Kentucky Crop and Livestock Reporting
Service said farmers across the nation experienced a slight drop in
average farm prices in the most recent reporting period. Lower prices
for major grain crops and cattle
primarily were to blame.

Union City Has Large Gas Spill
The complex is in the middle of the from the storage tank.
• UNION CITY, Tenn. (API There were no injuries.
Firemen and Civil Defense officials Northwest Tennessee town of 10,000,
Most of the gasoline was contained
ordered
was
evacuation
no
but
of
scene
the
at
overnight
stood watch
a large gasoline spill, awaiting the ar- because officials said the spill was in a ditch near the storage tank, which
rival of special pumps to remove the confined to the sprawling highway had been filled several days ago.
Workers began cleaning up the spill
department property and posed no
fuel.
night, but had to break off to
Monday
Up to 8,000 gallons of gasoline spill- threat to the surrounding area.
arrival of special pumps to
the
await
fuel
a
when
ed late Monday afternoon
Officials said the truck, which holds complete the job. Civil Defense oftruck rolled forward breaking a connecting hose while the truck was be- 1,200 gallons, was about three ficials said the special pumps would
ing loaded from a 12,000-gallon quarters full when the accident occur- not produce an electrical spark,
storage tank at the Obion County red at 4:45 p.m. Monday. Officials reducing the chance of the gasoline
don't know why the truck rolled away being accidentally ignited.
Highway Department headquarters.

Housing Costs Up May Inflation Rate
By SALLY JACOBSEN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - A sharp
rise in housing costs pushed the nation's annual inflation rate to 8.4 percent in May, more than three points
above the previous month's rate, the
government reported today.
But for the first time since early
1979, the 12-month gain in the consumer price index was less than 10
percent - a further bolstering of
economists' predictions that the
double-digit crunch is finally at an,
end. Prices in May were 9.8 percent
higher than in May 1980.
May's rise in housing costs primarily reflecting higher mortgage
interest rgtes and-house
accounted for most of the 0.7 percent
monthly increase, the Labor Department said in its report.
Declines were posted, however,in
gasoline and food prices.
The May data means that for the
first five months of the year, inflation
also rose at an 8.4 percent annual clip,
well below the 12.4 percent rate
registered for all of last year.
Specifically, the department's

report said:
-Housing costs rose 1.3 percent,
boosted by an increase of 2.1 percent
in mortgage interest rates and 0.9 percent in house prices. Rent rose 0.8 percent, the largest gain since October.
Housing prices overall rose 0.7 percent in April.
-Gasoline prices continued declining,falling 1.5 percent, after a 1.4 percent drop in April.
-Food and beverage prices declined 0.2 percent. Grocery prices were
off 0.5 percent from April, reflecting a
sharp drop in prices of fresh fruits and
vegetables.
-Prices of new cars rose 2.4 percent, partly as a result of American
manufacturers' ending their rebate
programs. - ----Medical care costs climbed 0.9
percent,led by rises in doctors' fees,
up 1.1 percent in May. Charges for
medical services rose 0.8 percent,
while hospital room fees were up 0.3
percent.
-Entertainment prices rose 0.5
percent after a slower gain of 0.2 percent in April.
-Costs for apparel and upkeep
were down 0.2 percent, after rising 0.2

in April and 1 percent in March. The December 1980 to December 1981.
Donald Ratajczak, director of the
decline reflected a drop in prices for
women's and girls' prices due to pre- Economic Forecasting Project at
Georgia State University, is predicsummer sales.
ting consumer prices will rise 8.5 perfor
adjusted
All of the figures are
cent.
seasonal variations.
Edward iardeni, chief economist
May's 0.7 percent rise overall
follows increases of 0.4 percent in and vice president of the brokerage
house E.F. Hutton & Co., forecasts an
April and 0.6 percent in March.
The report said the unadjusted con- even smaller, 5.1 percent rise.
"Over the next three or four monsumer price index rose to 269.0 in
May, which means that goods and ser- ths, there could be some very good
vices costing $10 in 1967 would have news on inflation," said Allen Sinai,
vice president and senior eaonomist of
cost $26.90 last month.
The Labor Department also said Data Resources Inc. of Lexington,
real spendable earnings - after taxes Mass.
He projected an annual rattKr the
and after adjusting for inflation few months of 5 percent to 8 pernext
dropped 0.4 percent in May for an
average married wage earner, with cent.
.
3 Sandra Shaber, senior economist at
Three dependents.
Chase Econometrics in Bala Cynwyd,
down
were
earnings
spendable
Real
Pa., also predicted "continued
2.0 percent from May 1980.
Since the spring of 1980, inflation moderating inflation this summer."
But she cautioned that inflation
has declined slowly but steadily. The
decline has prompted some could pick up later in the year, with
economists to express optimism that rises in prices for food, fuel and housthe nation may finally be coming out ing, though "we're not talking about
any major increase."
of its double-digit crunch.
"The very factors that have given
The Reagan administration is
predicting p 10.2 percent inflation rate us a respite now are close to turning
for the Wear, measured from around," Ms.Shaber said.
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Community Events Listed

OSPITAL NEWS

Tuesday,June 23
Wednesday,June 24
Matlick, baby boy 6-17--81
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority, Rangers and Rangerettes
(Pamela)
)813 Sha Wa Circle,
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS Unit 827, Woodmen of the of Woodmen of the World
Murray.
Grooms, baby boy World, will meet at the home will leave at 7:30 a.m. from
(Sharon) 209 Maple, Apt. 3,
the Murray State football
of Bettye Baker at 7 p.m.
DISMISSALS
Murray.
stadium for trip to Qpryland
Vanessa C. Foster, 407
Ray, baby girl (Peggy)
"Lnformances" from the USA, Nashville, Tenn. The
North L. P. Miller, Murray;
10A Washington Ct., Paris, workshop by Ronlin group will return at 9 p.m.
809
Gibson,
Mrs. Donna J.
Tenn.
Foreman will be held at the This is for members only,
Coldwater Road, Murray;
DISMISSALS
Calloway County Public ages 8 through 15, and green
Alan K. Hopkins, F5 Murray
Shelby J. Litchfield, Rt. 8,
Library at 7:30 p.m. This is health form must be turned
Manor, Murray; Mrs. Karla
S.
Tippett,
Murray;
Jeffery
free and open to the public. in before trip can be made.
J. Vail And baby-girl, Rt. 1,
Rt. 1, Mayfield; Mrs. Susan
Renee
Mrs.
Farmington;
Alcoholics Anonymous will
R. Phillips and baby girl, Rt.
Ann Miller and baby girl, EThursday,June 25
L.
8, Murray; Mrs. Karon
meet at 8 p.m. at the west
21 Fox Meadows, Murray.
Club will have a
Magazine
Klapp and baby girl, Box end of the Livestock and ExMrs. Bonnie L. Brigham,
luncheon at the
potluck
Center.
182, Mayfield; David Travis position
1215 Peggy Ann Drive, Murhome of Mrs. John Winter.
Jackson, Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn.
UnderParents Anonymous will
Lou
ray; Mrs. MaryAlvis E. Jong,820 Sha Wa meet at 6:30 p.m. For inforwood, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn.;
Junior Golf will be played
Circle,
Murray; Robbie J. mation call 759-1087 or 435Mrs. Ella L. Boren, Rt. 1,
9 a.m. at the Murray
at
Harris, Rt.9, Benton; Mrs. 4385.
Dexter; Jerry D. Crabb, 205
Club.
Country
Shirley F. Williams, Rt. 3,
Maple, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Fulton; Mrs. E. Mozelle Bar- Group D of Beginning
Laverne Owens, Rt. 2, BenOaks Country Club will
re-ft; Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Ladies Tennis of the Murray
ton.
junior golf at 9 a.m. at
have
N.
Page,
610
A.
Jennifer
Country Club will play from the
Mrs. Marilyn R. Moore, Brewer,Paris,Tenn.
club.,
6 to 8 p.m. at the club.
Rt. 1, Palmersville, Tenn.;
Glenn E. Puckett, 704
Mrs. Theresa S. Willoughby, Anderson, Mayfield; Mark
Mixed Tennis with Walt
Murray TOPS (take off
Rt. 2, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. M. Hargrove, Rt. 1, Dexter; pounds sensibly) Club will and Rainey Apperson as
Gaye Haverstock, Box 596,
p.m. at the
Mrs. Vivian S. Campbell, meet at 7 p.m. at the Health hosts will be at 6
Murray; Mrs. Peggy S.
Club.
Country
Murray
1701 College Farm Road, Center.
Feamster, 420 South 8th
6-16-81
Murray; Chester L. Dunn,
Street, Murray; James 1.
Hazel Clean-Up Days will
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Wednesday,June 24
Rt. 1, Almo; Mrs. Elnora
Puryear,
Nance, Box 27,
held and residents are
be
Anonymous
Overeaters
Harmon,Rt. 1, Hamlin.
Tenn.
to place trash to be
asked
at
the
12
noon
meet
at
will
1,
Lisha R. Bucy, Rt.
Mrs. Eulala L. McCarty,
up near the street.
picked
Almo; Mrs. Simone P. Baptist Student Union,
1010 Doran, Murray; Buel E.
Chestnut
and
Waldrop
Taylor, CR Box 109, Hamlin;
7:10,9:00
StalS, Sr., 407 North Fifth
Mrs. Ruby Tucker, Box 618, Streets.
Mrs.
Street, Murray;
CHEECH 1.CHOINGS
Cadiz;
William E. Crider,
"Informances" by Ronlin
Frances M. Kirkland, Box
Hazel and Douglas Centers Foreman from the Mime
Murray;
Kit
Sycamore,
808
53, Hazel; Lawton Robinson,
Carson Green, L4 Southside will be open from 10 a.m.to 2 Workshop will be presented
t. 1, Puryear, Tenn.; Susan
p.m. for activities by the at 7:30 p.m. in the meeting
Manor, Murray.
Lorene Swann,Box 415, Murcitizens with lunch at room of the Calloway Public
senior
1401
Williams,
11.
Kennie
Centnol C tr • 753-3314
ray.
Murray; William Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at Library. There is no charge.
Cardinal,
Howard J. Bazzell, Rt. 2,
S. Holt, Rt. 9, Benton; Mrs. Douglas at 12 noon.
7:15,9:1a
Murray; Walter E. Duke,
Daisy Cook Clayton, 1027
Mothers Day Out will be
•
wons
neoer guess
Rt. 4, Murray; Robert F.
Lars Nord*
Ladies day activities in- held at 9 a.m. at the First
Street,
Ninth
South
Mors. Moons
Futrell, Rt. 1, Almo; Mrs.
hymn &escort
Mayfield; J. D. Robinson, cluding golf at 9 a.m., bridge Baptist Church.
Dom Debases
Bertie G. Roberts, Rt. 3,
Box
30, Riviera, Murray; and tennis at 9:30 a.m., and
Murray; Mrs. Eva T. AlexMrs. Mary Liouise Baker, ladies day luncheon a 12
Bible Journaling Group of
ander, Rt. 2, Murray.
noon will be at the Murray First Christian Church will
Box 368, Murray.
260. CrTuRr
Country Club.
meet at the home of John
Pasco at 7 p.m.
Women of the Oaks CounThru Thurs. 7/9
try Club will play golf with
Legion of Mary will meet
Burlene Brewer as hostess at 10:30 a.m. at St. Leo's
and bridge with Mary Wells Catholic Church.
as hostess at 9:30 a.m. at the
Veterans of the 106th In- the Bulge.
club.
Ladies Night for Knights
fantry Division Association
The group will begin
of
Columbus will be at 6:30
County
Murray-Calloway
(WW II) will hold their 35th registration at noon on
Senior Citizens will leave at 7 p.m. at St. Leo's Catholic
annual reunion at Kentucky Thursday June 25 at Kena.m. from the parking lot at Church.
Dam Village State Park tucky Dam Village Inn. FriFourth and Walnut Streets,
June 25-28.
day includes a tour of LBL Murray,for a trip to Arcola,
Golden Age Club will meet
Kenneth Bradfield, and a Memorial Service at
at 11:30 a.m. at the social
Evansville, Ind.,is president The First Missionary Baptist
hall of the First United
of the association and will Church, Benton. Saturday
Odyssey Group of First Methodist Church. A potluck
serve as host. Van Wyatt, will include a Ladies Lun- Christian Church will meet luncheon will be served with
Benton,is chairman and will cheon in Aurora, Kentucky
bingo to follow.
at Pagliai's at 6 p.m.
serve as co-host. Approx- and the men will be served a
imately 150 veterans and luncheon at Kentucky Dam
their families are expected Convention Center. Saturday
7:15,9:35
G. CORN,JR.
to attend.
night the Annual Banquet
I \F1 RIF Nt F Ili! F N.,
Irksr
The 106th Division fought will be held at the Convenin northern France, the tion Center.
"Good deeds ring clear declarer's queen and there
Rhineland, the Ardennes Sunday morning will be
THETITANS (Battle of the Bulge) and the farewell breakfast at the through heaven like a bell." is no further chance. Declar— Jean P. Richter.
er can take only eight tricks
Central Europe. The Village Inn Dining room.
and the game goes one
association was formed in
Chestnut St •753-3314
It takes an extra good
Anyone wishing further indown.
deed
to
bring
in
nine
tricks
prior
to
Germany in 1945,
formation may contact Van
Declarer makes his game
returning to the United Wyatt, 602 W. 8th Street, Rt. in the play of today's inter- if he sets up dummy's dia8 30-10 20
esting
game.
If
declarer
Ends Than
States. Veterans of the 106th 2, Box 5A, Benton, Kentucky
mond suit and forgets about
tries to win tricks with his
For everyone
have gathered eadh year for 42025 or phone 527-1796.
who's had It up
high cards, he goes down to the heart suit. At trick two,
he leads a low diamond and
to here
the past 35 years at some
defeat. To win, he must
BRICK LOOK
TAKE THIS
ducks the trick completely.
In
their
reunion.
location
for
develop
a
plan
to
bring
his
11 JOB AND
East overtakes West's 10 to
DALTON, Ga. (AP) — A low cards into play.
July 1969,the group returned
SHOVE IT
push a spade through and
newly
developed
artificial
Declarer wins the spade
to Europe for a tour of the
$5.00.carload Toss.
declarer's
queen wins.
battle field on which they turf that resembles bricks is tack with his king and
Another low diamond is
H way 121 S •753-3314
counts
seven
top
being
winners
introduced
for
home
fought during the Battle of
ducked completely and the
outside the heart suit. With
use.
defenders have no counter
"For pools, patios or three honors in the heart
moves. A third spade goes to
••••
••
•••••
'•••••;q•:•:•X•:•:•:•.....•:•....X.:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•X.:••
••:•:•;•:•:•:•:.:•:•:•:••
••:d
suit,
the
quickest
way
to
two
walkways, the brick look is
declarer's ace but now
•
MOV.W.4
additional tricks is to play
OIESTNUT STPAIT
declarer has his nine tricks;
CHERI THREE
going to be very popular," that suit, hoping that the
Me.t•
753-3314
te.0.1
said
Arthur
Lauman,
presijack of hearts is with West. three diamond winners in._
410
•4
dummy and three top
dent of Instant Turf. "Turf If declarer takes the quick
INV
winners in each of the black
reef
makes a pool or patio area route, he leads a heart at suits.
0441
trick
two
and
dummy's
10
safer and more comfortable
How does declarer choose
because it only looks like loses a finesse to East's
the better play? A finesse
jack.
Back
comes
a
spade
to
4 84
brick."
1 4 41
6-15-81
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Morton, baby boy (Marshia) Rt. 6, Box 230,
Mayfield.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Rita F. Long, Rt. 5,
Murray; James L. Williams,
Rt. 5, Murray; Robert R.
Snow, 800 Curtis, Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Nellie M. Holt,
Rt. 1, Dexter; Mrs. Judy K.
Lyons, Rt. 2, Indian Mound,
Tenn.
Eunice R. Housden, Rt. 2,
Hazel; Mrs. Fedelia Grogan,
Box 544, Murray; Henry
Harmon Wilson, 1616
Magnolia, Murray; Arthur
J. Gunderson, 9902 Third
Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Paul D. Jones, Box 86,
Kirksey; Mrs. Duna F.
Rogers, 1635 W. Olive, Murray; Mrs. Reclus M. Howard,
Rt. 1, Sedalia; Oren D.
Burkeen ( expired) Rt. 3,
Murray.

-Godspell" will be shown
by the Community Theatre
at the old freight depot in
Murray-Calloway County
Park at8 p.m.
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"CLIP AND SAVE" DIAMOND SPECIAL
1 FULL CARAT
sit
33113%

offers an even money
chance while a 3-2 suit
break offers 68 per cent.
Clearly, since time is not a
factor, the plan to bring in
the diamonds is the better
play.
Bid with Coro
South holds: 6-23-B
•J10 98

77.

•A 9 8 2
•Q 10
•10 8 3

OFF

REG.$1200

East
Pass
All
pass

Opening lead: Spade jack

BRILLIANT HAND SET DIAMONDS VALUE PRICED!
,97.1, CHO
r)F YELLOW OP WNITF GOlD

'

EAST
•7 5 3
•J 63
*K.I9
•J 9 6 4

Vulnerable: Both. Dealer:
South. The bidding:

With Garlic Bread
Salad 40' Extra

•CI

--

FUU.
7 FULL
e.z
C,N*
CARAT
CARAT
THIS AD MUST ACCOMPANY YObR PURCHASE!
file
SHOPPING CTR.
MICIIIELS011'S JEWELERS BEL-AIR
MURRAY, KY.

NATURAL
MUSLIN

FOR FASHION,
CRAFTS, GUILTS. ETC
REG. 99e YD.
NOW

/
1
2

50g

ro_

KNITS-KNITS
KNITS-KNITS
$288 TO $488 DUALITY
POLYESTER SOLIDS
FANCIES
I TO 4 YARD LENGTHS
EVERY DAY PRICE SI SO

755.

STRETCH PRINTED
TERRY
VOILES
HUGE SELECTION
SOLID COLORS
GO' WIDTH
MACHINE WASHABLE
REG. $3.88—NOW 1,1

SOLID COLOR

100% POLYESTER

SOFT, SHEER EASY TO
CARE FOR PRINTS
FOR SUMMER FASHION
45' WIDTH
REG. S2.99—NOW

$19,? $1179

GAUZE

DRESS 8 BLOUSE
WEIGHT WHITE AND
COLORS
45'—MACHINE
WASHABLE
REG.s
S2.99
NOW
• PRICE
TD.
11911191.111%11W01.1"
POLYESTER S COTTON

49

elw•-

FABRIC BONANZA

FROM THIS HUGE ASSORTMENT YOU CAN
SEW FOR PLAYING-SLEEPING-LOUNGING
DRESS UP-DECORATING-CRAFTS, ETC
HERE ARE A FEW
THIS STORE HAS
REPRESENTATIVE
MOST OF THESE
PLUS MANY MORE
TYPES
L.
• INTERLOCK KNITS
• WOVEN SHEERS
• DRESS PRINTS
• POLT CREPES
• NIGHTWEAR
• CHALLIS
FLEECE
• DOUBLE KNITS
• SHEER KNITS
• SWEATER KNITS
• T-SHIRT KNITS
ORIGINAL PRICES

40 WIDTH IN SOLIDS,
STRIPES 1. OTHER FANCIES
REG. $2.99—NOW

YARD
worsownowy
NON ROLL

WHITE
Ve POLYESTER

REG.
$2.99
NOW

21111au..
..etm

49
YD.

REQ.
$2.38
NOW

se:

49

NOW$3

YD.

Roc•-•

SO MANY USES

REG. 45* YD.
NOW
YD
umrsammakesimiamol
ATTRACTIVE PRINTS
AND SOLID COLORS

•••'.
..••••••'-

egg
YD.

INTERFACING
MACHINE
WASHABLE
REG. 69' YD.
NOW Y3 PRICE

35

8' is 8'
SQUARE

ALL POLYESTER

DOUBLE KNITS

SOLID COLORS AND FANCIES
MEDIUM AND HEAVY WEIGHTS
80• WIDTH—MACHINE WASHABLE
NOW
REG.$2.19

REQ.
1/2
""
11?PRICE 511?

4
0:i----- ----- ... ... ---•,
-:
.
- .A.L.:•...1\

QUILT
•BLOCKS

POLY & COTTON
BLENDS — SOLIDS AND
PRINTS
REG.

.1311,
OPP—

1" 5C
NOW
Yl PRICE

-- ..

A‘,/lilMil 4 44.11.13110'A

North South
14
24
34

ANSWER: Three spades
North's three clubs invites a
game but South's raise was
minimum and three spade
bid denies extra values.
--Send bridge questions to The Aces.
PO Boa 12343. Dallas, Texas 75325.
with self-addreemed. stamped envelope
for reply

pert
her ,
in f,
arid
of tl

rela
who

indmircar
WHITE IRON-ON
POLYESTER
& RAYON

pass
the3
righ

43.0

CHLORINE RESISTANT
48' & 54' WIDTHS

REG.
S5-99$
NOW
Ys PRICE

D1
wisl
th ai
vinc
rela

,

ELASTIC

11.99 To 84.99 ro
wanananahanalandwiesunsnagawan,

SOLIDS 8 PRINTS
-REVERSIBLE
DOUBLE FACED
POLYESTER FILLING
REG..

••ciumm

149
$
.

23C
CHECKED QUILTED
CALICO GINGHAM FABRICS
SWIMWEAR
PRINTS
FABRICS

POLYESTER & COTTON
45'—MACHINE WASH
FOR FASHION & CRAFTS

MN.

5X"

FABRICS FOR EVERY NEED!!

POLYESTER 8 COTTON
FOR FASHION & CRAFTS
ASST. CHECK SIZES
MANY COLORS

By
„
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For Your P easure We Present e
Second of Our Summer
Scheduled Artist's Appearances
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$1"

POLYESTER & COTTON

SC-SOLID COLOR
BRIGHT YARN

Plans Reunion

089
0 11
.
4
•••
0.11.4.1

PRICE
SALE

vm4s.t

CART
,

GSM

OUR SEMI-ANNUAL
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Infantry Division-

ASH
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Thursday,June 25
Senior Citizens Centers
will be open as follows:
Hazel and Douglas from 10
a.m.to 2 p.m.and Ellis from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Cantrid thonpling Center'
Herr eal fr Arcadia Oa
Mon-Tueoiet 11.11104110
WeialYeao-FrI11:1104M1

E NorirmEr

THE ACES*IRA

Thursday,June 25
SIDS (sudden death syndrome) Support Group will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Calloway County Health
Center, North Seventh and
Olive Streets.

You are invited to a reception in honor of
Neal Holland, Kentucky Artist, on Thursday,
June 25th. Neal will be here from 11:90 a.m.
until 5:30 p.m. We will have his latest print,
"He Loves Me"on sale, and the artist will have
some of his original paintings on display. Neal
will personalize any print that you already
have or any that you purchase.
Neal began painting at age 18, and his works are owned
by collectors in many states. He released his first limited
edition print in 1978, "Break Time" which was sold out
before it was printed.
Neal now releases two prints each year, one in the
spring and one in the fall. The aritst's wife, Margaret,
shares his love of painting, and the people whom they
meet, so come by and say 'hello' to these two wonderful
people.

While you are here register for'Neatsprint,
"He Loves Me,"to be given away framed. The
drawing will be that day at 530 p.m. -

Blackford House
Gallery
Dixieland Shopping Center
:i1
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Magazine Club-

Jackson-Fannin
Wedding Planned

Plans For Luncheon At Winter Home;
May Program Is Held At Holiday Inn

Mr.and Mrs. James E. Jackson of Owensboro announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Patricia Suzanne,to Quentin Lee Fannin,son of
Mr.and Mrs. Talmadge E. Fannin of Murray Route S.
Miss Jackson is a graduate of Owensboro Catholic High
School and the University of Kentucky.
Mr. Fannin is a graduate of Calloway County High
School and Murray State University.
Both Miss Jackson and Mr. Fannin are currently attending the University of Kentucky College of Medicine, Lexington.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, July 25, at
1 p.m. at the Immaculate Church in Owensboro.

The Magazine tlub will
have a potluck luncheon at
the home of Mrs. John C.
Winter on Thursday, June
25.
All members are urged to
attend, a club spokesman
said.
Mrs. E. C. Jones and Mrs.
Winter presented the program at the meeting of the
club held May 28 at the Holiday Inn with Miss Roberta
Whitnah as hostess.
Continuing the year's programs on Kentucky, the
general theme for May was
"God's Bounty."

De tt)

fr)
By Abigail Van Buren

Daughter Ready to Trade
Mother for Old Model
DEAR ABBY: Please tell those readers who write in and
wish that their dear departed parents were still with them
that I will be glad to trade my 91-year-old, childish,
vindictive, contrary, mean, ungrateful mother for their dead
relatives.
Your bereaved readers are fortunate that their loved ones
passed on while still in possession of their true personalities;
they left pleasant memories behind them and they are
rightfully missed.
My mother has lived 20 years too long. She is not the same
person she was, and by the time she dies, I will be glad to see
her go, because her present self is not at all attractive, and is
in fact hardly bearable. In a few more years, her abusive
arid unkind conduct will have erased all the good memories
of the years before she changed.
Your bereaved readers should thank God for taking their
relatives while they were still lovable human beings for
whom one could shed a loving tear.
LOVES HER BUT HATES WHAT SHE'S BECOME
DEAR LOVES: I know yours is a heavy cross to
bear, but. is it possible that your 91-year-old mother
once cared for a childish, vindictive, contrary, mean,
ungrateful child — namely you — for several years?
Apparently she didn't abandon you when you were
abusive, unkind and not at all attractive. Think about
it.
DEAR ABBY: Will you please clear something up in your
column? Most people think a military school is some kind of
correctional institution like a reform school. Abby, this is
not true! I am tired of people asking me why I got sent to a
military school. A military school is a college preparatory
school. There are no fences around this place.
In some cases, a person who comes to a military school
has not done well in public schools and needs a little more
individual attention. The military part just develops selfdiscipline, which comes in handy later in life. I am not
pushing military schools. I'm just trying to set the record
straight. Under our uniforms, we're just average, normal
kids.
CADET CORPORAL, HOWE MILITARY SCHOOL,
HOWE, IND.
DEAR CORPORAL:Thanks for writing. I'll bet you
make sergeant in no time.

Mrs. Jones, in her discussion on "Agriculture" spoke
of the most important crops
— tobacco, corn, oats, and
soybeans — which contributed not only to Kentucky but to the survival of
other nations. In her report
she included the raising of
horses, cattle, and poultry.
She quoted Rogers Clark
who said of Kentucky in 1775,
"A richer more beautiful
land I have never seen."
Mrs. Winter continued
with the topic, "Arboriculture." Her discussion
centered around trees she

.0,0,......Celebration Is Planned.,

had known and loved in her
native Louisiana, those
around her Murray home,
and others about the lake. Of
particular interest were the
chinaberry, cypress,
liveoak, pines, oaks,
magnolias and the holly. Her
report evoked quite a discussion from the group, a
spokesman said.
Irma La Follettee, president, presided. The tables
were decorated with African
violets from Miss Whitnah's
collection. Dessert was served by Miss Whitnah to the 20
members present.

Steps to control foot odor
Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.

DEAR DR. LAMB — I
wanted to comment on the
problem of sweaty feet. I
had this problem until about
two years ago. It can be
horrible. My niece told me
to put a little baking soda in "
each shoe before putting
them on. It stopped the odor
but my feet are still wet
when I take my shoes off. I
work six hours a day in a
cafeteria so I have to wear
enclosed shoes.
DEAR READER —
Thank you for trying to help
others. Baking soda will
absorb some odor. Not
everyone may tolerate it as
well as you have so I would
advise a limited trial first
for anyone who wants to try
this remedy. I have received
many home aid suggestions
about controlling foot odors
since my first column on
this subject and many of
them are useful.
Regardless of what you
use the first step in controlling foot odor is frequent
bathing of the feet, at least
twice a day, and changing
socks as often as you can,
again, at least twice a day.
It is also useful to change
shoes every day so one pair
can be at home airing out
while you are wearing the
other pair. Open shoes are
helpful. So is going barefooted at home where you can
do so comfortably.
I have discussed some of
the - aspects of controlling
foot odor in The Health Letter number 11-8, Your Feet
and How To Care For Them,
which I am sending you.
Others who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped. selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
Socks that absorb moisture are also useful. And
there are commercial prep-

arations that can be used to
help, too. With a combination of the aids available,
most foot odor problems can
be helped if not completely
controlled.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I am
a 73-year-old woman and I
work very hard. In addition,
I started a walking program
two years ago and walk
three miles a day. About a
month ago I started having

some chest discomfort, a
dull ache that bothered me.
It would come and go and
sometimes hurt for a day or
two, then I wouldn't feel it
for several days.
I had X-rays and they
found I had an ulcer, which
didn't surprise me as I've
had them before. The doctor
did a stress test and said the
results were not too good,
and I was out of shape. So he
put me on Donnatol and
Propanolol and told me to
get more exercise to tone up
my heart. I told him I walk
three miles a day but he
doesn't believe me. Now I'm
wondering if the machine

can tell the difference
between an overworked
heart

and

not enough
exercise? I'm now exercising two hours a day plus all
my other work and I am
tired. I think that is too
much for a 73-year-old
woman.
DEAR READER — I
agree. No,. that test is not
that accurate, particularly
for women. Ask your doctor
for me to review the article
on the national study of
stress tests that appeared in
the New England Journal of
Medicine, Aug. 2, 1979.
He will find that in 175
women who had pain suggestive of heart disease only
nine had coronary artery
disease but 33 had positive
stress tests. False positive
tests in women are common.
Perhaps he will let you go

DEAR ABBY: This is for all those people who refuse to
give cash as a wedding gift:
Our daughter and her husband struggled through years of
poverty earning their college degrees. When they graduated,
neither had any savings, although our daughter did have all
the necessary cooking and housekeeping items.
Their most appreciated gifts were those from their
practical friends and relatives who gave them money. After
years of commuting by bus to classes and work, they were
finally able to make a down payment on a car.
Most of their wedding gifts — pottery, wok pans,
ceramics, pictures, trays, glassware, wine racks, knickknacks, etc. — are still stored in my attic. All these are itertis
for which they have no space and little use, and don't even
remember receiving.
I am so worn out after six years of moving and cleaning
all these dust collectors, I am tempted to haul the whole lot
to Goodwill.
Unless the couple is already on easy street, no gift at all is
better than one that ends up stored in Mom's attic. And
registering isn't the answer either — they got four Crock HONORED — Senior Citizens honored recently for
Pots!
having birthdays in April at the-Douglas Center were,
What do people have against giving money?
left
to right, Lillie Wilkerson-, Ambie Willoughby, and
TIRED MOM IN MANITOWOC, WIS.
a4,
Florence Houston.
DEAR MOM: Maybe they don't want anybody to
know how much they spent.
Getting married? Whether you want a formal
church wedding or a simple,"do-your-own-thing"
ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send $1 plus a
JAMES BOY
long, self-addressed, stamped (35 cents) envelope to:
parents of a baby boy,
Abby's Wedding Booklet, 2060 Hawthorne Blvd., Mr.and 1Virs. Mark James, Wesley Joe, weighing eight
Suite 5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250.
Murray Route 7, are the pounds 12 ounces, measuring
20/
3
4 inches, born on Sunday,
June 7 at 11:10 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have one son, Matthew, who will be 3 on July
to-4,
Will Have
10. The mother is the former
Patsy Hopkins, who is
employed at the office of the
Supt. Robert Glin Jeffrey of
the Murray Board of Education. The father is employed
by Cleaver Construction
Company.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Dee Hopkins of
Murray Route 2 and Mr. and
Located On
Mrs. Rubin James of Murray Route 7. A great grandfather is J. E. Garland of
Bradenton,Fla.

Green Plain Church of Christ

back to only one hour of
exercise plus your other
work when he reads this.

The Rev. and Mrs. Jimmy
Madding will celebrate 25
years of marriage on July 1,
1961. A reception will be held
on Sunday,June 28,from 2 to
4 p.m.at the home of Mr.and
Mrs. David Henderson.
All friends and relatives
are invited to attend. The
Henderson home is located
off Highway 121, Mayfield.
To reach the home turn left
at Tommy's Equipment at
the Y, go about /
1
2 mile, turn
right, and go to the third
house on the right.
The couple was married on
July 1, 1956, at the Northside
Baptist Church of Mayfield.
Anna Crouch was the maid
of honor and Harry Joe Madding served as best man.
They have two children,
Valerie and David Lynn,and
one grandchild, Devada Sue.
The Rev. Madding is the
pastor of the Coldwater Baptist Church at Coldwater.
Mrs. Madding was the
former Wanda Sue Davidson.

Rev. and Mrs. Madding

)

Of Interest To

Senior Citizens

LAM
SUNG.,

Golden Age Club Meeting
Planned At Social Hall
The Golden Age Club will
meet Thursday, June 25, at
11:30 a.m. at the social hall
of the First United Methodist
Church.
A potluck luncheon will be
served followed by bingo.
The club met May 28 at the
same place with 28 members
and three guests present.
Hawaiian travel films were
shown following the potluck
luncheon.
Those present were Mr.
and Mrs. Dan Mears, Mr.
and Mrs. Carl Hendrickson,
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew

I

tell her miraculous
deliverance from
a Communist firing
squad and the
ministry God has
given her among the
Chinese people.

Rachoy, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Davis, Mr. and Mrs.
David Nanney, Mr. and Mrs.
Roger Burgoyne, Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Gertzen, Paul
Kingins, Mrs. Thelma
Parker, Mrs. Birdie Parker,
Mrs. Mildred Ragsdale,
Mrs. Opal Reeves, Mrs.
Calista
Clanton, Mrs.
Modena Butterworth, Mrs.
Lucille Rollins, Mrs. Mattie
Parker, Mrs. Connie Jones,
and Mrs. Naoma Schwalm,
member; Mrs. Ethel
Rogers, Mrs. Elaine Dunn,
and Mrs. Shirley Wertz,
guests.

SAVE — SAVE

tt

Wed, only threw ',mutes to in
.
, Note stood
blondlolded bolo,.• lerong squad of &WU men
She hcatcl the death countdown Nylon Looking
up to Jesus she played and wafted lot the bullets
to hot But no.,. clod God sent a blonclong het
•bout het and Mose who odtended to destroy he.
stood 0105 'n

'ow"

Friday, June 26th
Holiday Inn
State 121 &45 Bypass
Mayfield, Ky. 7:30 p.m.
Free Admission

Nora will also pray tor those with physical and spiritual needs.

SAVE!

D & T Warehouse Foods
You Can Tell By The
Total On The Tape D & T
Is The Lowest In Town
Prices Good 6/23-6/29
20 Lb.

Lynn Grove Large

Potatoes
$329

Eggs

684

Blue Bonne!

Hunt's

Margarine

Catsup
5,

88
Hot Dogs
684

1 Lb.

24 oz.

Reelfoot
Fun Buddies

Folger's Instant

10

Coffee
oz.$399'

12 oz.

Gospel Meetings

Thurs. June 25 thru Sat. 27
At 7:30 Each Evening
Speaker: Robert Taylor
Old Murray-Paris Road

's
w?44hiS1E-VILLAGE-

1)()%• 111(m n

()n I hp 4,(Indrc

\thrr.IN

Coca-Cola
Sprite or Tab
Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
Fri - a
.

SEMI-ANN UAL

SHOE
CLEARANCE
IN PROGRESS

8 Pak
16 oz.
Plus
Deposit

48

Across From Murray Drive-In
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Looking Back

!' Copley News Sorvies
By JOHN CU N N IFF

Business $lirror
NEW YORK (AP) — On the lapel of
his suit jacket James Renier wears a
small metal tag on which is imprinted
•'The Winning Edge." Asked what it
meant, Renier went on to describe an
entire philosophy of management.
The key to the winning edge, he
said,is attitude. It is the factor he that
makes the difference, he said. "It is
self-esteem. It is an outward sign of
how a person feels about himself and
his environment."
Said Renier, president and chief
operating officer of Honeywell Control Systems, one of two Honeywell
Inc. groups: "Without it I don't think
you can be a winner, as an institution
or as an individual."
Renier feels that creating an environment for self-esteem is essential
to the fortunes of Honeywell, and that
in order to accomplish it the goals of
na gement must be related to those
of workers.
The Winning Edge program makes
these assumptions:
I. People want to do a good job.
2 Each employee knows his or her
own job better than anyone else.
3. Employees want to be recognized
as intelligent, interested people and
they want to participate in decisions
that affect their work.
4. People need information so they
can better understand the goals and
problems of the organization and
make informed decisions.
These four principles, said Renier,
'have always been true of all people."
Earlier this month he expounded on
this thesis before the Joint Economic
Committee of. Congress, telling
members:
"Today's worker ... values persons
over institutions, participation over
authority, individualism over conformity, quality over quantity, diversity

over uniformity and experience over
things.
"On the job, workers want
assurance they are making a difference, that their talents are being
effectively used and that they can
leave at the end of the day feeling they
accomplished something worthwhile.
And they want to know they are working in a successful company."
Conclusion: "Organizational objectives, such as increased productivity,
are attainable only if they are consistent with individual objectives, such
as self esteem."
How do you turn this into company
policy? Through training programs,
for example. This summer, he said,
Honeywell will try to add more human
relations skills to the technical skills
of its engineering managers.
"We will open a school to train
technical managers in communications, counseling, coaching, group
behavior, self esteem, team building
and motivation," said Renier, who
holds a doctorate in physical
chemistry.
Honeywell Quality Circles, in which
workers meet to discuss raising productivity, will play a big role. The
company has 300, expects to add 50 to
100 this year, and eventually hopes to
have 1,000 worldwide.

Th(mght
And be said, Who art thou, Lord? And
the Lard said, I am Jesus whom thou
pavement: it is hard for thee to kick
against the pricks. — Acts 11:5.
The Spirit of the Lord often speaks to
us through the conscience. Let us be
alert to hear and obey.

Letters To The Editor

Delighted With Production

(CP
‘
262
..1-7

61":41DITNAP
r
443 A;1Ask.
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Garrott's Galley

and 57 quitting smoking. She and
Dear Editor:
Calloway County Christian Pastor May use this method freely to
Temperance Group met at Calloway help folk who already have the habit,
County public library for a meeting on and stress the harm to the body as
June 15, with five ladies present. They they deal with childrin and youth
were Gladys Jarrett, Virginia everywhere to never start this harmMcDaniels, Eunice May, Nina Craig, ful habit. The facts showing children
and Lorene Clayton. Although many and youth smoking on the increase
of our members could not attend, it alarms us, and we want to help them
was an interesting and profitable know the dangers involved.
Plans were made to get information
meeting.
Mrs. Jarrett, our president; took out to folk at the Calloway County
chargeewith Lorene Clayton giving a Fair, which could influence many to
short devotional on our theme, let alcoholic drinks, drugs and smok"Precious Jewels," our children, as ing never be a part of their lives.
Much prayer was made for our nawas stressed in Mark 9:35-37. Of
course, children and youth are our tion with its leaders at present,as well
real purpose of having Woman's as those youth who are to be the
Christian Temperance Union in the leaders of tomorrow, along with our
first place. It is trying to reach them homes of America. May there be
with facts and warnings of dangers more young parents join us in this
before they get involved in habit form- fight against the evils, which are
homestoday.
ing drugs of any kind. Startling facts wrecking
Reporter Lorene Clayton
were given not only concerning hard
drugs; but of alcoholic beverage
Mairay Ledger & Times
users. One was that of almost 30 times
as much death and destruction in Ky.
s USPS3011-700 s
from Alcohol use and abuse as that of Publisher
Walter I. Apperson
. R. Gene McCutcheon
other drugs. One recent death on Editor .
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
highway between Hazel and Murray, every afWswon except Sundays, July 4,
taking the life of a 19-year old college ChriArnaMy, New Years Day and Thankigivby Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th St.,
youth, is an example of alcoholic 'ing
Murray, Ky. 42071. Second Class Postage Paid at
drinking, with the drinker causing Murray, Ky. 42071.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served by
another's death.
carriers, $3.25 per month, payable in advance.
Mrs. Jarrett gave report of the use By mail in Calloway CounV.and to Benton, Barof our films, whictrwere espattally for din, Mayfield,Sedaliian arrningffin, xy., afl
Buchanan and Puryear, Tn., $24.50 per
. phildren up to grades 6, with more Paris,
year By mail to other destinations, $39.50 per
than 600 viewing. Also with the lesson year.
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
an "Brain Control and Alcohol" as beAssociation and Southern Newspaper Publishers
ing so widely used, thus showing of Association.
,
The Associated Preis is exclusively entitled to
how alcohol hits the best part, our
local news originated by The Murray
thinking, reasoning, and higher republish
Ledger & Times as well as all other AP news.
powers first, and actual destruction of
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
753-1916
Bwaness Office
brain cells.
753-1916
Classified Advertising
'Mrs. May told of the successful 5- Retail(Display) Advertising
753-1919
Day-Smoking Program conducted in Circulation
11
r9:6
1916
Tenn. lately with 71 smokers enrolling News and Sports Dept.

tc
bf
• .„

20 Years Ago
By M.C.Garrott

11 People Under One RoofFor A Week
On Beach Adds Up To A Happy Vacation
I am well aware that the last thing a
lot of people want to read is a detailed
account of someone else's holiday
safari, but you'll have to bear with
me.It's all I have at the moment.
I'm still in the relaxed, happy state
of having returned from our annual
and getting-to-be-traditional week on
the beach at Panama City, Fla., with
our entire family — 11 of us, including
Jeff's golfing friend, John Hassell, all
under one roof literally at the water's
edge for seven whole days. -It was
great!
Two grandchildren to play with,
love on and get to know, early morning walking-talking jaunts on the
beach with son and daughter-in-law,
daughter and son-in-law as well as
with my wife will be long
remembered and cherished.
Already, we are planning for next
year. Everybody wants "to do it
again."
+++
You know, I get just a mite put out
when I hear people contend that
"nobody knows where Murray is."
That's a bunch of you-know-what.
While in Panama City, I purposely
struck up conversations with people to
check this out. Everyone of them not
only had heard of Murray and Murray
State, but knew where they were.
The first was a man who was vacationing with his family in the cottage
next to ours. He lived in Panama City,
but this year, instead of traveling,
they simply settkd down on the beach
for a week. The money they saved in
gasoline paid a big share of their cottage rental. He had gone to school at
Tennessee Tech. He knew all about
Murray.
Others were in a group of four
couples from Oxford, Miss. One lady
taught home economics at Ole Miss.
They knew all about Murray —
especially how Ron Greene was lured
away from Mississippi State.
The manager of a 3-par golf course

Dear Sir:
attend our schools.
A visit to the June 20, 1981, producParental support is essential for our
tion of "Godsepll" necessitated this schools and "frills" such as our comletter. I'm extremely proud of the munity theatre. Given opportunities,
university students, the production the university and public school
members, and especially the Murray students will develop positively in
High students. As an instructor at many ways. This growth will benefit
MHS, I find myself watching them the individuals and our community.
again with utter disbelief at what The community theatre should be
they can accomplish.
praised for providing such opportunities
for growth. The young people
In a day and age when so many conof
this
area
should be praised for their
stantly criticize and cast aspersions
participating in this endeavor.
that
sad
it
is
people,
young
our
on
If any individual doubts the worth of
these people will not see a production community
theatre or worries about
had
such as "Godspell." Having
the young people of the area, please
several of these young people in class,
attend one performance. Then, watch
I have watched as they "sweat blood" for
the smiles, laughs, and attentive
and
tests,
assignments,
over class
gazes
of the audinece. Look at the inother school related activities; they
volvement
and the intensity of parconstantly attempted to do their best.
ticipation
of
the young people. The
These same young people should be answer to all the doubts and fears of
commended for their splendid parthe worth of the community theatre
ticipation in community theatre.
and those hours of sy,ork by our high
Oh, MHS is not free of problems; in school students is quite evident: the
fact, one of the major problems with community theatre and all those who
many of my students is overinvolve- participate should be heartily supment with school and community ac- ported by the community.I truly hope
tivities. Compared with other cities' that Murray-Calloway County
problems of murder, assault, and understands and appreciates what exother assorted aspects, our schools ists in that "old freight depot."
are doing a magnficent job. This job is
Sincerely Yours,
made easier due to the students that
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10 Years Ago
Darryel Paschall, daughter of Mrs.
Maggie Paschall and Barney
Paschall, was presented the scholarship of $100 by the Quota Club of Murray at the meeting held at the
Southside Restaurant. Heloise
Roberts, president, made the presentation.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Bertha Hill,78.
The Murray Lions Club's coveted
"Lion of the Year" award was made
last night to John Belt, instructor in
the Department of Industrial Education, Murray State University.
Rodney Lowe, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert M. Lowe of Murray,
represented the Four Rivers Council
at the National Explorers Presidents'
Congress held at Washington,D.C.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Dennis Michael Wyatt on
June 20.
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. McSwain were
honored at a reception in celebration
of their golden wedding anniversary
at the Holiday Inn, Murray.

we played turned out to be from
Louisville. He knew where Murray
was, -down near Kentucky Lake
where the crappie fishing is so good."
Then there was the bakery executive from Atlanta, who turned out
to be from Dyersburg, Tenn., and a
friend of former Racer football coach
Jere Stripling. Jere is now at Northeast Louisiana at Monroe.
Too, after that basketball game at
Tuscaloosa in 1980, most of the
Alabamans know where Murray is.
+++
A very unusual and tragic thing
happened while we were on the beach.
One morning — Wednesday, June 10,
to be exact — about 10:15 there were a
lot of people on the beach and romping
in the surf when a strange undertow
developed.
Before it subsided an hour later, a
29-year-old man had drowned and
more than 100 people had been pulled
from the surf — eight nearly drowning. The sky was clear, the sun hot
and die surf looked calm, but for
about an hour there was bedlam up
and down the beach as people were
pulled out by lifeguards and fellow
swimmers.
The really tragic thing about it all
was that the man who drowned had
checked out of his motel, loaded his
car and was ready to leave for his
home in Decatur, Ala., when he decided to run into the surf one more time.
It cost him his life.
When the surf is bad and you can
tell there is an undertow, people
usually listen when warned of its
danger, but on a day like that one
everyone was caught by surprise. The
natives said they had never seen
anything like it.
+++
For me, the most enjoyable aspect
of the week was simply doing what I
wanted to do when I wanted to do it —
be it feeding the seagulls, watching
the sand pipers feeding their young,

PFC Billy G. Roberts of Murray
presented a research paper at the
joint science conference held June 14
to 15 by the U. S. Army Chemical
Research and Development
Laboratories and the U. S. Army
Chemical Corps Nuclear Defense
Laboratory at the Army Chemical
Center, Md.
Work on the 127-mile long toll road
from the Kentucky Turnpike near
Elizabethtown to a point near
Paducah will start in the fall.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr.and Mrs.
Blondie McClure and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Morefield.
Mrs. Joseph M. Hallman of Columbia, S. C., announces the engagement
and approaching marriage of her
daughter, Shirley Ann, to Robert
Allen Foy, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel Voris Foy of Murray.
The Rev. Walter E. Mischke, Jr.,
pastor of the Methodist Church at
Ridgley, Tenn., will speak at the First
Methodist Church here on Sunday.Its
father is pastor of the Murray church.
30 Years Ago
Pvt. James F. Andrus is now serving as a rifleman with an Infantry
Regiment ia Korea.
Deaths reported include Quitman
Overcast,49.
L. J. Hortin has been named acting
director of the Ohio University School
of Journalism, effective July 1. He
joined the faculty at Ohio State in
September 1947 as an associate professor of journalism after teaching at
Murray State College.
A feature story on J. D. Sexton,
written by Lochie Faye Hart, is
published in The Ledger & Times today.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. J. D. Pace on June 16, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. James Clayton on
June 16, a boy to Mr..and Mrs. J. B.
Bell on June 17, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Cox on June 17.
Miss Marbeth York, daughter of
Mr. and'Mrs. Louie York of Benton,
was married to Edward Ray Mathis,
son of Mrs Thomas Cott of Detroit,
Mich., on June 17 at the Union Ridge
Baptist Church.

searching for "sand dollars" or merely taking an afternoon nap.
It doesn't take the seagulls long to
learn where and when to come for
feeding. I used small balls of bread,
and would throw them into the air in
front of the hovering birds. Diving for
it, they seldom missed, catching and
gulping it down — sometimes within a
foot of the sand.
The busy little sandpipers work
hard all day feeding their young. They
hover above the surf at a height of 10
to 12 feet for a few seconds then drop
like a rock into the water. Within a
flash, they are airborne again and
generally with a small, silvery fish in
their beak to head for their nests and
little ones among the sea oats on the
nearby dunes.
"Sand dollars" are round, grey
forms of aquatic life about the size
and thickness of a silver dollar.
Many people bleach these white
with Clorox and use them as
homemade ornaments on the tree at
Christmas time.
+++
It seems almost everyone who goes
to Panama City comes away with one,
two or three "air brushed" T-shirts
with all kinds of advertisements, catchy slogans and goofy things on them.
These are the fad today.
We followed our youngsters into one
of these shops. Known as the "Surf
Hut," it had sand for a floor, walls
covered with color snapshots of bikiniclad beauties and sported racks
displaying every imaginable kind of
T-shirt.
In one area, hundreds of signatures
had been scrawled on the walls.
Among the first I glanced at was that
of Cary Miller, Murray High's
baseball coach.Nearby were those of
Jon Billington, Jason Billington, Dada
McCuiston and Lanette Hopkins — all
with "Murray, Ky." beneath the
11111 MeN.mirlt Sr& 17.
6-13.
name. It was like meeting friends
from home.
•
+++
No trip to Panama City is complete
for us without a dinner at "Capt.
Anderson's," an extremely popular
seafood place. It opens at 4 p.m., and
fills immediately,. After that, you
wait from 45 minutes to an hour and a
half for a table—depending on the size
high court.
Reagan's campaign commitment of your party.
was about as specific as a presidential
But, if you have the "charbroiled
candidate can get on judiciarappoint- snapper," as we generally do, you
ments. "I am announcing today that soon forget the long wait.
one of the first Supreme Court vacan+++
cies in my administration Will be fillOne happy note: For_those of you
ed by the most qualified woman I can who go to Panama City regularly,
find, one who meets the high stan- you'll be happy to know that 1-65 south
dards I will demand for all my ap- of Birmingham now is open.
pointments," he said, reading from a
You no longer have to work your
text at the start of a campaign news way through the congested areas of
By The Auodated Press
conference in Los Angeles.
Acton, creenwood, Alabaster and
Today is Tuesday,June 23, the 174th
Candidates and presidents Pellwoofi. Within 15 minutes, you now day
of 1. There are 191 days left in
customarily are more cautious on the can go from one side of Birmingham the
subject, saying, as Carter did in 1980, to the other,and that's great!
I• •
ghligla in history:
that they will appoint the most
I 44.
7
.; A 1683, William Penn signqualified person available, regardless
ed a
miship treaty with the Indians
of sex.
in the Pennsulvania region. The
That is in line with what the White
-agreement was kept faithfully by both
House is saying now that am appointsides for more than 60 years.
we're
looking
ment is at hand. "What
In 1722, England's Queen Anne
By Ken Wolf
for is the best qualified man or
ordered
the French people in Nova
find
it
easy
to
Many
Christians
woman, but in that process, highly
qualified women will be given careful speak of Divine Providence. at- Scotia to take an oath of allegiance to
consideration," said David R. tributing to that almost magical her government within one year or
leave.
Gergen,the White House communica- source everything from temporarily
In 1838, a $28 million surplus in the
lower gasoline prices to an early end
tions director.
United
States treasury was divided
to
a
spring
head
cold.
Reagan also has said he will seek
Is it possible that God's will is among 26 states.
court nominees who will interpret
Ten years ago: President Richard
laws, not try to write them. That's not shown to us in more powerful but less
Nixon announced he would make the
direct
ways?
Paul
Tillich
(1886-1965
),
surprising; that's conservatism. "I
disputed Pentagon Papers available
am a constitutionalist," the president one of this century's greatest
to
congressional committees, but with
thought
so.
In
theologians, apparently
said.
atop-secret label. -- Ms
book
--The
Shaking—of—the
"Reagan's promise to send "the mo-st'
Five years ago: The United States
qualified woman I can find"- to the Foundations, he described Provetoed Angola's application for
saving
vidence
as
"a
and
creating
Supreme Court was made last Oct. 14,
membership in the United Nations.
as he sought to fend off campaign ac- possibility implied in every situation"
One year ARO: The seven-nation
cusations that he didn't favor equal .and continued:
Allied Summit ended in Venice, Italy,
Providence
means
that
the
rights for women. That stemmed
with a pledge to reduce dependence on
daemonic and destructive forces
from the Republican platform, and
oil imports and a joint agreement on
within
ourselves
and
our
world
from his own opposition to the Equal
economic strategy.
can never have an unbreakable
Rights Amendment to the ConThought for today: Better to wear
grasp upon us, and that the bond
stitution. He said equality could better
out than rust out. — Richard
which
connects
fulfillus
with
the
be achieved by statute than by conCumberland. English philosopher
•
ing love can never be disrupted.
stitutional amendment.
(1631-1718).
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Pledge With A Purpose
An AP News Analysis
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Reagan's promise to name a woman
to the Supreme Court was no offhand
campaign comment — it was in the
script, and it was a pledge with a purpose.
It was hedged just enough so that
Reagan is not committed to make his
first court appointment the court's
first woman justice. He said it would
be one of the first.
But it was clear enough, and
dramatic enough, so that if Reagan
does not find a woman nominee, he
and his spokesmen are going to have
to spend some time explaining why it
didn't happen now.
Reagan has a vacancy to fill this
summer with the retirement of
Justice Potter Stewart, and congressional sources said Monday that a
man, Judge J. Clifford Wallace of the
9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in
San Francisco, is the leading candidate.
Reagan is—likely to have more
Supreme Court appointments. Five of
the remaining justices are older than
70. But that does not necessarily mean
they will be stepping down soon.
Ewan'It-gialtitriself, and White
House political aides say he will seek
re-election in 1984.
Richard M. Nixon shaped the current court with four appointments
during his presidency. There were
none at all during Jimmy Carter's
term. Stewart is one of two current
justices appointed by Dwight D.
Eisenhower. John F. Kennedy, Lyndon B. Johnson and Gerald R. Ford
each named one of the men now on the
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Fixed Rate Mortgages Becoming Hard To Find
EDITOR'S NOTE - Today's mortgages are a far
cry from the loans of the
past. Here,in the second of a
four-pert series, is a look at
what's happening.

known as the AML-for adjustable mortage loan.
"I think we're going to sae
the adjustable rate mortgage probably as the
predominant mortgage in
the future," said David
Treadway, chief economist
for the Federal National
Mortgage Association.
The idea is simple: the interest rate on the loan is tied
to one of several common
economic indices such as the
interest rate on U.S.
Treasury Bills. When the index goes up, the interest on
the mortgage goes up. When
the index goes down, the interest on the mortgage goes
down.
An increase of one percentage point in the interest rate
on a 30-year, $60,000 mortgage that started out at 14
percent would boost the
monthly payment by almost
$50; a one-point drop, would
cut the monthly payment by
the same amount.
Adjustments are made according to a fixed schedule,
agreed on in advance. The
interest rate might be changed as often as every month,
for example,or as seldom as
once every five or 10 years.
Different lenders have different rules covering the
amount by which the interest
rate on an adjustable mortgage can change. National
banks, which are regulated
by the Comptroller of the
Currency, cannot increase
or decrease the interest rate
by more than two percentage points a year. Federally
chartered savings and loan

By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
The familiar mortgage
with a fixed monthly payment is becoming harder to
find.
Today's loans have changing interest rates and flexible payments. They are expensive and potentially
risky. You can wind up paying thousands of dollars
more for your house than
you ever expected. You
could also wind up paying
less.
The unconventional mortgages have been around
since the middle of the last
decade, but they were unpopular with homebuyers
and they generally had so
many restrictions that
lenders often were reluctant
to offer them.
Now, however, many of
the restrictions have been
removed. And homebuyers
find that they may have no
choice; in general, lenders
are no longer required to offer conventional mortgages
along with the alternatives.
The US. League of Savings
Associations says only half
of the mortgages being written today follow the traditional pattern.
The newest and broadest
of the unconventional mortgages is the ARM -for adjustable rate mortgage, also

institutions, regulated by the
Federal Home Loan Bank
Board, have no limit on interest rate changes. And
state-chartered banks and
S&Ls are governed by state
laws.
An increase in the interest
rate on an adjustable mortgage can be passed on to the
borrower in one of three
ways:
-The monthly payment
can be increased.
-The term of the loan can
be extended to a maximum
of 40 years.
-The amount of the
outstanding principal can be
increased; when the home is
sold, the owner's equity is
less than it otherwise would
be. The process is called
negative amortization.
Suppose you take out a 30year mortgage for $60,000 at
an interest rate of 14 percent. The monthly payment
Is $710.93. Total payments,
for 360 months, equal just
under $765,935.
Assume that your index
and therefore your interest
rate goes up one point during
the first year you hold the
mortgage. A one-point increase in the interest rate in
the example given would
boost the monthly payment
to $758.33. If your interest
rate never goes up again,
your total payments will be
$272,430 - one year at
$710.93 and n years at
$758.33.
Now assume that the interest rate goes up another
one point in the second year

you hold the mortgage. That
would boost the monthly
payment to $807.26. Total
payments, based on a 14 percent rate the first year, a 15
percent rate the second year
and a 16 percent rate for the
final X years, would be
$288,870. That's over 630,000
more than you would pay if
the interest rate had stayed
the same the way it does
with a conventional mortgage.
Dallas Benewitz of the
U.S. League of Savings
Associations said the initial
rate for an adjustable mortage should be lower than the
rate for a conventional loan.
He also said that the same
inflation that makes interest
rates go up tends to boost
salaries so mortgage
payments as a percentage of
income may remain stable.
Inflation also increases the
value of your house and the
equity you own. You do not
have to sell the house to take
advantage of the increase;
you can borrow against it.
The other potential bright
spot is that interest rates
could eventually go down.
Rollin Barnard, president of
the U.S. League of Savings
Associations, said be does
not think homebuyers will
ever be able to find a 6 percent or 8 percent mortgage.
"I do think that mortgage
rates of 10 percent are entirely feasible," he said.
At 10 percent, the monthly
payment on that 30-year,
$60,000 mortgage would be
only $526.80. If you paid five
years of the mortgage at the
14 percent rate and the rest
at a 10 percent rate, your

replze variable rate mor- also featured flexible intgaia, called VRMs, and terest, but had much stricter
rengotiable rate mor- limits.
Benewitz said adjustable
tgaes, called RRMs or
rolater mortgages, which rate mortgages will come in

total cost would be only
$200,696.
The adjustable rate mortgages, approved earlder
this year, are expected to

a variety of shapes. "They'll
be all over the map," he
.said. "Folks should do a lot
more shopping."
NEXT: Creative Financing
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SAT-N-HUE®
LATEX FLAT it
WALL FINISH

THIS SPACIOUS RANCH has lots of room for a growing family in 1,802 square feet plus
laundry and garage, all on one floor. The house requires a plot,of at least 100 feet of frontage. For more information, on plan HA 1203Y - write, enclosing a self-adressed, stamped
envelope, to architects York and Schenke, 226 Seventh St., Garden City, NY 11530.

Thick, creamy wall finish
goes on without dripping.
Sat-N-Huet gives your walls
a rich, velvety finish that's
truly washable.
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ceptions which make a professional opinion necessary.
Sometimes, a recovering is
possible once the old roof has
been repaired a bit, such as the
renailing of loose shingles and
the removal of loose or protruding nails.
Before you choose a roofer,
find out whether he is well recommended, whether he has a
reputation for getting the work
done on time, whether he delivers what he promises, whether
he is insured for on-the-job
accidents and whether he will
furnish references.
Obtain estimates for comparison, but be sure everybody
is estimating on the same kind
of work. They must be bidding
on the same materials (the
same, not almost the same
and the same details of workmanship.
If you have to finance the
job, you can get financing at a
lending institution, preferably
one where you have a savings
or checking account. Before
signing a contract for the roofing work, be sure it includes
the method of payment, especially when the final payment
is due. The final ;payment
should not be flue- until all the
work is completed. A reliable
contractor will not argue the
point.
( For a guide to the selection
of quality roofing, including an
asphalt shingle color chart, get
a copy of Andy Lang's Roofing
Guide, available by sending 50
cents and a long, STAMPED,
s e I (-addressed envelope to
Know-How, P.O. Box 477, Huntington, N. Y. 11743.1
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Vinyl-acrylic formula resists
fumes, mildew, alkalies and
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EXTENSION
LADDERS

798

Safety features like TractionTred
flat steps. Twist
Proofs' rungs. Rope and center pulley on ladders 20 ft.
& higher. D1116/20/24/28-2X
WORKING LENGTHS
IN PARENTHESES
20-Ft.(17-ft) ..
. 6439
24-Ft.(21-ft.) .
79.99
MR.(25-ft.) .
...99.99
West Coast Prices
Slightly Higher

Gallon
6 Colors & White

SELECT
LATEX FLAT
WALL FINISH
Combines good hiding
qualities plus washability in
an economically - priced
A
paint. No painty odor.
(
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blown away can be replaced.
Loose shingles can be renailed
and leaks around flashing
points can be patched. But
when a roof of standard
shingles is 15 years old or older
and then develops trouble
symptoms, it is a prime candidate for reroofing. Most of today's asphalt shingles, for instance, are designed to last
from 15 to 25 years, depending
on the type.
A roof can be inspected from
the ground with the use of field
glasses, a recommended procedure for the home owner, although an on-the-roof inspection
by a roofer is necessary before
proceeding with actual reroofing.
He can determine whether
the old shingles can be recovered or must be removed and
whether the roof deck and supports will hold additional
weight. Most of the time, new
asphalt shingles can be applied
over old ones as well as over
wood shingles, but there
_
are ex-
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4 Colors & White
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By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Wind, rain, hail and snow all
play a part in shortening the
life of a roof, but the biggest
enemy is the sun, which causes
it to become dried out, brittle
and faded.
How can you tell when a roof
needs replacing? Sometimes it
isn't too easy to tell, especially
when everything appears to be
intact, but there are some general signs home owners should
be alert for rather than waiting
for leaks. These include excessive loss of protective mineral granules, which can be determined at the base of downspouts or in the gutters;
cracked and blistered shingles;
and curled or missing shingles.
If a roof is relatively new and
has suffered limited damage
from a storm or falling objects
- or has developed a small
leak - the chances are that it
can be repaired easily. Shingles
that are damaged or -have
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OREL®
BRUSHES
Durable Orel° polyester bristles outlast
natural bristle brushes three to one
4.99
(A)34n. Wall Brush. 6007
(8) 24n. Varnish Brush. 1007 .4.. . 1.99
1
2-In. Varnish/Enamel. 4007 . 3.55
(C)2/
2.22
(0) 11
/
2-In. Angular Brush. 7007

Our firust acrylic latex exterior paint! Tough allweathe protection for concrete, lrick, wood siding, etc.
HPX
High tiding.

PAINT
ACCESSORIES
(A)Painting Pad. Easy to use
V, inch thick pad for lap sidings,fencing, trims, etc.
7 x 4 in. 604-7x4-09
2 BS
,
. Surface
(B) Mon Stroke
preparation pad is faster than
a wire brush. Cleans,
smooths.604-SPP-09 _2.99
ICI 2-Piece Brush Set. 4-inch
polyester wall brush, 1
inch nylon angular sa
P415-TV-09
322

ZHa

iaiYalue
RDwaRE STORES

Red Devil

;.15-fle:P
t;
11,
;
(0';

1/LUSTED
AND LABELED

28.99
5-FT
PLADDER
turdy aluminum ladder features pail shelf, tool holder,
slip-resistant steps, pinch
365
proof spreaders.
114t. Stepladder. 366 _33.19

4k.N

44
177 PAD
PAINTING KIT

3-IN.
WALL SCRAPER

With carbon-steel stiff blade,
polished and tempered for
strength.
4409P

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

Phone
753-2571

Includes two 6x4-in, paint
pads, handle, mini-brush
pad and more. 604-KIT-09

14,
4

iT
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Borg Starts Slow, But Beats Rennert In Three Sets

Purcell Wins Opening Match At Wimbledon
David Iffbbitts
Sports Miter
Murray Ledger & Times

By WIN8OR DOBBIN
AP Sports Writer
WIMBLEDON, England
(AP) — Bjorn Borg, one
match behind him in his bid
to win the Wimbledon tennis
title for a sixth straight time,
says he is now even more
determined to win the U.S.
Open.
It is the one major title
that has eluded the 25-yearold super-successful Swede.
Borg opened his 1981
Wimbledon campaign with a
solid 7-6, 6-3, 6-1 triumph
over American left-hander
Peter Ftennert and • said
afterward: "My biggest remaining ambition in the
game is to win at Flushing
Meadow."

Purcell Has His
Chance Against
Borg Tomorrow
Purcell versus Borg: center court, Wimbledon — the
consummation of a year's work has indeed been realized.
There is no conceivable way to ascertain how this match
could go except to rectignize that Borg simply owns
Wimbledon.
Purcell, however, plays the type of game that should
give Borg reason to be prepared tomorrow. Borg is
unbeatable unless his opponent decides to attack him on
all fronts, just as Purcell has done in his first year's
assauft on the tennis.World.
While Purcell does not readily pose the threat that
Czechoslovakia's Ivan Lendl would have before he was
upset Monday and John McErulee should before this
year's tournament is over, Purcell plays a game that can
give Borg fits.
Purcell, meanwhile, has to know that anything less
than his best will mean another three-set romp for the
master of Wimbledon.
This confrontation does offer several contrasts that may
spark heightened attention before the day is done.
While both players are in their early 20's, exceptionally
quick and have blond hair, Borg always seems to be playing as if he is pivoting around a mechanical stance that
merely moves him from position to position. Purcell,
meanwhile, can be expected to dive, slide or leap
wherever the ball takes him.
In other words, if the Wimbledon crowd starts to get the
idea that Purcell is not afraid to play his own way even
with Borg on the other side of the net for the first time, it
could be another love affair all over again.
The Wimbledon fans will not be as easy to win as the
ones in Washington, Indianapolis or Memphis may have
been, but they are human and Purcell does have a way of
evoking those human qualities where other professionals
may have failed.
Consider the recurring blasts of officials by McEnroe
Monday and the subsequent confession by last year's
Wimbledon finalist that he did not know why he could not
stay calm.
Although he has not exactly taken tennis back to the
days of unquestioned line calls and polite wins and losses,
Purcell could be such a tonic to those purists who wonder
why so many players do not even enjoy themselves any
more.
Conversely, Borg has become an artist of the game,and
that is just what the English people revere more than
anything.
Purcell will not have anything given to him, but, as he
proved against Jimmy Connors in the French Open, he
should not need any help.
The most important honor is that Purcell will be there
against a player who has accomplished what no one had
done before.
Purcell should be excused if he has just a few lumps in
his throat.

Red Sox Beat Mets, 30-17
In the only T-Ball game
played Monday,the Red Sox
beat the Mets,30-17.
The Red Sox were led to
their win by Jeffrey Brannon, who had a home run and
a triple; Michael Carr, who
had a triple and a double,
and Danny Hinton, who had

two doubles. Ashley Haak
had a triple and John
Galloway had a double for
the Red Sox.
For the Mets, Jamie
Hughes and Robin Dick each
had four hits while Ginger
Crouch, Steven Gresham,
William Hollander and Leah
Darnell each had three.

Playing in his first match
at Wimbledon, Mel Purcell
of Murray defeated Dale Collins of Australia, 6-4, 6-3 and
6-3 Monday.
Purcell, who is unseeded,
will be Borg's next opponent
on Wednesday.

MAN AGAINST MACHINE — Murray's Mel Purcell, playing at Wimbledon for the first time this year, faces
Bjorn Borg, who has won the tournament the last five years, Wednesday.

Austin, Lloyd Recovering From Injuries

Three Top Women's Seeds Eliminated
By WINSOR DOBBIN
AP Sports Writer
WIMBLEDON, England
(AP) —The walking wounded of women's tennis come
face to face with the
challenge of Wimbledon today.
Three of the top five seeds
are fighting to overcome
nagging injuries, while
Tracy Austin is playing only
her 13th competitive match
since spending five months
on the sidelines with a painful back injury.
Top-seeded Chris Evert
Lloyd has been treated for a
painful injury to her right
knee. Hana Mandlikova of
Czechoslovakia, the No. 2
seed, has pulled out of the
women's and mixed doubles
because of back trouble, and
two-time champion Martina
NavratiloYa is hoping to
have recovered from pulled
stomach muscles.
Austin, 18, and 16-year-old
Andrea Jaeger were the only
top women's singles competitors who could be completely happy with their
fitness.
Austin proved her
recovery was complete by
defeating Jaeger 6-3, 6-4 in

Radio Shack's TRS-80=
The #1 Computer Buy
TRS-80 Model III
Is your low-cost
way to start
computing — at
home or office!

'999
16K Model III

CHARGE ITIMOSr sroirEso

• Desktop Design Features Built-in Monitor
• Easily Expands with Disk Drives and a Printer
• Over 80 Programs Available, or Write Your Own
• Other TRS-80 Model M's from $699 to $14. 95

!lathe /haek
A DIVISION Of TAW'CORPORATION

SEE IT AT YOUR NEAREST
RADIO SHACK
COMPUTER CENTER, STORE,
OR PARTICIPATING DEALER

Olympic MazeNINCESI MAILSPAPT Al isclevtouAt. STONES AND D(ALS

the BMW championship at
Eastbourne last Saturday.
Austin
opens her
Wimbledon campaign with a
first-round match against
Ivat
Budarova
of
Czechoslovakia, while
Jaeger faces Nerida
Gregory of Australia.
Navratilova, who clutched
an ice bag to her stomach
after losing to Jaeger at
Eastbourne,faces American
Joyce Portman, but she said
she is not worried about her
prospects.
"Joyce is basically a clay
court player," Martina said.
"Her style is not really
suited to grass."
Lloyd, who watched her
husband, John Lloyd, win a
thrilling five-set first-round
men's singles match against
Australian Phil Dent Monday, herself faces an
Australian today.
Chris has been beaten in
the past three Wimbledon
finals and will be looking to
get off to a good start against
Chris O'Neill. A two-time
champion, Lloyd hasn't won
the singles title here since
1977.
Mandlikova, who has been
undergoing treatment all

Jones To
Play Rush
In State
CALVERT CITY, Ky.
( AP) — A strong putting
game carried Lexington's
Anne Combs to a 1-under par
73 and medalist honors in the
qualifying round of the 55th
Kentucky Women's State
Amateur Golf Tournament
at the Calvert City Golf and
Country Club.
Murray's Velvet Jones,
the current girls' state high
school champion, will meet
Lexington's Anne Rush
while Combs plays
Mayfield's Sandy McGinty.
Other leaders among the
32 women in the field of 114
advancing to the championship flight in match play
Tuesday were Louisville's
Louise Wilson and Lexington's Julie Zembrodt at
74, Louisville's Susan Mercke and Somerset's Lea
Anne Toffness at 76.
Louisville's Kaye Potter,
the defending champion,
was exempt from the qualifying round.
Zembrodt, the rtumerup
last year, said her game is
improving.

weekend, faces Corinne
Vanier of France.
Kathy Rinaldi,the 14-yearold schoolgirl from Jensen
Beach, Fla., will become the
youngest Wimbledon competitor in three-quarters of a
century when she plays

South Africa's Susan Rollinson.
Evonne Goolagong, the
defending champion, has
passed up the tournament
this year because of the recent birth of her second
child.

Reinert hung in for the
first set but was then overwhelmed by the improving
defending champion, who
ran his winning streak at
Wimbledon to 36 consecutive
matches.
Borg said he was under
even more pressure this
year.
"Always I'm under
pressure," he said. "Even
when I'm not the champion,
I'm under pressure. I don't
feel I have to win every match,but people expect it."
The excitement, however,
is not diminished.
"Every time I look forward to Wimbledon. It is
special, the greatest tournament to play. It is tradition.
Wimbledon always has been
No. 1," he said.
If the seedings hold, Borg
would
meet volatile
American left-hander 5Ohn
McEnroe in a repeat of last
year's thrilling five-set
men's singles final. But the

seedings didn't hold completely on Monday.
McEnroe and third-seeded
Jimmy Connors both recorded straight-set victories, but
three seeds were defeated on
an opening day full of surprises.
Charlie Fancutt, an
Australian ranked 194th in
the world, defeated No. 4
seed Ivan Lendl of
Czechoslovakia 4-6, 6-3, 6-4,
1-6,6-3.
Eric From of Glen Head,
N.Y., upset 13th-seeded Vannick Noah of France 6-4, 6-4,
6-3, and Texan Bill Scanlon
ousted 11th-seeded Victor
Pecci of Paraguay 7-6, 6-0, 6O.
Fancutt and From both
are 22-year-olds who have
reached the main draw at
Wimbledon for the first time.
"Grass is an equalizer,"
Fancutt said. "I got all fired
up because this is
Wimbledon."
From was taken aback
by the attention he received
from the media. He walked
into a crowded interview
room and joked: "I only expected a couple of people."
Connors,champion here in
1974, wasn't joking about his
intentions.
"If my expectations had
changed, I wouldn't be
here," Connors said.
"I want to win it. If I didn't
think I was prepared, eager
and in the right shape,then I
would have no business
here," he said after his 6-1,62, 6-4 victory over fellow
American Dick Stockton.
McEnroe, expected to be
the main challenger to Borg,
was at his petulant worst
during his 7-6, 7-5,6-3 victory
over Tom Gullikson. At one
stage, he broke his racket
and called an official "an incompetent fool."
"I suppose it was my fault
because I was feeling jittery," he said later. "I was
definitely wrong and I will no
doubt pay for it."

NFL Begins Defense Against Raiders
WS ANGELES (AP) —
The National Football
League, sued by the Los
Angeles Coliseum Commission and the Oakland
Raiders for refusing to allow
the Raiders to move to Los
Angeles, was scheduled to
begin its defense today in
U.S. District Court.
The first witness was expected to be NFL treasurer
William Ray. He wu,..expected to testify about the
history of professional football, its organization and its
finances.
Later in the week, the
lawyers were expected to
argue motions for "directed
verdicts." The NFL's
defense is expected to take
about two months.
Maxwell Blecher, attorney
for the Coliseum Commission, and Joseph Alioto, at-

torney for the Raiders,
rested their case on Monday,
at which time the NFL asked
Judge Harry Pregerson to
dismiss the antitrust case.
Attorneys for the league
claimed there was a lack of
evidence.
Judge Pregerson gave no
indications when he might
rule on the NFL motions for
dismissal.
The motions, filed over the
weekend by lawyers for the
NFL and Los Angeles Rams,
asked the judge to throw out
the case. Defense lawyers
commonly file such motions,
but it is rare that judges
grant them,opting instead to
let the juries decide the case.
The final witness for the
plaintiffs, economist Louis
A. Guth, concluded his
testimony Monday, saying

the Raiders would make
much more money if the
team were permitted to play
in the Los Angeles Coliseum,
which was vacated by the
Rams when they moved in
1980 to nearby Anaheim in
Orange County.
The antitrust action involves a series of allegations
against the NFL and has proceeded 29 court days.
Al Davis, the Raiders'
managing general partner,
charges that NFL Commissioner Pete Rozelle breached an oral contract that
would have allowed Davis to
move his team to Los
Angeles, and that rule 4.3 in
the NFL constitution, providing that team owners approve a franchise move by a
three-quarters vote, is illegal.

Davis also has accused
Roaelle of conspiring with
Rams' owner Georgia Frontiere and San Diego
Chargers' owner Eugene
Klein, preventing him from
moving the Raiders.
"I feel excellent about the
case," said Davis Monday
night. "I stick to what rye
said from the beginning, the
rule (4.3) is illegal. It's used
to prevent competition. It's
too restrictive and we don't
need the rule.
"We could use guidelines
or objective standards with .
impartial arbitrators. Competitors should not be judging competitors." Davis
repeated a stance he has
maintained since deciding
over a year ago to move his
team to Los Argeles, a decision uht the ,..NFL turned
down.

INVESTOR CHOICES
30 Month

Variable Ceiling Certificate

182 Day
Money Market Certificate

1P

12.00% 14.189%
KATE EFFECTIVE THRU JULY 6TH

Compounded daily for annual
yield of 12.747%
$500 Minimum
Federal Repletion Reqvires A Watseka Pe

RATE EFFECTIVE THRU JUNE 29TH

Federal ROWu prohibits compondieg
S10,000 Milburn
for Early Withdraw& frees Certificate Accents.

HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

1201 Main
7S9-1630
Murray, Ky.
Main Branch 1601 Broadway Paducah

tow musm
LENDER

Me NMI

FSIX
InevegleCop
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_
-
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Murray Swim Team Wins 3rd Meet

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Sports In Brief
By The Asionated Press
TENN IS
WIMBLEDON, England AP( Also, Peter McNamara of Austraha,
No.12, defeated Heinz Guenthardt of
Switzerland 6-1, 6-2, 3-6, 7-5, Wojtek
Fitsk of Poland, No.14, beat American
Matt Doyle 6-4, II-7, 6-4, 74, Vitas
Gerulaitis, No.16, mastered fellow
America Glen Holroyd 6-3, 6-4, 74, and
John Loyd of Britain edged Phil Dent
cif Australia 6-4, 34, 4-4, 6-3, 6-4 Fifthseeded Gene Mayer pulled out with a
wrist injury

By the sweeping score of
448 to 178, the MurrayCalloway swimming team

Nigel, access to the NYRA grounds,
requesting the removal of their horses
from the premises by June 29
In separate letters to the Winfields,
James P.Heffernan, the NYRA president, citied previous action by the
State Racing and Wagering Board,
which ruled that MACOIM Wirdield's
horses may not run in New York
because of the hidden minority ownership ol Nigel Winfield.
In turn, the younger Winfield's application for an owner's license was
dented by the Racing and Wagering
Board, which cited his previous
criminal record, his association with
convicted felons, and a pending
federal criminal inclactment in the
state of Tennessee

took its third straight victory, over Calvert City at the
Murray-Calloway park pool.
"I feel that the real
strength of our team will be
tested
when
we
swim
Paducah next Saturday,"

MIMS)

land under -1st Jenntfer Parker )
10 and under - 1st ( Amy Burton),
2nd (Holly Brown)
12 and under - 1st (Mary Jo Simmons), bid (Tammy Wagner 1, 3rd
I Cheryl Billington )
14 and under - 1st
Leslie
Franklin), trid ( Bekah Brock
15-16-- 1st ( Missy Conner )
BACKSTROKE
6 and under - lit ( Vanessa SamM011.9)

8 and under - 1st (Anna Laura
Fuson ), bid (Jennifer Parker), 3rd
Laura Ernstberger )
10 and under - lit Holly Brown),
bid
(Lori Payne I
awfully bad, and I think we
12 and under - lat (Tammy
can do just that.
Wagner), bid (Softy Fitts), 3rd
Murray travels to Green- ( Cathy Williams)
14 and under - 1st Bekah Brock),
ville Wednesday for a relay
2nd (Leslie Franklin I
meet and returns home
- 1st (Missy Conner )
Saturday for a dual meet
INDIVIDUAL MEDLEY
8
and
under - 3rd (Vanessa Samwith Paducah.
Phillips, pitchers; Charlie Faucette,
mms)
outfielder,and Terry Raley shortstop, Murray event winners in10 and under - Let Holly Brown),
had agreed to contract terms. Assign- cluded:
2nd ( Amy Burton)
ed Schneider and Faucette to Braden12 and under - Let (Mary Jo SimGIRL'S EVENTS
ton, Fla., of the Gulf Coast League,
mons ), bid (Cheryl Billington ), 3rd
MEDLEY RELAY
Raley to Kinston of the Carolina
Cathy Williams
8 and under - bid (Vanessa SamLeague, and Phillips to Medicine Hat, mons, Mary Francis McCullar, Jen14 and under - 1st (Leslie
Alta., of the Pioneer League.
nifer Parker, Anna Laura Fuson )
Franklin,3rd (Bekah Brock I
10 and under - 1st (Lon Payne,
15-18- 1st (Missy Conner
Natloaal League
MONTREAL EXPOS-Signed Dar- Amy Lackey, Amy Burton, Holly
BREASTSTROKE
ren Dilks, pitcher, and Mike Fuentes, Brown),3rd ( Christy Watson, Vanessa
8 and under - 3rd ( Vanessa Samoutfielder. Assigned Wks to Memphis Sammons, Stephanie Sammons, Lon M0115
of the Southern League, and Fuentes Beth McQillar )
10 and under - 1st ( Amy Burton),
to West Palm Beach of the Florida
12 and under - 1st (Tammy 3rd ( Lori Payne)
State League.
12 and under - Lst (C'harla
Wagner, Charla Walston, May Jo SimFOOTBALL
mons, Cheryl Billington I, 3rd ( Buffy WaLston), 2nd (Mary Jo Simmons),
Canadian Football League
Fitts, Dena Thompson, Jennifer 3rd ( Cheryl Billington )
MONTREAL ALOUETTES-Signed Rayburn, Liz Marquardt )
14 and under - 1st (Leslie
David Overstreet, running back, to a
14 and under - 1st ( Bekah Brock, Franklin bid Bash Brock )
twoyear guaranteed contract.
Vonnie Hays, Leslie Franklin, Patti
15-18 - 2xid (Monica Green
HOCKEY
Kelly
BUTTERFLY
National Hockey League
8 and under - 3rd ( Vanessa Sam15-18 - 2nd (Kelly Thomas, Monica
BOSTON BRUINS-Signed Mike Green, Kelli Crawford, Missy Conner ) mon.s
O'Connell, defenseman, to a multi10 and under - bid (Polly nrown I,
FREESTYLE
year contract.
6 and under - bid ( Vanessa Sam- 3rd ( Lori Payne )

HORSE RACING
NEW YORK (AP)- The New York
Racing Association denied horse
owner Malcolm Winfield and his son,

Murray coach Laurie Martin
said. "We want to beat them

Transactions
By The Aaseciated Press
BASEBALL
Americas League
BALTIMORE ORIOLES-Announced that Jeffrey Lackie, pitcher, has
agreed to contract terms, and assigned him to their rookie league farm
team in Bluefield, W.Va.
CHICAGO WHITE SOX-Signed
Roger Stevens, outfielder, and John
Walsh, second baseman, and assigned
them to Sarasota of the Gulf Coast
Rookie League.
NEW YORK YANKEES-Signed
Bob Bomerito, third baseman, David
Niernic and Mark Shiflett, pitchers;
Patrick Bone, shortstop-outfielder,
and Scott Smith, outfielder. Assigned
Boinerito and Smith to Bradenton of
the Gulf Coast League, Niemic and
Shiflett to Oneonta of the NY-Penn
League, and Bone to Paintsville club
in the Appalachian Rookie League.
TORONTO BLUE JAYS-Announced that Ed Schneider and Chris

ternational

AP Sports Writer

between

There will be no baseball
strike negotiations today and
a number of players are

talking or playing for a long
time.
A ray of hope glimmered
on the horizon Monday when
federal mediator Kenneth

another negotiating session
between the striking Major

Tidewater

scheduled

Thursday

in

"We don't belong to the
league) players'

hours later, Moffett
canceled the session.

"I just had a change of
heart," said Moffett. "I
needed more time to think
about things. I might do

Charlies

Seaver

said.

participated

negotiating

in

sessions

last week and came away
without optimism.

pitcher

Miller, executive director
said that he
had
read
through 55 ideas to end the
strike sent to him by fans. He

The union was expected to
file suit in U.S. District Court
in New York on Monday in
hopes of gaining a portion of
television
revenue
the
owners collect from the networks and cable television.
But the suit was not filed.

There has been no reason for
any hope."

the strike.

Asked if he expected the
strike to last longer than two
months, Seaver said, "At

As the strike continues, it
may threaten the free agent
status of about a dozen

least!"

players who would reach six
years of major league ser-

"My expectations now are
worst," Seaver said.

Kansas City reliever Dan
Quisenberry
echoed

Tides

all expenses to bring the
to Cleveland. Pro-

Seaver's comments.

ceeeds from the contest were
to go to the Charlies, with the

anything

"It's

hard

to

foresee

happening,"

financial losses incurred.

he
said Monday. "I can't see
how it's ever going to be set-

Seaver was one of the major leaguers who expressed a

tled. We're like two rams
butting heads.

deeply pessimistic view of
when an agreement to end

a

Indians

making

up

any

vice this year. The six-year
figure is the minimum required for free agent status
and

participation

in

the

November re-entry draft.
Compensation for players
lost in that draft is the lone

strike

might be reached.

way things look now, I'd
have to say there is a very

draft as compensation to the
team that lost the player.
Those players in their

"If you add

up all the

sixth major league season
include pitchers Ron Guidry
of the New York Yankees,
Sid Monge of Cleveland and
Joaquin
Louis;

SAVE-SAVE
Fill Your Freezer Now

100% Ground Beef

Patties

•
•

1/
4 lb-14 lb. box

$2058

Andujar
infielders

of

St.

Or

•
•

ep

Rib Eye

439
Special Cat lb.$

catcher

Ed

Ott

20 lb box $

union

claims

that

be included in the computation of free agent and salary

lefthanded

225 Lb. To 325 Lb.
Sides of Choice Beef

No Chow For
Cathay, Wry9P1
all

& Fr's:*

pitcher

Lb.

year, has agreed to a new
contract reportedly worth $3
million for four years.
to

•

GIBSON HAM CO.
107 N. 3rd St.

•
•

Hours: 7:00- s:00 mon. Fri.
7:0012:00 SW.

ttone 753-1601

from

right field.

his strangest baseball experience. "I don't remember

best

remember this contest."

is hitless in 12 at bats.

"I don't think the importance is greater than any

Ojeda has a feeling the
game will go six more innings. Morgan and Barrett

Bobby Ojeda, the Red Sox'
pitcher, is slated to
that kind of stuff too much. throw the first pitch of the
Every day's a different resumed game to center
game for me...I'm sure I'll fielder Dallas Williams, who

as far away as Tokyo
and London are expected.

"It's not just another
game," Ojeda said. "I'm
kind of skating in on it
because a lot of the guys
were in it early, around the
20th.
"I
was
a
little
bit
everywhere that night,
clubhouse, took a nap on the
trainer's table. It was a cold
night, in and out, got a lot of
coffee."

Edwards.

Equipment, lineup cards
and scorecards are among

1976 20'Somerset Runabout
233 Mercruiser I. 0.
Tandem Trailer

Carlton, 36, had been making $400,000 a season under a
pact that

1979 1550 Venture Bass Boat
Mariner

80 EL (new)
Star Custom Trailer
Trol Motor (New)
Dept Finder(New)

$560000-$5000.00

45400i00•••• $4950.00

1979 20'Holiday deck
Cruiser

1976' 1650 Venture Bass
Boat

1978 Johnson 85 Power
Trim
Tandem Axle Trailer

_S5900i00- $4950.00

1973 Mercury 115 ELPT
Custom Drive on Trailer
Trol Motor

$3400.00-$2800.00

1980 14' Lowe Line Superior V (New)

1169&00- $550.00
0e- 430.00
495,
894300 790.00
7.80:05 680.00
_425:00 325.00
525.1:00 395.00
750700 450.00

1981 16' Low Line Big Jon (Mod V)(New)
1981 14' Low Line Big Jon (Mod V)(New)
178 14' Mirror Craft V
1976 16' Ouachita Jon
1971 17' Fiberglass Bass Boat

Motor Specials:
1979 Mariner 140 ELPT (excellent)
269.5-:00 2000.00
1979 Chrysler 20 hp (excellent)
17-500 625.00
1979 Mercury 9.8 hp (excellent)
Lso:oo 600.00
1975 Mercury 7.5 hp
399-:00 300.00
1973 Mercury 85 hp
882:00 750.00
Several Other Items not listed at Reduced Prices
David Shipwash Owner

was to run through

8:30-5:30 Call 502-759-1872
OUTBOARDS After Hours 502-436-5474

V

AIRRINER

1983.

Shipwash Boat'n Motor
Hwy. 94 E. Murray, Ky.

-Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Mu(ray%•%%••%voripos. VIA%::;,
%%•%•%•%•%••
"16

Bowen threw out John Hale
trying to score from second
base on a bloop hit to short

the

Inquirer, the
contract also offers an additional $50,000 a year in
bonuses.

Wholesale & Retail Meat

pected. Chicago and Boston
stations plan to broadcast
the game live and writers

other game but I guess the
recognition would be more," figure on three. Edwards
said Rochester Manager Dec won't hazard a guess.

Philadelphia

36

Guaranteed Tender

Steve

Carlton of the Philadelphia
Phillies. Carlton, who won
the Cy Young Award last

According
$

The Red Wings nearly
went ahead in the top of the
32nd, but Pawtucket's Sam

Other Used Boat Prices Cut in Half.•

One player who won't be
going the free agent route is

529

Manager Joe Morgan said
when asked if the game was

More than 60 reporters and
several radio stations are ex-

of

The owners disagree.

Purple Peas

•

"I suppose so," Pawtucket

1981 14' Lowe Line Lake Jon (New)

arbitration rights.

Frosty Acres

19

diehard fans inside to the inconclusive conclusion.

Dave Collins of Cincinnati,
Jerry Turner of San Diego
and Tony Scott of Houston,

players are still on the active
roster during the strike and
that the walkout time must

U.S. Choice

and

Boat Specials:

The

/
1 2 lb. (for grill) 1 2 lb. Box

Stadium

Johnson of the Chicago
White Sox and Ron Jackson
of Minnesota; outfielders

and

64
7

McCoy

team scored again in the
21st.

Lamar

California.
$

regularly

ings when a strong wind
from center field kept hardhit shots from going out of

Floor Plan
Liquidation
Specials

deductible, which

the first midseason player
walkout in baseball history

goes, the
more
devastating it gets. From the

Chris Franklin )
BUTTERFL Y
8 and under - it i Douglas Payne
bid Elenji Gresham ), 3rd Allen
Rayburn
10 and under I Don Easley),
2nd I Jonathan Gresham )
12 and under - 1st ( Eric Easley,
3rd Sean Terry)
14 and under - Let Robbie Perry!),
Trid Robert Hopkins ), 3rd
randin )
Chris1'
15-18 - 2rid I Barry Wyatt )
FREESTYLE RELAY
8 and under - 1st I Douglas Payne .
Benji Gresham, Allen Ray burn.
Steven Gresham
10 and under
1st Jonathan
Gresham, Michael Hopkins, DoiEasley, Jason TONTII, 3rd I Brie.,
Shell, Joey Baust, Mart Simmons.
Matt Stupwash )
12 and under - bid (Eric Easley ,
Sean Terry, Don Brock, Jimmy Tripp .
14 and under -- 1st Chris Franklin
Robbie Marquardt, Bob Jackson, Robbie Perrui
15-18 - 2nd Jimmy Kelly, Robert
Hopkins, Chris Beckwith, Barry
Wyatt

Barrett and most of the
"If both teams are swingother players couldn't afford
ing the bat, it could be over
the luxury. Because
of
in one inning," Edwards.
minor
the game's items destined said. "If neither team is sw- -limited
league
rosters, many had to play all
Barrett, his 2-for-12 output for the Baseball Hall of inging the bat, who
knows?"
32
for the game on hold, is the Fame in Cooperstown, N.Y.
innings.
The previous longest game
scheduled leadoff hitter in
"For someone that had the was on June 14, 1966, when
"All the pitchers were
the bottom of the 33rd talent I did, this is probably the Miami Marlins defeated
coming in with good stuff
against Rochester's Mike the only way your name will the St. Petersburg Cards, 4-3 and we were just beat
from
Boddicker.
ever be in Cooperstown," in 29 innings that lasted six
playing that long," he said.
"I'm going to try to do said Edwards,a .238 hitter in hours, 59 minutes. The ma"After about 17 or 18 innanything just to get on base five major league seasons. jor league record is a 26ings, people were kind of
and then hopefully someone -The recognition is fine, but inning contest on May 1, 1920
laughing, saying this was
can knock me in," the I'd just as soon have won it in when the Brooklyn Dodgers
kind of neat, but it was going
Pawtucket second baseman
nine innings."
and Boston Braves tied 1-1.
to end pretty soon. But when
said."Maybe I'll use one swRochester scored the first
A media invasion is ex- it got in the 20s, people were
ing to try to hit it out."
run in the seventh inning and pected at McCoy, where a
saying, let's get it over with.
That was virtually im NPawtucket tied the game in half-dozen
reporters It
wasn't
humorous
possible in the first 32 inn- the bottom of the ninth. Each regularly cover the Red Sox. anymore."

reached

issue of the walkout. In the
past, a team signing a free
agent surrendered a firstround pick in the amateur

"I don't think there will be
winner. The longer the

their

The owners have a $50
strike insurance
policy that has a 153-game

canceled. It probably would
help the Charleston ball

Paul, who called the players'
decision "ill-advised," said
the Indians had guaranteed

a relief for anyone to score
the winning run.

resume their marathon that
started at 8 p.m. on April 18
and was suspended at 4:07
a.m. April 19 after 32 innings
good possibility the season is
with the score tied 2-2.
over."
of the players association,

15-16 - 3rd Junruy Kelly
BACKSTROKE
6 and under -- 1st (Steven
Gresham ), 2nd I Peter Johnson I, 3rd
(Sean Malinauskas)
land under- 1st I Allen Rayburn ,
bid I Douglas Payne), 3rd Ben,'
G resham
10 and under - 1st (Brian Shell), 3rd
(Don Easley)
12 and under - bid Sean Terry I.
3rd I Don Brock)
14 and under - 1st ( Bob Jackson),
2nd Robbie Marquardt 1, 3rd Robert
Hopkins)
15-18 - 2nd I Jimmy Kelly p, 3rd
Robbie Perrin )
INIVIDUAL MEDLEY
Sand under- lst ) Douglas Payne ),
bid(Benji Gresham, 3rd (Steven
Gresham )
10 and under - In (Jason Town,
bid Don Easley ), 3rd ( Jonathan
Gresham)
12 and under - 1st Eric Easley(.
2nd (Sean Terry), 3rd Don Brock)
14 and under - 1st ( Robbie Perrin),
2nd Robbie Marquardt l, 3rd Robert
Hopkins
15-18 -- 2nd I Jimmy Kelly 1. 3rd

million

the

Gabe

After 32 innings, two months and four days,it would be

International
League game,the teams will

will be
Wednesday. After
that, the owners will receive
$100,000 for each game lost to

President

score the winning run.

scheduled

"It's been awful. Absolutely
nothing
has been
done.

Indians

PAWTUCKET, R.I. (AP)
- Marty Barrett thinks it
would be "kind of neat" to

Before

Mike
Paxton. "They
wouldn't have scheduled the
game if it had not been for
the strike. I hate to see it

club."

something in the neat day or
two."

Also called off on the llth
day of the strike was an In-

Seaver
three

association, but we support

three

worst,"

There has been no reason for
any hope."

it," said

fatigue."

the

AP Sports Writer

Pawtucket Red Sox.

also said he received offers
from people who wanted to
mediate.

have scared off the minor
leaguers.

Relations Committee, headed by Ray Grebey. But,

tion) and they said Moffett
just canceled it out of

break the union, but they're
trying to severely weaken it.

"It's been awful. Absolutely
nothing
has been
done.

( major

said Seaver. "I called the office (of the players associa-

for

Cleveland.

striking major leaguers may

League Players Association
and management's Player

"I heard he had canceled
the meeting on the radio,"

things that are going on, it
only leads to one conclusion:
the owners are not trying to

and

The possibility of picketing
outside the ballpark by the

Moffett, who had just helped
avoid a nationwide air con,
trollers' strike, called for

canceled the meeting "out of
fatigue.

game

Players for the Charlies,
Cleveland's Triple A af- They're not going to weaken
filiate, and the Tides, the top our support of Marvin
farm team of the New York ( Miller ), but they want to
Mets, decided Monday not to weaken our stand," said
play the game in the 78,000- Seaver.
seat home of the Indians.
"My expectations now are

becoming increasingly concerned that nobody will be

Cincinnati Reds pitcher
Tom Seaver, who was a part
of the aborted negotiations
last week, said that Moffett

League

Charleston

By HOWARD ULMAN

tonight when the Rochester
Red
Wings
visit
the

Concern Increasing That There Will
Be No Talking, Playing For Long Time

Stern)Gresham
10 and under - In ( Brian Shell,
Mark Simmons, Joey Banat, Michael
Hopkins), kid (Don Easley, Matt
Shipwash, Jonathan Gresham, Jason
Town )
12 and under - 1st Eric Easley,
Sean Terry, Don Brock, Chris
Beckwith)
14 and under - lst Robbie Marquardt, Robbie Perrin, Bob Jackson,
Robert Hopkins)
15-18 - 2nd Robbie Marquardt,
Chris Beckwith, Barry Wyatt, Jimmy
Kelly
FREESTL YE
6 and under
- 1st (Steven
Gresham), bid (Peter Johnson), 3rd
( Sean Paribas mikes)
Sand under - Lst Douglas Payne(,
bid Berm Gresham
3rd (Allen
Rayburn )
10 and under - Lit Jason Town ),
2rod Michael Hopkins), 3rd ( Jonathan
Gresham )
12 and under - 1st Eric Easley),
3rd Sean Terry)
14 and under - tat IChnsFranklinl.
bid I Robbie Perrin 1, 3rd ( Robbie Marquardt

Longest Game To Be Resumed

The longest game in professional baseball history
resumes, and may end,

Moffett Cancels Scheduled Session

By BARRY WILNER

12 and under - 3rd I Cheryl Ballinglon)
14 and under - lit ( Leslie
Franklin), 3rd (Bekah Bruck)
15-18- bid ( Kell.' Crawford)
FREESTYLE RELAY
Sand under -Ind (Jennifer Parker,
Mary Frances McCullar, Anna Laura
Fuson, Vanessa Sammons), 3rd
Kruta Stalls, Tomianrui McCullar,
Kara Armstrong, Laura Ernstberger
10 and under ( Amy Burton,
Holly Brown, Lon Payne, Amy
Lackey(, bid (Christy Watson,
Stephanie Sammons, Man Holcomb,
Hanna Shapla
12 and under - tat (Cheryl Billington, Cathy Williams, Tamrny
Wagner, Mary Jo Simmons), bid (Jennifer Rayburn, China Walston, Shannon Boltz, Liz Marquardt)
14 and under - lit Bekah Brock,
Mary Jo Simmons, Patti Kelly, Leslie
Franklin
15-18 - 1st (Kelly Thomas, Monica
Green, Missy Conner, Kelb Crawford)
hors EVENTS
MEDLEY RELAY
and
under - Let ( Allen Rayburn,
8
Douglas Payne, Benji Gresham,

502-759-1872
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Corporation's Award

Disability Payment Review
Removes 500 Kentuckians

Is Set Aside By Judge

Medco Center In
Frankfort To Close
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1AP)
— The Medco Center,a nursing home on U.S. 127 west of
Frankfort, will close Aug.1.
Administrator Ron Hoffman said the facility has
been unable to retain a professional staff.
The nursing home has
operated for eight years.
Hoffman said it now employs
three registered nurses, and
that six are necessary for
proper operation.
Hoffman said the facility
is helping relocate its 68
residents in other nursing
homes.

Copier on
the blink?

Better see the new—very
reliable—A B Dick 990
Plait' paper copier
The 990 has all of the ''most
wanted" features otanachines costing 50% more
— including the versatility
to make 11" a 17'' copies
copy both sides, and use
most any kind of paper, including overhead transparencies and labels
Call us today.

116 NORTH 7TH
MAYFIELD
247-5912

Under the contract, CCL
would buy about 50 fast-food
stores from KFC for $10
million. CCL would then
lease the stores to i(„FC for 20
years at the same price plus
121.2 percent annual interest.
CCL attorneys wild Andrews raised $5.8 million and
bought 42 stores. But when
Heublein bought KFC, the
sale and leaseback arrangement was no longer needed
and the contract was voided
in 1971,said CCL attorneys.
They also claimed that the
contract stipulated that KFC
would buy back any failing
stores. There were 11 such
stores but KFC did not buy
them,the attorneys said.
CCL now is partly owned
by Management Jets Corp.,
which sells airplanes.

PRESENTS CHECK — A check for $600 was presented to the Murray-Calloway
County Mental Health-Mental Retardation Association by the Murray Civitan
Club at the club's meeting on June 18. Keith Hays, right, chairman of the local
mental health-mental retardation board, accepted the check from R. B. Barton,
president of the Murray Civitans. Assisting the mentally handicapped and mentally retarded of this area is a primary annual project of the local Civitan
organization.

South Central Bell Wants To
'Earn Reasonably' For Future
By DIANA TAYLDR
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— South Central Bell wants
to "earn reasonably" to
avoid higher costs for service in the future, according
to a company vice president.
But some of the telephone
company's customers expressed the view Monday
that South Central Bell's earnings have been reasonable
enough. Their testimony
came in a hearing before the
state Public Service Commission.
The company is seeking a
$109 million rate increase
that would raise average
residential bills. by $9.79 a
month and single-party
business service by $18.08
monthly.
Stanley S. Dickson, vice
president for Kentucky
operations, told the PSC the
company "must have adequate earnings to provide
adequate service." And in
the past, he said, the commission has not allowed adequate earnings.
South Central Bell's rate of
return on equity last year in
Kentucky was 8.32 percent,
Dickson said, describing the
figure as not a very good
return on anything in 1980."
Kentucky is the lowestearning state in South Central Bell, he said. Were it excluded, the rate of return
would have been 12.71 percent.
The Kentucky rate is running a little above 10 percent
this year, Dickson added
under cross-examination.
According to the testimony
of another company witness,
W.T. Carleton, a fair rate of
return for the company
would be from 16.5 to 17.5
percent. Carleton is a
business administration professor at the University of
North Carolina.

But one consumer appearing before the PSC described
the telephone company as
"greedy."
Don Wiggins of Winchester
told the commissioners that
South Central Bell's profits
and rate of return are higher
than most other American
companies.
John Tyler, also of Winchester,agreed.
"South Central Bell's
previous claims that it was
losing some money was like
taking the UK-Vandy basketball game by itself and then
saying UK had a terribre
game and then saying UK
had a terrible season," Tyler
said. Vanderbilt upset Kentucky late in the last basketball season.
The company has maintained that, despite its best

efforts to hold down costs, inflation and regulatory
changes have prompted requests for higher rates.
-Few people,for example,
realize that a major portion
of our request results from
two recent Federal Communications Commission
decisions that address the
changing world this company operates in," Dickson
said.
FCC changes resulted in
some $44 million in increased costs for the company, he
added.
Dickson also listed for the
commission several examples of company belttightening: a 5 percent
reduction in the work force
last year, consolidating

loaning
operations,
employees to other states
thereby taking them off the
Kentucky payroll while retaining access to their skills.
He also testified that South
Central Bell is working to
answer the PSC's earlier
concerns about service.
Two years ago, the company had 20,000 four-and
eight-party lines. That has
been reduced to 2,034,
Dickson said.
At the end of May, there
were 1,943 unfilled orders for
service, the least in 10 years.
Another 2,037 customers
were waiting for upgraded
service — such as moving
from two-to one-party service. That was the lowest
number in 18 years, he said.

By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— State Human Resources
Secretary Grady Stumbo
says an intensified federal
review, of disability
payments has removed
more than 51X) Kentuckians
from the rolls in recent months.
"This process is causing a
great deal of apprehension
among those who have been
certified permanently
disabled," he said.
Stumbo, whose employees
must review the cases
selected by the federal
government, said the situation will get worse next year.
He said that where almost
1,700 cases have been
ordered reviewed since last
March, federal authorities
are preparing to look at 7,000
cases in 1982.
The operation affects
57,700 Kentuckians who
receive about $21 million a
month in Social Security
disability payments, an
average of $360 per person.
The payments are for
physical and mental
disabilities — black lung is
handled under another program — and are separate.
from another the supplemental security income program.
Stumbo said that even
when the Social Security
beneficiaries are taken off
the rolls, "no private comgoing to employ
hem
panyn
y."
is
,To obtain the benefits in
the first., place, the Kentuckians had to present certain data to a federal administrative law judge.
"They believed years ago
that when the judge made
them eligible, that was it,"

Stumbo said.
But now, under President
economy
Reagan's
measures, Washington has
ordered a review of
randomly-picked cases,
under the presumption that
584,000 persons nationwide
are collecting $2 million tc
which they are not entitled.
The Social Security Administration contracts with
Human Resources to conduct determinations for
disability benefits in Kentucky.
Stumbo indicated he is
caughtin the middle because
190 of his employees must
help collect the medical data
and make recommendations
although the campaign
originated in Washington.
"Many of these people are
living marginally on these
payments," Stumbo said.
"Most are uneducated."
The human resources
secretary is getting the
fallout from all over the
state as lawyers for the anxious recipients complain
about the process.
Human Resources has
power to gather medical information from physicians,
hospitals and other sources

in investigating each
disability case.
Departmental examiners,
using federal guidelines,
decide whether the disability
would keep the recipient
from working for at least one
year.
Those who are cut off from
payments can appeal to an
administrative law judge.
The supplemental security
benefits for the aged, blind
or disabled are made on the
basis of need and are not affected by the Social Security
benefits review.
About 93,000 Kentuckians
receive $13.5 million monthly under this program.
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BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER—MURRAY
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HOW CAN ONE FOOD STORE HAVE THE

ROGER COLSON, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Colson of
Almo Route 1, is now taking
his 11 weeks basic training
period with the United States
Marines at Parris Island, S.
C.,after leaving here June 4.
He is a 1981 graduate of
Calloway County High
School. He is the grandson of
Mrs. Prentice Colson and of
Mr. and Mrs. Ovie Lee, and
the brother of Donald Colson.

6 Month Certificates
Get 'the most for your
money in the least amount
of time. . . minimum of
$10,000!

21
/
2 Year Certificates
A great investment that's fully insured. . . minimum of
$400.00.

Security Federal
Savings& Loan
Asso.
1300 Johnson Blvd.-759-1234

LOWEST PRICES
IN WEST TENNESSEE OVERALL?
10 REASONS WHY!!
1. WE ACCEPT CASH OR FOOD STAMPS
6. WE HAVE REDUCED OUR LIGHTONLY.
ING TO A MINIMUM.
2 WE HAVE NO SACKS.PLEASE
7. WE PACKAGED MEAT IN LARGE
BRING YOUR OWN OR USE OUR
QUANTITIES TO REDUCE THE COST
EMPTY BOXES.
OF LABOR AND PACKAGING.
3. WE HAVE NO CARRY OUTS.
8. WE HAVE VERY LITTLE ADVERTISING
4. WE CARRY A LIMITED VARIETY OF
9. WE HAVE NO FANCY FIXTURES OR
PRODUCTS.INVENTORY COST MONEY
SHELVING.
5. WE MARK NO MERCHANDISE.
10. WE STAY OPEN A LIMITED NUMBER
LABOR IS EXPENSIVE.
OF HOURS TO HOLD DOWN LABOR.
THERE'S LOTS OF THINGS WE DON'T OFFER! WHAT WE DO HAVE IS-

GOOD FRESH
WHOLESOME MEATS
AND GROCERIES AT

10% TO 40%
SAVINGS!!
WHY PAY MORE?
WAL MART SHOPPING CENTER, PARIS, TN,

OPEN 9:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M. 6 DAYS

CLIP & BRING IN FOR FREE MOWER ATTACHMENT*

LOUISVILLE,Ky. lATh —
A $4.2 million award made to
CCL Corp.in connection with
its damage suit against Kentucky Fried Chicken Corp.
was set aside by Jefferson
Circuit Judge Olga Peers.
The award stemmed from
a breach-of-contract lawsuit
settled last April when a jury
ruled against KFC.
KFC spokesman Gregg
Reynolds said Monday "we
have been vindicated by the
court's decision. It confirms
that KFC was at all times acting in good faith during its
dealings with Dudley Andrews."
Andrews owned CCL at the
time the alleged breach-ofcontract took place.
Reynolds said KFC had
asked the court to set aside
the award on the basis that
punitive damages are not
recoverable in Kentucky for
breach-of-contract.
In its 1978 suit, CCL charged that KFC unjustly
cancelled a 20-year contract
with Andrews. CCL had asked for $22 million in
damages.
CC1, claimed the breach
occurred in 1971 shortly after
KFC was bought by Heublein
Corp.
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* At The Movies -A

Superman II

I (Reviews Of Current Movies At Murray Theatres)
Sy KENT FORRESTER
Faster than a speeding
bullet! More powerful than a
locomotive! Able to jump
tall buildings in a single
bound! Is it a bird? Is it a
plane? No! It's Superman!
Gee I wish the Superman
movies would use that old
TV intruduption. I wonder
why they:don't. Some kind of
copyright problem?
Oh well, Superman II is a
marvelous movie anyway. It
Is no longer true that sequels

are invariably worse than
their originals. Actually, the
reverse now seems to be the
case. The Empire Strikes
Back was a notch better than
Star Wars. Godfather II,
most people thought, was
better than The Godfather.
And Superman II is quite
superior to Superman I.
For one thing, the mighty
man of steel now has worthy
opponents. The three Krypton arch-criminals,external-

FLORIDA VACATION
DESIGNED WITH

YOUR FAMILY
IN MIND
All oceanfront with excellent view of pool
and ocean 105 units - rooms, completely
furnished housekeeping efficiencies, suites.
Ocean beach. Plenty of free parking.

IP*,
gwpr.-;

6
the e.6.
1511 till ore

•Restaurant serving
3 meals daily
•Lounge with
entertainment
•3swimming pools

ACH
187 soulh Atiamic Avenue

ORMOND BEACH, FLA.

Relax, enjoy the seaside. Spacious palm studded
lawns, gardens. Bring the family - plenty of room
and lots to do for everyone. Near the best shops,
golf. recreations.

'tZ

90 minutes to Disney World. Tours Wave from our
door. Write for information. Reserve now

ON THE WORLD'S MOST FAMOUS BEACH
Reservatoons

BILTMORE BEACH LODGE
iv South Ationtoc Avenue Orengsd eeoch

F'coda 3207.1

Please send brochure rotes

NAME
PHONE
ADDRESS
1-800CIt SIA11-, ZIP
874-0552 L

ly imprisoned, if you
remember,in a space disk in
Supreman I, are now on the
loose in Superman U. And
they are formidable. They're
also mean and nasty — so
mean, as a matter of fact,
that they actually kill some
U. S. astronauts and roast a
snake with their death-ray
eyes.
Superman is so darned invulnerable that he needs antagonists commensurate
with his powers. Lex Luther
of Superman I just didn't
measure up.
The special effects in
Superman II are among the
best that Hollywood has ever
accomplished. The epic battle between Superman and
the alien arch-friends, in
particular the criminals'
windbreath-generated
storm, is so good that it's
almost impossible to tell
which of the wind-blown cars
are miniaturized and which
are full size.
Christopher Reeve seems
to have been bred to play
Superman. Unlike the saggily woolen-suited George
Reeves, who played the T.V.
Superman in a 'normallyendowed, even slightly
plump, body that had
obviously just walked in off
the Street, Christopher
Reeve's sharp-edged face
and tall muscled physique
were no doubt born in a
warm genetic soup mixed by
Warner Brothers' scientists
and kept in a state of hiber-

re
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nation till he was awakened
for the filming of Superman
I.
Superman II also has a
sense of humor. The writing
(done by Mario Puzo of
Godfather fame) is sharp
and funny, and Christopher
Reeve's portrayal of the shy,
bumbling Clark Kent is very
well done.
Superman 11 is not perfect
— in the way, for instance,
that Raiders of the Lost Ark
is perfect. Margot Kidder as
Lois Lane is pleasantly
spunky all right, but she's
also too skinny.(I don't wish
to pander to your itchy
curiosity about the rumors
concerning Superman's sex
life, but it is true that Lois
Lane. . . No, I really
shouldn't talk about it.)
Superman's North Pole
home is rather tacky. It
looks like a cross between
the inside of my undefrosted
refrigerator and a plastic
display case in a department
store. The Lex Luther
subplot continues to be a
weak part in the Superman
saga, but I suppose Gene
Hackman had a contract
with Warner Brothers. (Someone did have the good
sense, however,to almost do
away with Luther's henchman, Ned Beatty, and the
girlfriend, Valerie Perrine.)
Finally not all of the comic
book conventions transfer
well to the screen. I can easily accept Lois Lane's inability to recognize Superman
when he puts on his Clark
Kent glasses, but the screeftFOR FREE' writers, should have been
more consistant with the
concept of invulnerability.
One of the Krypton criminals
hollers "ouch" when bitten
by a snake. Fifteen minutes
later the same character is
taking direct bomb hits
without batting an eye.
But I'm quibbling.
Superman II is a super
movie, though it may strike
you as odd that the subject
matter of the best and most
expensive films that
Hollywood makes nowadays
was once the raw material of
the juvenile-oriented B films
of the 1940's and 1950's. But
then, modern pop heroes are
made from the stuff of
dreams and wish fulfillment
fantasies, and we don't stop
dreaming when we grow up,
do we? Apparently in the
liberated 1980's, even adults
no longer feel that the need
to hide their pleasure in
believing, for two hours at
least,that a man can fly.
Superman 11 is rated PG
due to some low-level cuss
words and comic book
violence that shouldn't
bother kids.

WITH.A SAVINGS
BOND GIVE-A-WAY
Buy a CASE Tractor
and get a
U.S. Savings Bond FREE!

CUP & BRING IN FOR FREE MOWER ATTACHMENT*

McKee! Equip.
is offering Case lawn and garden tractors at
special savings this week. Come, look us over.
We may have just the right Case for your place.
•8 hp tiding mower
•8 & 10 hp lawn tractors
• 10 to 18 hp lawn and garden tractors
Ask for a demonstration ride featuring Case
Hydriv. It's an exclusive hydraulic dnve system
with no belts, shafts df'pulleys to adjust or fix.
See how smooth yard tare can be.

Model
220
222
444
448

Texas Developer
Takes Option To
Buy Land For Hotel
MAYSVILLE, KY(AP) —
A Texas Developer has
taken an option to buy seven
acres south of Maysville on
U.S.68 for a 100-unit hotel.
The hotel would be built on
the land just behind
McDonald's Restaurant.
Eugene Lucas, president
of Gal-Tex Motel Corp., will
wait to purchase the land
pending the outcome of a
feasibility study.
Maysville City Manager
Dannis Redmond said Lucas
will consider the level of interest rates in the fall when
construction is expected to
begin,soil conditions and the
results of other field investigations.

re 1 Authorities Identify
0 Charred Remains Of
Body Found In Car

MADISONVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Authorities have
el
identified a body found in a
smoldering car as Sheila
Morrow Hutchins, 25, of
—4
Madisonville.
•
Jeff Adcock, an employee
of the Odd Fellows cemetery
in Madisonville, told police
Oe
he found the charred rea)
x)
mains of the body in an auto
that was still smoldering
when he reported to work
Monday morning.
Police said the car had hit
70
a
tree along one of the narall1
row, winding streets in the
cemetery.
An investigation into the
0
death is continuing by
753-3062 •1N3WHDVIIV '41 Madisonville and Hopkins
._j
County police.

Sale Price

$2350
$2500
$3200
$3700

RCA MILE Ty
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SALE

dependable performance low price All
Great color picture
this value can be found in one TV—the RCA XL 100 model
EFR330 This portable color TV has many of the features found on
our larger console models If a console model would better fit your
needs we ve slashed prices on our entire GER700 ColorTrak
series All with Automatic Color Control and Fleshlone Correction
and big 25 diagonal picture Act now and pocket big savings on
RCA color TV

SAVE $115000
RCA 25"diagonal XL-100
color TV with
ChanneLock Remote Control
Brilliant color performance with the convenience
of ChanneLock electronic Remote Control
• ChanneLock Remote Control turns set on and off
adjusts volume up or down and scans in either
direction through art channels. stopping only at
programmed positions Bright L E 0 channel
number display on the set
• RCA's energy-efficient XtendedLife chassis
• Automatic Color Control and Fleshtone
Correction
• Automatic Contrast,Color Tracking
• RCA's Super AccuLine picture tube with
bi-potential electron gun pN.Qa_a_rp
lifelike color picture
• Cable-ready for direct tuning of 23 cable TV
channels-12 VHF and 11 mid-band channels on
most systems

REGULAR PRICK WAS $84995

NOW ONLY $699°°
_ i _iagonal XL-100
RCA 19
Roommate R color TV

Eteil

Brilliant color performance with XL-100 reliability
• RCA's unitized Xtendedide chassis—designed for
outstanding performance, low power Consumption
and long life—uses only 69 watts average power
• Automatic Color Control and Fleshtone Correction
• Automatic Contrast Color Tracking
• RCA's Super AccuFilter black matrix picture tube with
specially tinted phosphors helps keep the picture bright
and sharp
• Automatic Fine Tuning (AFT) pinpoints and holds
the correct broadcast signal
• Contemporary-styled durable pfastic cabinet with
walnut-grain finish

P.ta

WHILE THEY
LAST ONLY
RCA SelectaVision VET250
6-Hour Video Cassette Recorder
with high-speed Picture Search

00
.
vsii
077
swill

-re*,

Watch what you want—when you want—with RCA s
new SelectaVisione 250 Video Cassette Recorder
Deluxe features include

Emit II
lefiA

• Up to six hours recording time on one cassette
• Electronic digital clock/timer can be preset up to
24 hours in advance to automatically turn the unit
on. record the desired program and then turn off
when recording is complete
• Remote control unit with 20-fool cord activates
picture search (at nine times normal speed). plus
pause function and channel change—all from the
comfort of your easy chair

Ren y .
• Electronic varactor tuning with touch-button
selection of up to 14 channels

ALL 1981 SELECTIVISION PRICES
ARE SLASHED FOR THIS SALE!

Bond

$150.00
$150.00
$200.00
$200.00

753-1713

McKEEL

EQUIPMENT COMPANY
Walnut

rummiallimmilmmwww+q
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Entrants Announced For Fair Queen Contest
Seven of the 33 entrants for junior class president, and
the Murray-Calloway Coun- class favorite. She now
ty Jaycee Fair Queen Con- teaches dancing in two local
test scheduled for Friday, counties and plans to further
July 10, at 7:30 p.m. at the her dance education.
Lovett Auditorium, Murray
Tammy Torsak, 18, is the
State
University, are
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Al
featured today.
Torsak of Murray Route 5.
The contest is sponsored
Sponsored by the Foreign
by the Murray Woman's
Language Club, Tammy is a
Club in cooperation with the
graduate of Calloway County
Murray-Calloway Jaycees,
High School and plans to ataccording to Janice Nix and
tend Murray State UniversiSue Spann, co-chairmen for
ty in the fall. Her special inthe contest. The contestants
terests include foreign
Carol Spann
Gina Shipley
are sponsored by a club or
Tammy Torsak
Jennifer Waldrop
language club, Students of
room in their schools.
American Education, track,
Monika West, 16, is the
horse back riding, and water
daughter of Fred and Ann
skiing.
music, singing with the
West of Murray Route 8.
Sponsored by Homeroom IIDebbie Stubblefield, 17, is band, theater, speech, and
I at Calloway County High the daughter of Jim Stub- drama.She plans to pursue a
School, Monika will be a blefield and Mrs. Hal career in the medical field.
Karen Lee Shultz, 17, is the 7
senior at the school this fall. Hosford of Murray Route 5.
Her special interests include Sponsored by Homeroom 12- daughter of James and
skiing, camping, and flag G, she is a graduate of Sharon Shultz of 1508
corps. She plans to attend Calloway County High Johnson Boulevard, Murray.
Murray State University and School and plans to attend Sponsored by Homeroom 11major in special and elemen- Murray State University G at Calloway County High
tary education.
toward a major in computer School, she will be a senior
Jennifer Waldrup, 16, is data processing. Her hobbies there this fall. Her special inKaren Lee Shultz
Debbie Stubblefield
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. and interests include terests include swimming
Bobby Joe Waldrup, cheerleading, swimming, and tennis. Her future plans
;,,,xtrum Lakeshore Drive, Hamlin. skiing, softball, and skating. are to be a fashion designer.
Monika West
Gina Shipley, 17, is the
• Sponsored by Homeroom 11Carol Spann, 17, is the
H at Calloway County High daughter of Mr. and Mrs. daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
!School, Jennifer will be a Joe Hal Spann, 1204 E. Dan Shipley of Murray
• senior at the school this fall. Dogwood Drive, Murray. Route 5. Sponsored by the Care, band, flag corps,
Her special interests are Sponsored by Mr. Atchison's FHA Chapter at Murray swimming,skiing, and joggdancing, sidling, swimming, homeroom at Murray High High School, she will be a ing. Her plans after high
ACROSS
5 Emerged
horseback riding, and School,she will be a senior at senior there this fall. Her school and college gradua
1 Mast
victorious
Answer to Monday's Puzzle
skating. She is a student the school this fall. Her in- special interests include tion are to assume a caree
5 Intellect
6 Preposition
.council
representative, terests include dancing, FHA, Tr -Alpha, Teens Who in which she can help others.
U R A L RE
8 Man's name
SU
7 Sailcr
12 Volcanic
HMO GUM CU A
8 Ecclesiastic
emanation
9 Crowded
MU= UMW=
13 Three — —
about,'
MUUMUU CUM
match
10 Russian city
DUO MO MOM
14 Uninteresting 11 Withered
PCO =MUM II
person
16 Poems
ABM OM MO UM
15 Washington's 18 Single item
U UMEMMU IU A
neighbor
22 Hits hard
MU UM OM
17 Elastic
23 Surfeits
OMO MUUMUU
19 Diminished
24 Terrier
REMUS= MUM
20 Lofty
25 Anger
EOM DOOM MOM R I
21 Employs
27 Before
ESC CN TA LITNA
By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
the originally scheduled lift- ger than its wings. The way
23 Location
29 Be in debt
although field glasses pro24 Expire
AP Special Correspondent
off day, but freakish winds giraffes and thoroughbred
30 Actor —
vided an even more intimate
26 Perspiration
Knight
RIDGEFI
Conn.
ELD,
40 Flower part
and thunderstorms in the foals develop their spindly
members
28 Speck
35 Fright
42 Common47 Grafted Her
(AP) — Well, they flew the recovery area (as missile legs before the rest of their view of a parturient blue jay
31 Conjunction 36 Take one's
I don't care what the orplace
49 Hurry
32`Skill
coop this morning.
control used to announce) bodies, blue jays seem to
Part
43 Church part 50 Rover or
nithologist
s have to say on
33 Pronoun
37 Fruit
Sometime shortly after kept everyone hangar grow from the beak back and
44 Greek letter
Tabby
34 Obtain
the
38 Lifts
subject
of concerned
46 Family
53 French article dawn the three baby blue bound. Big Mamma squatted
36 Precipitous
downward.
parents and caring birds,
1 2 3 4
5 6 7
38 Crimson
lilac
bush
our
jays
born
in
down in the nest with her
8 9 10 11
Spring came early around this was a pretty
liberated
39 Slender
soloed for the first time. The three fuzzy headed fledgl- here, but these baby jays ar12
13
14
finials
mamma. She didn't spend
nest is broken down on one ings, providing ballast rived late. The expectant
41 Bristle
17
much time sitting on than
5••U•
43 Ventilated
side, whee Momma Jay against the skittish gusts, parents began building the
19
11.
eggs. Most days she was off
PO
45 Get up
pushed them out.
while her macho man perch- nest late in March, lifting
48 Pub drink
gallivanting. Poppa was
21
22
23
I wonder if there were any ed on the edge of the porch at twigs and leaves out of the
UUU
50 Jail
much
more nervous about
24
51 Portico
white knuckle blue jays the ready alert for strafing snow banks around the
28 29 30
the whole thing.
Iii•
52 Rubber tree
among the trio who really runs against Dummy, the garage and sometimes car31
32
33
54 Temporary
He'd flit back and forth on
didn't want to go. Probably. neighbor's cat who really rying some fair-sized sticks,
Shelter
the garage roof, like an ex38
There was some awful caw- isn't cut out for bird wat- almost as big as themselves,
55 Nobleman
pectant father pacing the
41
42
56 Seine
ing and screeching round ching. The aptly named from the shore of the lake
lahi
57 Actual being
corridors
of a maternity
1111 44
about flight time, but that feline couldn't outrun a dodo. across the road.
DOWN
ward,
and
send up a fear48
1 Sluggish
might have been pappa bird
49
These chirpy little fellows
so
Momma bird was definite- some screech
every time the
2 Brazilian
preflight
going
through
the
really
didn't seem big ly the boss of this operation.
51
52 111
54
estuary
storm door slammed or a kid
check
list.
enough
to
fly.
Each
had
a
Her caustic cries of "Do it,
3 Thoroughfare 55
56
57
Yesterday I imagine, was beak that appeared to be big- Do it" to her jay-pecked came around wanting to
4 Rants
shovel snow.
mate rang out in the frosty
air.
mu57 3E THE
CARDBOARD ROLLS
HE SURE LOOKS F=AMILIAR
The nest was close enough
MASKED .vARvEL, HuH 7 I
Save cardboard rolls from
POESN 7 HE WITH THAT
to my den window for me to toilet tissue and use
HEART YOu WERE PLA'.(iNG
MASK ON THOUGH, I
them to
follow the whole nesting cy- store electrical appliance
N 7H15 TOURNAMENT...
CANT TELL WHO IT IS...
corcle with the naked eye, ds.
-

Small Ads

1. Le_pl Notice

INVITATION TO BID
Sealed proposals will be received by the
Calloway County Board of Education at the office
of the Board, Calloway County, Kentucky, until
1:30 p.m. July 2, 1981, for the furnishing of
labor, materials, services and equipment required
to construct Covered Walks for Calloway County
Elementary Schools, Calloway County, Kentucky. At the appointed time and place all
proposals will be publicly opened and read.
Two copies of plans, specifications and bid
form may be obtained from the Architects,
Gingles and Harms, 2111 Twentieth Avenue
South, Nashville, Tennessee, by general contractors by depositing a check mode payable to
Gingles and Harms in the amount of Two Hundred
and No/100 Dollars ($200.00). Plans and
specifications will be on file at the office of the
Architects, at the plan rooms of Nashville Contractors Associaiton, Nashville; F. W. Dodge,
Nashville, Memphis and Evansville. Deposit will
be returned to all unsuccessful contractors if
bona fide bid has-been tendered and plans and
specifications are returned in good condition
within ten days after bids are received.

INVITATION TO BID
Sealed proposals will be received by the
Calloway County Board of Education at the office
of the Board, 2110 Coltege Farm Road, until 1:30
p.m., Thursday, July 2, 1981, for the furnishing
of labor, materials, services and equipment
required to construct Paving for Calloway County
Elementary Schools, Calloway County, Kentucky.
At the appointed time and place all proposals will
be publicly opened and read.
One copy of plans, specifications and bid form
may be obtained from the Engineers, Gingles and
Harms, 2111 Twentieth Avenue, South, Nashville, Tennessee, by contractors by depositing a
check mode payable to Gingles and Harms in the
amount of Two Hundred Dollars ($200.00). Plans
and specifications willb e on file it the office of
the Engineers and at the office of the Calloway
County Board of Education. Deposits will be
rIturned to all unsuccessful bidders if bona fide
bid has been tendered and plans and
specifications are returned in good condition
within ten days after bids are received.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Columnist Follows Birth To Flight

Little 'Birdies' Flew The Coop

2. Notice

Mil

Your Individual
Horoscope

• •

THERE'S SAM'
THE TRAMP
MY
DREAM
CAME
TRUE--

.43
,

Frames Drake

I FINALLY SAVED
ENOUGH MONEY
TO JOIN THE
COUNTRY
CLUB

FOR WEDNESDAY,JUNE 24,1181
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.

SCORPIO
(Oct.23to Nov.21) MeetS
Novel entertainments are
favored. Romance is likely,
but moderation is needed in
affairs of health and diet.
Don't overdo.
ARIES
SAGITTARIUS
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Harmony prevails during (Nov.22to Dec.21)
Domestic life affords more
the morning hours, but
domestic problems could satisfaction now than outside
result in afternoon tension. entertainments. The late
evening could signal problems
Avoid careless remarks.
En friendship.
TAURUS
CAPRICORN
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
1
4.1Dec.22toJan. 19)
Social life goes well if you /
A friend has a helpful sugavoid disputes about money.
Know when to call it a night. gestion. Don't be set in your
With enough rest, you'll stave ways. Be careful with details
at work and be considerate of
off health problems.
your family.
GEMINI
(May21 toJune 20) 1109 AQUARIUS
20 to Feb. 18)
Career prospects improve, (Jan.
You'll find new ways to imbut you're inclined to prove
income. Job hunters
overspend on pleasure. A lov- meet with
luck, but you may
ed one's ambivalent attitude not be ready
to make a final
could cause concern.
decision at this time.
CANCER
PISCES
(June 21 to July 22)
19 to Mar.20) XQ.
Cultural interests take (Feb.
You'll
attract romance now,
precedence over material af- but
problem could crop up
fairs now. High-minded pur- during
suits satisfy. Avoid family Travel the evening hours.
and distant interests
arguments about career mat- are
accented.
ters.
YOU BORN TODAY are inLEO
terested in public affairs and
(July 23 to Aug.22)
often
Keep joint financial moves mediumchoose a creative
through which to exconfidential. Friends may be press your
concern. Writing,
faultfinding.
Ideological reporting, public speaking,
disputes are possible towards art, music
and sculpture are
late evening,
some of the areas in which
VIRGO
nptt, you'll find happiness. You
(Aug.23to Sept. 22)
tia•
have
t ability and
Don't harp on details in can managemen
succeed in business"
talks with close friends. Part- though you're inclined
to
nershiP rapport is highlighted, daydream unless motivated
but joint financial moves are by - a cause.
Real estate,
not favored.
finance and promotional work
'LIBRA
may also appeal
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22) sarri sense of humor willto you. A
keep you
Ingenuity leads to financial from taking yourself too
and career success. An ad- seriously. Birthdate at: Norviser could irritate you. Don't man Cousins, publisher; John
be indecisive in dealing with Ciardi, poet; and Jack Dempclose ties.
seY, bilmer•

,--D g ;-7
r(

,

PANT

WI-IAT'S IT
LIKE OUT
THERE?

A
ZOO

12L,

"PWANTOM FIX." WHEN
UNCLE WALKER*
FIXES THEM...
THEY STAY
FIXED!

REX! YCIU'RE A HERO.WHEN
'CU JUMPED OUT THE

WINDOW,
X::11.1 SAVED
ALL OF
US.

I DID?OH..
ARE WE GLAD
sA:XXRE
HOME!

Here
Kenny Rogers
Jeans
His/Hers
Matching Sets
AN sizes
Only place
in Murray
VERNON'S
WESTERN
STORE

In addition to the regular
programs for ages 2-5, THE
APPLE TREE SCHOOL is
providing a supervised program for school age
children for the summer.
1503 Stadium View Dr.
753-9356 .days, 753-1566
evenings.
Pernsonent
Position
Wonted
Will watch elderly
woman at her home
day or night. Call
759-4189 after 2:30
p.m.
4

1

SPECIAL
SALE

Satellite Antennas.
Buy direct from
blanefacturer. 1110 TV
Stations. 602-6222290

Copy and restoration I
All work done ui our
new studio

I

Carter Studio
300 Main

753 8298

Olympic Plaza
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
753-7113

Bible Facts. Free store for
the needy. 759-4600.

Want to boy ono acre
to set op troller. Call
753-8907.

3440

cov .f

They're

16' Starcraft
Runabout with 85
h.p. motor on tilt
Dilly trailer. Boat
has canvas top,
bow & stern
covers with clear
side curtains. Call
753-0588 after
6:00 p.m.

id

IN

2. Notice

Fast, dependable farm
and truck tire service
Call
753 8500,
Economy Tire IL Ser
vice

61 NI

NI Mi ki

CLASSIFIEDADS!

NONE a SON
20S S. Mb
753-4669

Toddler's Day Care has
openings for infants and
other ages. Call 753-4481.
SPECIAL
THIS WEEK
41 Cal Magnum,
Model 57 Smith 8
Wesson,
gold
inlaid $395.00 with
presentation box
Gold & Silver
Pawn Shop
Olympic Shopping Ctr.
Open 9 a.m. 10 8 p.m.
753-7113

5. Lost & Found
Found, on Monday; young,
black, female Labrador
Retriever. Keniana, Pine
Bluff Shores area. 43E2665.
Lost: White male Poodle,
wearing red collar and
black flea collar; named
Tufty. Call 753-6041 or
753-9237.

Plant Security
Immediate opening for Security
guard with a local manufacturing
co. Prefer'candidate with some experience in security field. Must be
willing to work off shift. Excellent
benefits and pay package.
Contact Tony Meyer at 901-6421120 or send resume.to:
Employee Relations Supervisor
Emerson Electric Company
P.0. Box 610
Paris, Tennessee 38242
An equal opportunity employer

.1

•
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6. Help Wanted

22. Musical

WANTED; Groomer for pet
Music Lessens: Plum,
shop, salary open. Call 753*rpm,
Guitar, begin11619 between 8:30ammen or advanced.
6:00pm, after 8 call 751(Mires Sr admits.
1673.
CLAYTON'S
Beautician needed, call Kut
NOME
and Kurl Beauty Shop.
ENTERTAINMENT
753-1682.
Center
Full time Mechanical Secre753-7575
tary and Receptionist. Send
resume to Box 1040-X.
Help wanted: part-time, to 5' 8" Baldwin Grand Piano,
do light house keeping, and ebony finish, aproximately
care for infant child. Must 15 years old. $4700. Call
have own transportation. 437-4432.
Must not smoke. Supply Antique player piano, newly
references with reply. Box refinished, walnut veneer.
10401Y, Murray.
Excellent condition. Owner
Middle age lady with must sell immediately. Call
references and transporta- 753-0387.
tion to keep two children in New and used Baldwin
my home and do light piano and organs, Lonardo
housework. 753-0318 after Piano Co., across from the
6:00 pm.
Post Office, Paris, TN.
Used organs ideal for
/. Storage Bldgs.
church or home. New
Custom Built portable Baldwin pianos and organs.
Lonardo Piano Co. across
buildings. Call 753-0984.
Post Office, Paris, TN.

9. Situation Wanted
Will work on lawn mowers.
Call 753-0751.

10. Business
Opportunity

•

Three repossessed
color TV's. Mast ad
for Mime, or take
up meat* paymeats.
Remote comotrel and
fully wertwoded.
CLAYTON'S
NOME
ENTERTAINMENT
MYER
753-7575

$40,000 to $50,000 per
year. National company
looking for distributor in 16
Kentucky counties. Part
time or full time. 1-800238-9220.
PACESETTER FASHIONS 24. Miscellaneous
offers a highly profitable
and beautiful Jean and 110 Watt air-conditioner,
Sportswear shop of your Fedders; 11x14 carpet;
own. Featuring over 100 table and 4 chairs; clothes
brands-Levi, Calvin Klein, and jeans, size 18-244. All
Jordache, Lee, Chic, in good condition. Call
Wraniler-many more. $16, 753-6425 or after 5,
500.00 includes inventory, 759-1480.
installed fixtures & in-shop 20" boy's BMX bicycle,
training. Can open within $40. Gym set, $25.
15 days. Call anytime for 753-8428.
Mr. Hartley at (214) 65 sheets of used Tin.
937-9876.
$1.50 each. Call 435-4526.
80
to 200 Zoom lens,
12. Insurance
pentax mount, Call 7539903 after 5pm.
"Let's go fishing!" Red
worms, Nite crawlers, fresh
from bed to box. Free cane
poles. Rex's Worm Farm,
Rt. 6, Box 325 (lrvan Cobb
Rd.), Murray, KY 42071.
Phone 436-5894.
Wait and burn green wood
13. For Sale
or order now and burn
Or Trade seasoned wood. Call 4362758.
1972 Olds convertible,
Delta 88, needs some body 26. TV-Radio
work, $850. 753-6760.
21" RCA console TV, $125.
Good condition. Call 75314. Want To Buy
9325.
76,77, or 78 Datsun or
23" Black and white t.v.,
Toyota. 753-6760.
Motorolla console, in top
15. Articles For Sale condition,
5 years old. Best
reasonable offer. Call 7538598.
For Sale
A new magnavox 25" color
WHEAT STRAW
TV for only $24.50 per
753.1156.,
month. No dawn payment.
753-6401
4 year warranty-parts and
labor. Clayton's, 753-7575.
Brown vinyl couch, dinette 27. Mobile aomes
suit with 4 chairs, study
For Sale
desk, steel bed frames. All
bedroom,
12"
2
x
65
Two
in good condition. 753furnished,
central
baths,
4978 after 5.
heat and air, $4,950. Call
Oregon chain saw chains, 753-0528.
3/8" pitch. For 16" bar,
$7.99, Of 20" bar, $8.99. 1973 Buccaneer, 12x60.
Two bedroom, furnished.
Wallin Hardware.
Call 474-2371.
Tobacco sticks in stock or
custom cut. 164 each. J.U. 28. Mobile Homes
Kevil Center, South 10th
For Rent
Street, Mayfield, 247-5346.
Two bedroom trailer near
Tomato juicer, Victorian Murray, no pets. Call
200. No peeling, coring or 489-2611.
cooking; does a bushel in
30 minutes, $23.99. Berry Two bedroom all electric
screen or grape spiral, mobile home, 2 miles east
month,
$6.99. Wallin Hardware, of Murray. $150 per
Call
deposit.
753$100
Paris.
9829.
Used florescent fixtures
with 2 bulbs each, $4.00 29. Heating-Cooling
15,000 BTU Frigidare
each. Call 1-354-8244.
excellent
air-conditioner,
19. Farm
condition. 759-1335.
Equipment 31
/
2 ton central airFor sale: 125 new metal 5' conditioner. Phone 474fence posts. Call 753-2967. 8038.
Super A Farmall tractor. Air-conditioners, cleaned
Plow, cultivators, hair, and repaired. We buy used
mower, disc, and blade. air-conditioners. Dill's ElecGood tires, new paint. Call tric. Call 753-9104.
after 7, 901-587-6521.
30. Business Rental

20. Sports
Equipment
1978 22' Venture sailboat
and trailer, 6 hp, Evenrude.
Nice. 436-5859.
20 piece tent set, 4
sleeping bags. 753-1597,
ask for Randy.
The Pistol People: Invest in
a feeling ofsecurity, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in
Kentucky. Country Boy
Store, 9 miles west of
Hopkinsville junction KY
164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday
12-5;(502)885-5914.

OFFICE FOR RENT. App". 400 sq. ft.
devnotewas carpeted.
753-4137
Office space for rent near
downtown Murray. Call
753-4109.

•
d
ll
i
hi

31. Want To Rent

111E

37. Livestock-Supplies 43. Real Estate

31[

43. Real Estate

310 1:110

47. Motorcycles

Wanted: nice, furnished,
one bedroom apartment for
81-82 college year. Good
references. Write Mike
Fraser, 5931 Martin Ln.,
Bartlesville, OK 74003.

1980 Yamaha Exciter, 250
cc, 280 miles, excellent
condition. From 7-5pm, call
753-9411.
753-1222
model Honda ATC 185
80
BOYD-MAJORS
MOWS FOR LIVIOG
3-wheeler.
Good condition.
REAL ESTATE
COIiIALWT $800. 753-8590.
753-8010
32. Apts. For Rent
FOR SALE
Silhouette fairings, $89.00.
Professional Services
Lot measure 65'x282' Motorcycle parts and serWith The Friendly Touch
on Arcadia Court vice, 307 N. 4th, 753-8292
4 room all electric apart- 38. Pets-Supplies
COUNTRY LIVINGnear the new city or 759-1919. Oper afterment, utilities furnished, BOARDAliG. Large runs for
CLOSE IN
park. All city utilities noons 4-6, Saturday 9-3.
$150 per month, $100 cats, indoor-outdoor runs
This charming 2 B.R.
available. Offered at
deposit. Call 753-9829.
frame
home,
for dogs. Reasonable rates.
$15,000 through Kop- 48. Auto. Services
Apartments for rent, near Also, AKC stud service for
carpeted, electric
perud Realty 711
downtown Murray. 753- minature Schnauzers, Pekheat, Franklin
Main in Murray.
4109, or 436-2844.
ingese, and Pomeraneans.
KIT
fireplace, (burns
753-1222.
Phone
ARM PARTS
wood), air condiEqual housing opportunity Puppies occasionally. 435tioner, is in good con515S. nib St..
for those who qualify. Call 4481. Lynn Grove.
STATELY OLDER
dition,
had
Illorrey, Kentucky
Murray Manor Apartments, AKC registered Boston
RESIDENCE
assumable loan at
753-8668 from 9:00 to Terrier stud service. Good
Rettorles, tires,
2-Story
brick
12%%.On/
12:00, Monday through marking and good con1
2acre lot,
wheel covers, mote
residence on large
firmation. 759-1750.
10 x 15 storage bldg.
Friday.
accessories.
24 bear
wooded main street
about 11
/
2 miles east
towing. Also a comAKC registered German
lot. Upstairs consists
of Murray. First
Shepherd puppies, 28
plete Noe of esed
of 2 large modern
time offered at
champions
in
5
ass-.
apartments and 1st
826,500.
generations! Also, retwo bedrooms, dowitown
753-5500
floor is main
CHOICE BUY
gistered American Eskimo
$175 per nen*. 753residence. New cen1206 Olive St. -3 BR.,
4937, Neeiny-Fridey 6-5
Spitz puppies. 554-2153.
tral gas heating 49. Used Cars
B.V.
11
/
2 story, full
Dog obedience classes are
syste, new 25 year 1972 Volkswagen Super
basement. New cenfun for you and your dog. A
roof, and home has Beetle, real sharp, $1725.
tral
gas furnace and
Furnished garage apart- sport all ages can enjoy.
been restored to an Call 474-2267.
ment near campus. Rent Discover the thrill of central air conditionexcellent
state of 1973 Ford LTD Broughm,
reasonable. No pets. 1-527- knowing how your dog ing, fireplace,
repair. Very attrac- power brakes, steering,
3531 or after 5pm 1-527- really communicates. 436- draperies included.
tive assumable loan windows, excellent condiWell landscaped lot,
2858.
1912.
is available. Phone ion. Call after 4 PM,
detached garage,
753-1222, Kopperud 759-4830.
Furnished efficiency apart- For sale: Adorable Persian
paved driveway.
Realty.
ment, one or two bedroom. kittens. CFA, ACFA chamWalking distance to
1974 Cutlass, two door;
Also, sleeping room. Zim- pionship bloodlines. Comcondition. See at
good
University,
trained
make
pletely
to
mer Apartments, S. 16th
Main St., or Call
1107
restaurants,
etc.
In
This
Makes House Sense!
excellent housepets. Paper
Street, 753-6609.
Low 50's.
For the active family who 753-1651 during day, or
available. 753-8291.
One and 3 bedroom
ylwaressmaisais wants a really functional 753-2477 after 5.
furnished apartments ad- Two AKC registered female
home, here's an opportunjoining M.S.U. Call 753- Dobermans for sale. BreedNew, 1981 Ponity to own this three
ing age. One black, one GROWING SPACE--Kids
3134.
bedroom, 11
/
2
bath
home.
It
tiac
T-1000,
rust. Call 437-4975.
outgrowing your present has a large den with
One _ bedroom furnished
$5250.00
'-liouse? Take a look at this fireplace, covered deck and
apartment, one block from 40. Produce
four
PURDOM
bedroom
beauty!
24
fenced
backyard. This home
campus, $140, water fur- Bluegrass Vegetable Farm,
OLDSMOBILE
nished. No pets. Call 753- has potatoes for sale. baths and a well-equipped has an assumable VA loan.
kitchen add extra attrac- For more information, call
1203.
PONTIAC
Phone 753-2666.
tion. Five acres of land let 753-1492...Century 21
One bedroom furnished 41. Public Sale
CADILLAC
kids run free and leave you Loretta Jobs, Realtors.
apartment, water furroom for garden space. A
1406W. Main
sale,
'9:00
Five
party
yard
nished. 753-3949.
753-5315
am til dark, June 25th thru large barn can keep them
One bedroom duplex, one 27th, off East 94 from busy for hours on rainy days
1975 Ford LTD Landau, all
block University, $150. Burkeen's Gro. Follow signs unless, of course, you have
power,
stereo, 5 like-new
other uses for it. For your
Stove, refrigerator, air- in front. 436-2439.
(e)
radial tires, nice car,
own peace and quiet, call
conditioning. Better hurry!
43. Real Estate
$1950.00. Call 1-354-6217.
Spann Realty and let us
753-1222
753-5791, 759-1074.
WIMPS FOR LIVIOG
show you this one! 7531976 MG Midget. Call
NOT ONE,BUT TWO- No.
One room efficiency apart7724.
127. Two wooded lots are on
753-8056.
ment, $90 Located corner
COMMERCIAL
a good improved county
of Olive and 16th, near
1976 Volkswagen Rabbit,
road, just vs mile to KenPROPERTY
3 BR home at 113 N
tucky lake. Water and elecUniversity. Call 753-4793.
automatic
transmission,
Property at 500 N.
tricity are available for your
9th St. Gas heat,
56,000
stripe,
miles. Runs
Two 2 bedroom duplex
construction needs. This is a
formerly
Street
4th
range
and
and very clean. Will
good
restricted area, is not for
apartments. Open July 1,
known as Shirley's
mobile homes. Access to
refrigerator, carpet.
sell for only $2,750.
good location, low utilities.
Consists of
Florist.
lake, boat ramp and picnic
Good
economical
753-7675.
759-4554 or 753-7522.
area. $5500 buys them both.
several buildings
home or investment.
160:200 land size.
1978 Mazada GLC, 5 speed,
Two 2-bedroom partially
plus approximately
Well located.
Strout Realty
miles. Excellent
44,000
furnished apartments.
10,000
square feet of
f0E. L. KENNON.Broke/
Super location!
running condition, needs
Clean, no pets. Deposit and
1112 Coldwater Rd.
greenhouse
area.
Lot
Business lot 175x189
Murray, Kentucky 42071
minor body work. $2,600.
references required. $130
is approximately one
on
N. 12th Street.
Call 492-8975.
Call
753411111
(anytime
)
and $175 monthly. Phone
good
acre.
A
Zoned B4. Call for
753-8731.
1979 2-tone blue Rally
business and investdetails.
Sport Camaro, light blue
Three bedroom brick
ment opportunity for
Two bedroom duplex, full
interior, tilt, cruise, air,
$72,000. Phone 753bone, located 3/
carpet, kitchen furnished,
1
2
Ia
factory AM'FM 8strack.
ample closets, close to
1222, Kopperud Realmiles west of Murray.
Local car, one owner,
Meirray-,Calloway
campus. Call 753-2792.
ty, for real service in
Oa 10 acres, whk a
30,000 actual miles. Can
Candy
Realty
Estate.
Real
stock
balding. Owner
Two bedroom apartment,
be seen at Hurt, Haverstock,
(502)7514146
CABIN IN THE
will finance
furnished. No pets. 753to
& Jones, 105 n. 6th St. or
304 N. 1 ttis sp.
WOODS
6876.
'modified bow.
call 753-1267 and ask for
Murray. Ky. 42071
One of the newest
A. esentsleeker
Cyndi Hutson.
753-911911
forms of home con1979 Cougar XR-7, many
struction today is
•
kA 1 k
Pardon & Tboorman
extras, must see to apprecialso one of the oldest.
RI A l IS 4 11
Now is the lime to 1& PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
lasermace
ate. Call 767-2451 after
See why thousands of
5pm.
Real Estate
home buyers are turmore to the Embassy Simply
Lovely! This home is.
Court Sq.
ning to the comfort
For sale: 1973 Toyota,
Apartments. Two thoughtfully planned and Similoitide
and economy of log
Murray, Koatucky
$350.00 or best offer. Call
beautifully decorated in
bedroom apartment neutral
753-1429.
homes. Located only
753-4431
colors. Charming
minutes
from
town
for rent. Call 753- front-to-back Great room
50. Used Trucks
and features three
12x65 Grand Deluxe Mobile
features
brick
wall
with
1971 Bronco and 1974
4331 or 753-3530.
home, two bedroom, two
bedrooms,two baths,
raised fireplace, built-in
4-wheel
drive Chevrolet
full baths, with central gas
fully equipped kitfirebox and T.V. comparttruck. Call 437-4125.
appliances, wood
heat,
chen
and
great room.
ment; formal dining room;
Excellent condition. Phone 753-1222, Kop1971 Scout 4-wheel drive,
dream kitchen with pantry, deck.
Located at 215 Rivera
6 cylinder, 3 speed, good
perud
Realty,
for
built-in
desk
and
breakfast
Two bedroom apartments in
Courts, near shopping and
gas mileage. Call 589-2266.
attractive setting, carpeted, area...Sliding doors lead to school. Underpinned with full-time Real Estate
Service.
enclosed
1975 Bronco, call 437screened
patio.
central heat and air,
Sears best. Owner will con4125.
kitchen appliances fur- There are 4 bedrooms and sider financing for qualified
46. Homes For Sale
/
2 baths in this 2 story
nished, washer/dryer hook 21
purchaser. Call Spann Realup. 753-7550, or 753-7559. home. Owner will consider ty Associates for your show- 4 bedroom brick; heat 52. Boats and Motors
financing to qualified
pump, two baths, front 14' Aluminum fishing boat
Two bedroom at 900 purchaser. You may see by ing. 753-7724.
porch. One block University. with 6 HP Evenrude motor
Batwell Ext. Two and three calling 753-1492 at CENWanting to invest in
753-5791, 759-1074.
trailer and 2 oars, $500.
bedroom, 1301 Pegg Ann. TURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
a building lot? Check
Call 436-2253.
Call 753-8411.
By
Owner:
Oak
Drive,
1505
Realtors
with us about the lot
BV with 1400 plus sq. ft. 14' Aluminum fishing boat
34. Houses For Rent [Appraisels - Connin Kingswood sub- living area, fully carpeted, 3 with 6 HP Evenrude motor
/
1
2 of two-family: Two, cling - Management
division for only
bedrooms, built-in kitchen trailer and 2 oars, $500.
bedroom, fully carpeted,
83,500.00 or the two and family room combina- Call 436-2253.
and Sales.
air-conditioned,
lots in Highland Oaks tion, living room, utility,
RON TALENT
144' runabout, 50 Hp
washerdryer, in Panorama
for
86,500.00 or the
one large bath, lots of Johnson, tilt and trim
REALTOR
Shores, 12 miles from
three lots in Sher- storage. Low $40's. Call electric
753404
start, many extras,
Murray, $200 per month.
wood Forest for
753-9818. Must see to trailer included. Perfect
436-2879 evening, 762appreciate.
$6,000.00 each, or the
condition, $1000. Call
BUSINESS
3824 day.
two mobile home lots
House for sale, by owner, 759-1252.
OPPORTUINTIB
Four bedroom, 2 bath, one
in Highway 280 for
directions to house given on 15' Howell Craft, 115
Three houses, total
block from University; and,
85,500.00 each. We
phone only. Call 4.89-2874.
Johnson motor. Call 436price, $15,000; Franone bed. $150. 753-5791
also have five nice in5356
Loghouse
with
woodstove,
business
for
chise
or 759-1074.
dustrial lots that the
greenhouse, 1 acre, out- 151
sale, $8,500; Ladies'
/
2' Arrow glass boat with
would
owner
Nice two bedroom small
building, 11
/
2 bath, 1900 60 HP outboard motor. Can
sale,
shop
dress
for
finance!
house, air-conditioned, resq. ft. Close to lake, easy be seen at 1611
Belmont.
$8,000.
frigerator and stove, at
drive to Murray. $26,000, $1200. Phone
753-3143
Stella. Not more than three
Owes,436-5859.
after 4:00 pm.
people, $150 per month.
Waldrop
Three
bedroom
house,
call 489-2595.
18' Winner I/O, tri-hull,
Riot Estate
kitchen, utility room, living walk-through
windshield,
UAW -1/110.1707
Owls
36. For Rent(k
14:
71 53-1651 M room, garage, two very good 120 hp, 1666 Ryan
Ave.
outbuildings, large lot
For Lease
Mark
1979
Twain
16.4'
located in Hazel. $24,000.
For rent: Horse barn and 4
Calr492-8126 after 7pm or inboardoutboard 140 Merc
acres, south side of Murray.
cruiser; ski equipment
498-8567 any time.
Call 554-4540 collect.
included. Al condition, like
225 L. P, Miller St. (Across iron Commonity Coiner) 47. Motorcycles
new. If interested, call after
37. UvestockSpecializing in Senior Citizens
1972 Honda, excellent 4pm, 502-247-7026.
Supplies
condition. Luggage rack
Open Hours
28' Marinette Asc..
and crash bar. Call 759NEE MAR ARABIANS.
Family has grown and going
Mon.,
Tues.,
Thurs.,
Fri.,
Sat.
1985
after
4:00.
Purebreds for sale. Trained
to larger boat, and anxious
and started. 753-6126 Of
8-12 753-3685
1979 Harley Davidson
to sell. Now asking
753-8467.
Visitors
Sportster, low mileage. $12,500, Call 618-734For
Appointment
welcome.
436-5356.
A
0185. &

RI INKONED AP RTMENT,

753-8080

g
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HORNBKKLE BARBER SHOP
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52. Boats and Motors 53. Services Offered
NEW trolling motor, Mini. Air-conditIoning and comKota 565' control, 21Ib plete appliance service.
thrust, 12 volt. Reg. $275
759-1322
take $200. Call 753-1556.
Stainless steel propeller, Fence sales at Sears now
21" pitch, perfect condi- Call Sears, 753-2310 for
free estimate for your
tion, $100. 759-1252.
needs
53. Services Offered Guttering by Sears. Sears
Bill's Upholstery. We give continuous gutters installed
your car, boat or furniture a per your specifications Call
new look! Located behind Sears 753-2310 for free
Dairy Queen
Call estimate
Heating, refrigeration, and
753-8085.
AAA CUSTOM MADE electrical repair. Bob's
Service,
CABINETS, bookcases Refrigeration
music centers, etc Hazel, KY. 498-8370 or
753-7829. Bobby Lockhart
Reasonable 436-2566
If
you are having a problem
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
or vinyl siding and trim getting those small lobs or
Aluminum trim for brick repairs around the house or
houses. Jack Glover, 753- mobile home done reasonably in these hard times, call
1873.
us! Carpentry, painting.
COLDWATER LAWN & plumbing. and small conGARDEN
SHOP. crete jobs. Free estimates,
Lawnmowers, Roto-tillers, 436-2562.
chain saws, expertly
repaired. Pickup and k Aluminum Service Co.,
delivery available. 489aluminum and vinyl
2853, 8 AM to 5 PM.
siding, custom trim.
GENERAL HOME REPAIR.
work. References Call
15 years experience carpenWill Ed Bailey, 753try, concrete, plumbing,
0689
roofing, siding, things
around the home. Free
estimates! No job too small. Johnson's Electric. ComCall days 474-2359, 474- mercial and residential
wiring, gas installed and
2276 evenings.
repairing. 753-7203.
K & K Stump Removal. Do Need work on your trees?
you need stumps removed Topping, prurong, shaping,
from your yard or land complete removal and
cleared of stumps? We can more. Call BOYER'S TREE
remove stumps up to 24" SERVICE for professional
below the ground, leaving tree care, 753-8536.
only sawdust and chips. Painting and paper hang-Call for free estimate, Bob ing, 25 years experience.
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob Free estimates, all work
Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
guaranted. 759-1305
MITCHELL RACKTOPPING. Professional paperhanging,
Commercial and residen- painting, farm buildings,
tial. Also patching, sealing, top, sides. Commercial or
and striping. For estimates residential Call Tremon
call 753-1537.
Farris, 759-1987.
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS Sanitation Service to all of
underpinning, roof's sealed. Calloway County. Weekly
patio awnings, and house pickup service, reasonable
type roofs for mobile monthly rates. Special
homes. 753-1873, Jack Senior Citizens rate. Call J
Glover.
& D Sanitation Service,
MOBILE HOME REPAIR. In- 436-2562 after 5 pm.
stalling tie downs, under- T. & D. lawn Service.
pinning, roofing, installing Mowing, trimming, free
doors and windows. Also estimates. Call 436-2997.
build porches and patios.
Call 753-6973. Free Warning! Don't read this
estimates! No job too unless you're in need of
roofing, carpentry, or elecsmall!
trical work. New or repair.
All guaranteed. Call Joe.
753-9226 for free estimate.
ROOFING
Sinsgloo
Will clean up cars and do
11114111111.1141111. All work
minor body work. Call
goarant••"1.
Fries
753-9131,
753-2981. or
estlnietes.
come by 641 Shell Station.
CaN 7554559 er
753-4541
Will clean up cars and do
minor body work. Call
All of your plumbing and 753-9131, 753-2981. or
air-conditioning needs. Also come by 641 Shell Station.
do carpentry, painting,
roofing, and concrete. All Will do babysitting in my
work done to satisfaction. home. Call 753-0857.
753-9822.
Will do light hauling of any
kind. Call 753-5857.
APPLIANCE SERVICE:
Kenmore,
Whirlpool, Will haul driveway white
Westinghouse. Experienced, rock and Ag lime, also have
independent service. Bobby any type of brown or white
Hopper, 753-4872.
pea gravel. Also do backhoe
eriP
Asphalt driveways and work. Call Roger Hudson,
parking lots sealed by 753-4545 or 753-6763.
Sears. For free estimates Will mow yards, 15 years
call 753-2310.
experience. Call 753-6564.
Big Joe's Small Engine Will sharpen hand saws and
Repair, 808 Coldwater skill saws. 753-4656.
Road, 753-8834., Chain 55. Feed And Seed
saws, lawn mowers, and
tillers. All makes. Andy Essex soy bean seed. $10
Elkins mechanic. Also have per bushel Call 759-4019
used mowers for sale.
Soybean seed. Germination
Concrete and block, brick 92%, Purity 98.6. Bill
work. Basements, drive- Yeargin, 901-247-33.33.
ways, storm cella's, por- 56. Free Column
ches. 20 years experience.
Free. two adorable 2 month
753-5476.
old kittens, an orangestriped male and a gray
tapart car and home striped female. Littertrained. Call 753-4783 after
area repair.
5pm on weekdays, any time
WORLD Of SOUND
on weekends.
222 S. 12tio St.
Small yellow kitten 435753-5165
4127
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Also Isousohold, lawn, indoors
and outdoors!

,
.-_
FOR pEPENDABLE,
Prefessioaal Pest Control

Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control,inc.
Termites. You spend thousands of dollars for a
home but never think about termites - they cause
the most damage next to fire. Have your home
treated now! 753-3914, Kelley's Termite & Pest
Control, 100 South 13th Street, Murray, KY.
Over 33 years axperience. Home owned and
operated.
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Deaths and Funerals

Dean Reports For Duty As
New Deputy Of Tenn-Tom

Funeral Wednesday David H. Fergason
Dies Sunday; Was
At Local Chapel
Former Countian
For Mrs. Goheen
Word has been received of
Funeral services for Mrs. the death of David H.(Dane)
Zitell Goheen of Murray Fergason, 66, formerly of
Route 7 will be held Wednes- Murray Route 5, who died
day at 11 a.m. at the chapel Sunday night at a nursing
of the J. H. Churchill home at Franklin,Ind.
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Born Oct. 20, 1914, he was
Julian Warren officiating, the son of the late Haskell
Gus Robertson, Jr., as Fergason and Jane Kemp
soloist, and Mrs. Oneida Fergason. He was preceded
White as organist.
in death by a sister,
Pallbearers will be Jack Elizabeth Fergason of
Kennedy, David Kennedy, Franklin, Ind., on April 17,
Bill Wilson, Sam Kennedy, 1981, and one brother, Henry
Jerry Duncan,and Luther T. Fergason of Murray Route 5,
Goheen. Burial will follow in on April 22, 1980.
the Murray City Cemetery.
Survivors include three
Friends may call at the sisters — Mrs. Mary Barnes,
funeral home after 4 p.m. to- Route 1, Springville, Tenn.,
day Tuesday).(
Mrs. Clara Cox, South Bend,
The family requests that Ind., and Mrs. Katie Mitexpressions of sympathy chell, Gwynnesville, Ind.;
take the form of contribu- " several nieces and nephews
bons to the Lynn Grove including Terry and Jerry
United Methodist Church.
Fergason of Murray Route 5.
Mrs. Goheen,75, died Mon- Funeral services will be
day at 10 a.m. at the Murray- held Wednesday at 10 a.m. at
Calloway County Hospital.
the chapel of the VandivierShe is survived by two Parsley Funeral Home,
sisters, Mrs. Irene Story of Franklin, Ind. Burial will
Murray and Mrs. Oma Jones follow in a cemetery there.
of Paducah; one brother,
Carl Lockhart of Murray;
several nieces and nephews.
Ky. (API USDA) -

Livestock Market

R. J. Driver Dies
At Local Hospital;
Funeral At Paris
The funeral for Ruby Jane
Nude) Driver, 69, of Route
1, Puryear, Tenn., was held
Saturday at 3 p.m. at the
LeDon Chapel, Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris, Tenn.,
with the Rev. A. H. McLeod
of Murray officiating.
Nephews served as
pallbearers and burial was
in the Puryear City
Cemetery.
Mr. Driver, a retired
farmer and veteran of World
War II, died Thursday night
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Born Nov.
13, 1911, in Henry County,
Tenn., he was,the son of the
late Jack and Leona West
Driver.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Beulah Darnell Driver,
to whom he was married on
June 30, 1942; two sons,
Henry Driver of Hazel and
Jerald Driver of Paducah;
three sisak — Mrs. Ethel
Lamb, Route 2. Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. Richard
( Drucilla ) Paschall, Paris,
Tenn., and Mrs. Lovie
Williford, Champaign, Ill.;
two brothers, Jackie Driver
of Homer, Ill., and Terry Lee
Driver of Melrose Park, Ill.;
three grandchildren.

LOUISVILLE,
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
1400; slaughter steers poorly tested;
heifers untested; cows and bulls near
steady; limited slaughter calves and
vealers steady; feeders steady to 1.00
higher, advance on better quality offerings; slaughter steers few choice
1040 lb 67.10; choice 945 lb 65.30; good
and choice Holsteins 1036 lb 57.40;
commercial cows 44.00-48.00; utility
44.00-47.50; high dressing 48.00.50.00;
low dressing down to 43.25; cutter
42.75-46.50; canner and cutter under
800 lb 39.75-42.50; slaughter bulls
grade 1 1070-1545 lb 58.25-69.75; grade
1-3 1160-1810 lb 53.75-58.50; grade 2 9651405 lb 49.00.54.50; good and choice 170265 lb vealers 70.50-74.00; choice 325345 lb calves 57.0040.00; feeder steers
medium frame 1 300-500 lb 67.00-70.00;
500465 lb 65.00-69.40; 805-835 lb partly
fattened 60.00-62.90; medium frame 2
300-500 lb 58.00-67.00; 500-700 lb 55.00.
65.00; 755-850 lb 52.00-56.50; large
frame 2 mostly Holsteins 450-500 lb
54.25-58.25; 635.1100 lb 48.50-54.50;
heifers medium frame 1 350-500 lb
58.0043.25; 500-600 lb 56.0041.00; 600780 lb 54.0041.00; medium and large
frame 2 48.00-58.00; 500-700 lb 47.0057.00; stock cows small and medium
frame 1-2 650-770 lb 42.50-48.50.
Hogs 600; barrows and gilts early
sales 50-75 lower, late sales 1.00-1.50
lower; 1-2 200.245 lb 51.00-51.50, these
51.75-52.20 early; 2 210-250 lb 50.5051.00; 2-3 55-2110 lb 50.00-50.50; 3 220250 lb 49.00-49.25; few 325 lb 46.75; sews
1.50-1.75 higher; 1-2 few 300-350 lb
43.50-44.09; 350-400 lb 44.00-45.00; 40°450 lb 45.00-46.00; 450-500 lb 46.0046.75;
500-685 lb 46.75-47.75; boars over 300 lb
44.25-45.00, under300 lb 39.3040.25.
Sheep untested.

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
June 23,1981
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 375 Est. 400 Barrows &
Gills 1.00 lower Sows .50 higher
150.50-51.00
US 1-2 200-230 lbs.
150.50-51.50
US 2210-250 lbs
$49.25-50.25
50-270
lbs.
US 2-3
US 2-4250.270 lbs.
Sows
$42.00-43.00
US 1-2270.350 lbs. ....
142.00-44.00
US 1-3300-450 lbs.
944.00-47.00
.
US 1-3 450-500 lbs.
947.00-48.00
US 1-3200-650 lbs.
941.00-42.00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs.
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WE ARE A FULL SERVICE FLORIST
MEETING ALL YOUR FLORAL NEEDS
OWNERS
sHARILYN WISFHART-NANCY BOGARD
MI NIKAY. K

1400
,
v S4)1741 4TH

Mon.-Sat. 8-5 p.m.

753-9514
KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.

1978 Pontiac Grand Prix
Li - blue, blue vinyl roof, blue cloth interior, power
steering, power breaks, air conditioning, tilt wheel,
cruise control, AM/FM stereo, wire hub cops. 46xxx
miles.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
.753-2617

641

South, Murray

GM QUALITY
SERVICE MATS
OINDAL

NIOTOIIS MITI DIVISION

FRENCH PROGRAM — Community volunteers will conduct the four-week-long
project "Children's Cultural Adventures in French," sponsored by the Calloway
County Public Lbrary. The workshop is offered each summer to children just out
of the third and fourth grades, and is funded in part by the "Friends of the
Library" Organization. Seated around the table (left to right) are: Carole Hahn,
Ruth Howard, Emily Wolfson, Beth Belote, Libby Hart, Chris Walker, Suzanne
Keeslar, Sue Parsons, Lucille Austin, Kevin Cole, Missy Conner, Diane Johnson,
Dr. Alfred Wolfson, Margaret Trevathan, and Sharon Blodgett. Not pictured but
assisting are: Sue Spann, Teresa Ford, Claire Bell, Erin 011rien, Paula Compton,
and Robert Perrin.

Major David Anthony
Dean has reported for duty
with the Nashville District,
U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers. He will serve as
the deputy commander for
the Tennessee-Tombigbee
Waterway Project, succeeding Lt. Col. Scott
Graves, who will soon depart
for Panama. Major Dean arrived from Ft. Leavenworth,
Kan., where he was attending a one-year course at the
command and general staff
college.
"I really wanted to serve
in this area, and when the
assignments officer told me
this job was the most
position
challenging
available...1 knew it was for
me," said Dean. "I was a
buck-private draftee some
141
/
2 years ago with scat-

Reagan Has'Already Picked'
Californian For Supreme Court
By MIKE SHANAHAN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Reagan, apparently deciding against using his first Supreme Court
appointment for the first
woman justice, has"already
picked out" conservative
Southern California jurist J.
Clifford Wallace, congressional sources say.
Justice Potter Stewart
retires July 3, and sources
said Reagan is likely to announce his selection for a
successor by mid-July.
Wallace, a 51-year-old
Mormon from San Diego and
a Republican lawyer with 11
years on the federal bench,

"is the administration's District Court for Southern
frontrunner," one source California.
familiar with the selection
Wallace, who began a
process said Monday.
three-week vacation Mon"This guy is already pick- day,could not be reached for
ed out as far as the ad- comment. White House
ministration is concerned," spokesman David Gergen,
said the source, who asked said reports about any potennot to be identified.
tial
nominees
are
Described as a moderate premature.
conservative by various
"We have a growing, not a
California lawyers, Wallace
Shortening
list," he said.
was first considered for the
Other sources said,
high court by former President Ford, but John Paul however, that Wallace is at
the top of that list.
Stevens filled that vacancy.
Wallace is a member of
After Stewart announced
the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of his resignation, effective JuAppeals in San Francisco. ly 3, Reagan dangled the
He was named *to that post possibility that his first
by former President Nixon ,Supreme Court appointment
after serving in the U.S. might go to a woman. He

Probe Demanded In Deaths
Of Three Retarded Patients
By SY RAMSEY
He said no final coroner's
Associated Press Writer
report has been received on
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) the last two deaths.
— An immediate investigaStumbo said there are 480
tion into three deaths of men- state employees at the
tally retarded patients at the Hazelwood facility taking
Hazelwood Institution at care of 215 residents, a ratio
Louisville has been demand- of 2.2 workers to every paed by the Kentucky Associa- tient.
tion for Retarded Citizens
"That's the highest staff(KARC).
to-patient ratio in any faciliJean Gossick, president of ty we operate," Sturnbo said.
KARC, said she was referrKARC is a voluntary
ing to the recent death of a health organization which
resident who swallowed a claims more than 3,500
toxic substance and a embers.
previous strangulation six
Ms. Gossick said it has
months ago that resulted been actively for four years
when a resident was tied to a in trying to get the state to
door with bed sheets.
develop alternatives to inMs. Gossick also cited a stitutions.
prior death caused by a pa"The mysterious deaths of
tient choking on rubber three residents at Hazelwood
gloves.
are cause of deep concern to
In a letter to state Human our organization," she said.
Resources Secretary Grady "We are troubled that others
Stumbo,Ms.Gossick said his have not demanded a full infindings should be submitted
to the attorney general's office "for prosecution for
negligence or abuse."
Stumbo said his agency investigates every death in the
insitution, declaring "ac- NEW YORK (AP) — Jake
cidents do happen, and we Booher, head of Associated
must always be concerned." Press operations .in KenHe said there have been 24 tucky since 1977, has been
deaths in Hazelwood in the appointed chief of bureau in
past five years, of which Columbus, Ohio, by Keith
Fuller, president and
three were "unexpected."
"When we get such a case, general manager of the news
we check internally and we cooperative.
also refer the case for a cor- Booher, 43, succeeds
oner's inquest," Stumbo William M. DiMascio, 37,
who has resigned to become
said.

vestigation."We do not want
further foot-dragging and
have requested Dr. Stumbo
and the department to immediately investigate."
Stumbo said he had
discussed the situation
previously with KARC
representatives, but would
be happy to meet with them
again.
Ms. Gossick said her
organization would proceed
with additional action if
necessary. She did not
elaborate.
"The fact that in the most
recent death an individual
was allowed to lay untreated
for 13 hours before he died
causes us much concern,"
she said. "We cannot
understand why his condition was not monitored more
closely and (why)he was not
sent immediately to the
hospital."

Booher, Kentucky AP
Chief, To Go To Ohio

Kuhn's-Big K Reaches
Wal-Mart Merger Pact
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— After talks about a
merger earlier this year failed,officials of the financially
beleaguered Kuhn's-Big K
say they have now reached
an agreement with Wal-Mart
Stores Inc. of Bentonville,
Ark.,to combine operations.
The merger was agreed to
after a stock exchange worth
almost $13 million was worked out, company officials
said.
John Brack, senior vice
president and chief financial
officer of Kuhn's-Big K,said
the company's stock would
be valued at $5 a share as
long as the Nashville-based
chain's net worth was $19
million July 3.
The agreement calls for
Wal-Mart,ivrhich operates
•

330 discount stores in the
Southwest, to trade one-fifth
of a share of cumulative convertible preferred shares for
each of Kuhn's 2.58 million
common shares.
Kuhn's, which operates
about 100 discount stores,
had agreed late last year to
merge with Wal-Mart with a
per-share value of $6.40 but
the deal fell through when
Wal-Mart could not
renegotiate some store
leases.
Wal-Mart reported that it
earned $55.7 million on sales
of $1.64 billion during the
fiscal year that ended Jan.31
when Kuhn's reported a lops
of $5.38 million on sales of
$287 million. In its first
quarter of this fiscal year,
Kuhn's lost $3.54 million on
sales of MO million.

executive editor of the
Cleveland Press. Fuller said
the change is effective July
13.
A native of Birmingham,
Ala., Booher holds a journalism degree from the
University of Tennessee. He
was a newsman for the Harriman (Tenn.) Record and
the Knoxville News-Sentinel
before entering AP service
in Albuquerque, N.M., in
1964.
Booher transferred to the
New York general desk in
1968 and was promoted to
news editor in Salt Lake City
in 1972.
DiMascio joined The AP in
his home city of Philadelphia
in 1969. He transferred to
Harrisburg as a newsman
and subsequently became
correspondent at the Pennsylvania state capital. He
was appointed correspondent in Pittsburgh in 1974
and named chief of bureau in
Nashville in 1975, and chief
of bureau for Ohio in 1976.
DiMascio will be in charge
of day-to-day news coverage
in all departments, working
closely with Managing
Editor Dan Sobel,said Press
Editor Herb Kamm.
The Press was bought by
Joseph E. Cole, a Cleveland
businessman,from the E.W.
Scripps Co. last fall. Kamm
said the Press will start a
Sunday edition Aug. 2.

tered thoughts about my
future. I feel very fortunate
today to be here facing this
new challenge."
Major Dean received his
commission through Officer
Candidate School in
September, 1967. His first
assignment was with a basic
training unit at Ft. Leonard
Wood, Mo., where he served
as a platoon leader for 10
months. In 1968, he was
assigned to a combat
engineer battalion at Phu
Sal in Vietnam, where he
"built a road" to the Ashau
Valley and operated a rock
crusher.
From Vietnam, he was
sent to Ft. Stewart, Georgia
to serve as company commander and S-3 officer with
a construction battalion,for a
year and a half. In 1970 he attended the Engineer Officer's Advanced Course at
Ft. Belvoir, Virginia. Then it
was on to Florida for a 4year tour as an advisor to
National Guard and Reserve
Engineer units. During this
period, he was able to complete requirements for a
bachelor's degree in
Business from Rollins College, Winter Park, Fla., in
1974.
The following year, Dean
was sent to Germany to
serve as company commander and S-3 officer with
the third Infantry Division at
ICitzingen for three years. A
two-year assignment followed as operations officer with
the Defense Language
School in Monterey, Calif.
During his recenttour of duty at Ft. Leavenworth, he
received his Masters degree
in Business Administration
from Webster College, St.
Louis, Mo.

said he was "always" on the
lookout for someone to
possibly become the court's
first female member.
Last Oct. 14, thencandidate Reagan said, "I
am announcing today that
one of the first Supreme
Court vacancies in my administration will be filled by
the most qualified woman I
can possibly find."
In a letter to Reagan,
Senate Judiciary Chairman
Strom Thurmond, R-S.C.,
suggested eight people, including Wallace and three
women, as possible candidates to succeed Stewart.
In addition to Wallace,
Thurmond suggested Attorney General William
French Smith; presidential
counselor Edwin Meese HI;
White House aide Elizabeth
Hanford Dole; and four
judges, Charles E. Simons
Jean Blankenship was
Jr., chief U.S. district judge
in Columbia, S.C.,'Cornelia elected president of the
G.c,Kennedy of the 6th U.S. Humane Society of Calloway
Circuit Court of Apcleals in County at the group's annual
Detroit; Amalya L. Kearse, membership meeting held
June 15 at the Calloway
of the 2nd U.S. Cl
of Appeals in New Yo k, and Public Library.
Dr. Keith M. Heim will
C. Bruce Littlejohn of the
serve
as vice president for
Carolina
South
4telite,/
the coming year. Other new
Supreme Court.
Judge Kearse, à na ve of officers will be Janis Hicks,
lina, corresponding secretary;
Thurmond's South
is a black woman n ed to Gigi Dawson, recording
the bench by former Presi- secretary; Peggy Allgood,
dent Carter. Mrs. Dole is the treasurer.
Newly elected to the Board
wife of Sen. Bob Dole, RKan.; and Judge Kennedy is of Directors were Cliff Higfrequently suggested as a gin.son, Carrie Beale, and
possible first woman justice. Kathy Cohen
Plans for the coming year
The White House press office said Smith and Meese were discussed. Committees
have asked not to be con- will be announced in the new
future.
sidered.

Blankenship Elected
President Of Local
Humane Society

Major Dean won the
Bronze Star Medal with
Combat"V",and the Purple
Heart Medal for service in
Vietnam. His other decorations include the Defense
Meritorious Service Medal
and four Army Commendation Medals.
His off-duty hobby activities will include hunting,
fishing, scuba diving and
participation in a variety of
sports events. Major Dean
and his wife, the former
Becky Burnette,are from Indiana, near the Louisville
area. They will reside with
their son Christopher, 8,
near Gallatin, Tenn.

Engineers Set
Public Hearing
NEWPORT, KY (AP) —
The U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers will hold a public
hearing tonight at Northern
Kentucky University to hear
if construction should be continued for a liquid fertilizer
plant and barge mooring in
rural Campbell County near
Ross,Ky.
The storage facility is being developed by Kenneth
Johns, Hillsboro, about 10
miles up the Ohio river from
Cincinnati.
Ross residents have waged
1
2-year legal battle to
a 1/
block the development,
arguing it would hurt the
recreational environment.
Johns began building the
stotnge tanks in December
1979, after the county denied
his request for a zone change
and a building permit.
Johns' attorney, Ronald
Parry, argued the county's
zoning ordinance was invalid. The state supreme
court has upheld Parry's
stance that the zoning ordinance is invalid.
A lawsuit filed against
Johns by the county planning
and zoning commission and
residents is pending.

Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at
11 am., CDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan.
Corp., of Murray,are as follows:
Industrial Average
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Ford Motor
G.A.F
General Dynamic
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf Oil
Heublien
IBM
Jerico
K-mart
Kuhn's Big K
Penwalt
Quaker Oata ,
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
Wendy's
CEF Fund

+5.33
40% +%
3% unc
34% -%
57% +%
unc
23% unc
15% +%
33% +%
55% +¼
28% -44
1
4
25% -/
19% -%
34% unc
33% +%
59 +%
26% B 26%A
22% +%
-%
VI% -%
35% A4
34% +%
46% -%
18% unc
17.38

Bel-Air Decor
Bel Air Shopping Center
Phone 753-3642
Mon.-Fri. 7:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Sat. 7:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m.

Interior & Exterior Paint Sale
H -Klas Paints
Interior Proff Latex

Latex Flat Wall

$693 Per Gal.

$110° Per Gal.

Proff Latex Enamel

Latex Enamel

$1 WI° Per Gal.

$135° Per Gal.

Custom Window Treatment

20% off
Aero Drapes - Woven Woods - Mini Blinds
Something New Soft Light Shades
!rjLi d
As Seen On T.V.

Bamboo Steamers
$1 495

:.io.einsiesestowtoag4ann.

We owe them a special thanks for making
wholesome and nutritious dairy products an important part of our way of lifewand a strong contribution to this community's growing economy. Pictured are several future members of the Calloway
County Dairy Industry.

A Special Section of
The Murray Ledger & Times,
Tuesday, June 23, 1981
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ALMO
rles Blalock
Robert McKinney
Harley Barnett
Dan Galloway
David Crick and William
Jones
Robert Crawford and Roger
Johnson
Danny Cleaver

KIRKSEY
James Tucker
Edward Collins
Charles and Jerry Stark
Gary Price
Dwayne Hale

Several Calloway County students watch the
activities at Cow Camp'81.

MURRAY
1Cieth and Tim Letterman
Fred and Harold Williams
Murray State University
LYNN GROVE
Larry McKinney
Larry Pritchard
Dennis Tidwell
Michael Shelton

i

HAZEL
Paul Henderson
James Grooms

Young Adults Headed
On Baltimore Trip
NEW CONCORD
Jim Stabler
James Pat Wilson
Bill Stubblefield
W.D.and Glen McCuiston

Stahlers Own Ju-Ma-Double-S
Ju-Ma-Double-S Farm is
owned and operated by Jim
and Judy 'tahler and their
two sons — Jimmy Ray, 9,
and Jayson Daniel,5.
The farm is located on
Highway 121, three miles
south of Murray. Taking the
first gravel road to the right
will lead any traveler to
their door or at least to the
base of their concrete stay
silos and their new
Harvestor silo which was
erected two months ago.

The Stahlers started their
dairy operation in 1967, milking only 40 cows. Today they
milk 150 registered and
grade holsteins.
Milking is done twice daily, at 5 a.m. and 4 p.m. Both
takings take eight hours to
complete. They ship about
13,000 pounds of milk every
other day to Memphis to the
Associated Milk Producers
Inc.
Their rolling herd average
per cow is 14,700 pounds of

Congratulations
From

Richard Orr Dist. Co.
YOUR STANDARD OP
'

•

•
"
"• .•%..*.

,

milk. Besides milking, other
jobs have to be completed
during the day including
feeding the calves, checking
animals located on other
farm, working on machinery
and doing field work.
The crops grown are to
feed the cattle. The farm
consists of 450 acres on
which the following crops
are grown — corn, wheat,
alfala, red clover and
grasses.
The Stahlers have strived
to keep their farming operation a family farm. Four
years ago, Jim's parents,
James and Anna Stahler,
moved to 1506 Belmont in
Murray from Coopersburg,
Pa.
The elder Stabler has
become a very valuable
asset on the farm, taking
care of the calves and driving the tractor when needed.
Besides the family, they
employ David Roberts, who
does full time day work and
tabelp with the morning and
evening milkings Dave
Godar and John Fredrick.
The farm couldn't operate
without their help and their
devotion to their work —
thank you.
The farm is open to
visitors at anytime. Murray
and Calloway County have

been excellent places to live
and raise their family.
Dairying is their way of life
and thanks to all who use the
products.

By DWAIN M(XINNEY
Baltimore, Md., look out.
Here we come. That is what
several young adults from
Calloway County will be saying the last week of June.

Juniors. They have worked
at the holstein sales the last
few years,earning money by
taking care of the sale cattle.
They have saved enough
money to rent a bus and pay
Those youngsters are a part of the Juniors' exmembers of the Kentucky penses.
The Kentucky Junior HolsHolstein Show and Sale,
tein
Cattle Club is made up
which is being held this year
of
young
adults, ages 9-21
in Maryland.
from throughout the state,
On this trip, they will be who own and show
able to tour sites around registered holstein cattle.
Baltimore, including Through their years of workWashington,D.C.
ing together and showing
This trip will be the cattle, they develop a close
reward of several years of fellowship that they continue
hard work by the Kentucky the rest of their lives.

We Salute You
Today's dairy farm is far from the one-man,
one-man's-power operation it used to be. With
electricity to help, dairy farming is now more
efficient, more productive and more profitable.
We are proud to play a part in helping the
dairy farmer farm better electrically.
And we salute you for your contribution to
America's industry, economy and strength.

West Ky. Rural
Electric
Corp t;o0P.
Murray-Mayfield

flf,
".
••
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Stubblefield Family Operates
Dairy; Milks 60 Jersey Cows
Stubblefield jerseys is
owned and operated by the
Bill J. Stubblefield family,
Route 5, Murray. The farm
is located southeast of Murray in the Cherry Corner
community. The herd consists of 120 registered
Jerseys with 60 cows producing milk for Dairymen Inc.
1981 will mark the 20th
year for the Stubblefield
Jerseys to enter the show
ring. Some of their show ring
winners have established
themselves as valuable
brood cows as well.
Carolinas Generator
Judge, the son of the 1974
Kentucky State Fair Grand
Champion, has received official USDA proof of plus

1,000 pounds milk, plus 35
pounds butterfat and plus
8115 profitability of
daughters.
His first daughter to calve
was listed on the February
1981 USDA Elite Cow List. In
addition, he has sired
numerous show ring winners, including two first
place winners at the Kentucky State Fair and two in
the top 10 of the AllAmerican Jersey Show.
The next sire to be proven
is the son of Gold Observer
Willie. "Goldie," classified
"excellent" by the American
Jersey Cattle Club, was
Reserve Grand Champion of
the National Champion Daity Show at the Mid-South

Fair in 1979 and won Grand
Champion honor at many
local show before her retirement from the show ring last
fall.
The Stubblefields are active members of the West
Kentucky, Kentucky and
American Jersey Cattle
Clubs and have served on

numerous state and national
committees for Jersey activities.
Mrs. Stubblefield is the
secretary at East Elementary, Kathy Jo is a faculty
member at Calloway County
High School and Krit is the
news director at WNBSWAAW.

Barn etts Own Dairy
Farm In Shiloh Area
The Barnett's operate a • They have been selling
small dairy farm in Shiloh. Grade A milk since 1960.
They milk 25 to 30 Jersey People don't get rich in the
cows,own less than 100 acres dairy business but the bills
but manage to have pasture get paid with a little left.
and hay for 50 or more head.

HARVEST THE SAVINGS
ON MF COMBINES NOW
Our money-saving offer on MF 500
and 700 Series Combines starts with
rebates worth thousands of dollars.
And now, you'll also pay no finance
charges until August or September
when you finance your new combine
with Massey. Plus, you can take
advantage of a special low annual
percentage rate financing plan with
Massey following the waiver period.
You save like never before!

Construction of the dairy barn on the ald
Dairy is told in pictures. The dairy is one of the
newest in Calloway County.

C&J Dairy One Of
Newest In Calloway
One of the newest dairy
operations in the county is
the C&J Dairy, owned by
David and Marcia Crick and
William and Martha Jones.
The farm is located east of
Almo on the Independence
Church Road.
The Cricks have two

children — Daina, 14, and
Darren,4.
The Jones have a daughter
Marcia Crick and a son
Barry Jones who is not involved in the dairy business.
The dairy operation will
consist of approximately 50
holsteins.

We Salute The
Dairymen
For Feed,Fertilizer,Farm
Supplies & Chemicals
See...

MAISIIALL NOM
SOIL IIIIIIHENENT ASSOC.

MACHINE
500 SERIES COMBINES
MF 540 and 550
700 SERIES COMBINES
MF 750 and 760
MF 751 pull-type

REBATE

$4,000
$4,000
$1,500

$4,000 REBATE
Get back $4,000 from Massey when you buy a
new MF 500 or 700 Series Self-Propelled
Combine. Now, that's a big savings, but it's only
the start.

WAIVER OF
FINANCE CHARGES
Plus, when you buy one of these new combines
and finance with Massey, you pay no finance
charges until August 1, 1981 on gram models, or
until September 1, 1981 on corn/bean models with
qualifying credit and down payment.

PLUS WAIVER
OF FINANCE
CHARGES

PLUS LOW-RATE
FINANCLNG

For grain models until
Aug. 1, 1981. For .
corn/bean models until
Sept. 1, 1981

14.9% APR financing
following waiver period

LOW 14.9% APR
FINANCING
Plus, following the waiver of finance period, you
can get a special low 14.9% annual percentage rate
financing plan with Massey.

Now's the time to buy and save
... so see us soon for full details. Offer ends July 31, 1981.

GOOD
NEWS

MF
Massey Ferguson

Stokes Tractor & Implement Co.
Industrial Rd.

753-1319

Murray, Ky.
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Jay And Tim Stark Motivate
Operation Of Star-Lu Dairy
In existence for nearly 31
years, the Star-Lu Dairy has
added two spectacular additions to our dairy. These additions have improved and
opened up countless opportunities for the future of
Star-Lu Dairy.
Sons and grandsons Jay
and Tim Stark motivate,
challenge and encourage the
Starks to push on in a time
when the economical aspects
of our society are a little less
motivating.
They take nothing for
granted. They love to ride
the tractors and get their
make-believe motors going.

They enjoy, with a smile, animal. It motivates the
seeing the hay bailed, silage Starks to look to the future
cut, corn planted and all the with the dairy herd.
long hours of work in the sprWhen the Starks read and
ing going to Dr. Brown's is studied the price supports
the highlight of the week.
for milk, they have a special
There is nothing more ex- interest in what the future
citing than driving down the economy of the dairy inroad and seeing cows. Their dustry will be for them.
little minds believe everyone
So after all this, they give
loves that big black and us the reasons to go on in the
white Holstein cow as much dairy industry because they
as they do.
believe dairy environment is
When the show season one of the best futures to
begins next month or as Jay raise children. If they can
says "cow shows," the have the ability to keep their
Starks look into the future interest in the family dairy
and see them grooming and farm as it is now,they will be
leading their first show pleased.
.3.1V

Melissa and Jerry Stark are with the motivating factors of the Star-lu
Dairy,sons Tim and Jay Stark.

Free Things Still Around,
Available In Event June 26
Free. Free? That's right.
There are still a few things
that are free in this day and
time.
One is friendliness and
that's what you will find at
the Mayfield Shopping
Center June 26. An
eagerness to share our way
of life — dairying — with
anyone who will stop by.
There will be cows and
calves to see and several
displays. But more to the
heart of the manner, or
should we say stomach,

there will be samples, free away and between 9:30 p.m.
samples, of milk,cheese and and 8:30, there will be free,
freshly-made, right before there's that word again, ice
cream cones for all who
your eyes, butter.
-State dairy princess come by.
This event is co-sponsored
Paulesa Early, of Bagdad,
and local politicans will be by the District One Ladies
on hand for cow milking con- Auxiliary of the American
tests and calf feeding con- Dairy Association and the
tests. Come see who shows Young Dairymen Club of
Dairymen Inc,„ Paducah
up from Murray.
We will be on hand from 1 division.
Come by and visit with us
p.m. to 9. Contests will be
held from 7 p.m. to 8 with June 26, 1 p.m.to 9 Mayfield
live remote coverage from highway by K-mart and
WYMC, Mayfield. We will Kroger. Looking forward to
have door prizes to be given seeing you.

McKinney Acres, owned by Larry and Marilyn McKinney, is located in
southwest Calloway County.

McKinney Acres Located In
Southwest Part Of County
McKinney Acres is located
in southwest Calloway County. It is owned and operated
by Larry and Marilyn
McKinney and their children
— Dwain and Mitzi,
Freddie McDaniel also

helps.
One of the most unique
features of the McKinney
Acres operation is that they
milk their cows three times a
day. They have ddne this for

34z years and feel that it is
well worth the extra effort.
The McKinneys are very
active in 4-H. The McKinney
children enjoy showing their
registered cattle at fair
times.

"Honey Tree"
(Formerly Lemon Tree)

June Is Dairy Month
une 26th
At The
Kroger
Store
Mayfield
Kentucky
1 p.m.-9 p.m.

Come
By For
Free
Cheese
& Milk
Samples
All Day!

Natural Dairy Products
'Yogurt •Row Milk Cheeses •Kefir 'Margarine

Complete Line of Health Foods
•Food Supplements 'Dried Fruits
•Natural Beverages & Snacks
'Herbs & Herbal Remedies
Bulk Foods at Discount Prices
Frozon Foods Novo No Addltivos

Local Cows &
Calves On
Display

Meet State
Dairy Princess,
Paulesa Early

*Mountain Valley Water
'Vita-Mix *Juicers •Sprouters
'Grain Mills •Hatachi Massagers
Now °armor Maumee News
Mon.-Sot 10-5
Dixieland Confer 753-3461 Murray,Ky.

Contests &
Fun For All

June Is Dairy
Month
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Hendersons Reside On Dairy

Ma*

Paul T.and Linda Henderson and their two children
Mark,11,and Marian,9, live
on their farm near the
Crossland Community.
Paul built their milk barn
in the spring of 1980 and completed the free-stall barn last
fall. The upright silo also
was put up last spring. They
run the dairy operation
themselves and have 60 holstein milk cows.

several changes.
The dairy business is different from construction
work, which Paul did for
several years. It is similar in
that in order to be successful, one has to base the
operation on sound business
principles.
As a homemaker, Linda
has been used to doing the
household chores and sewing
on schedule while Paul was
at work. But that time has
When they went into dairy- almost disappeared. Linda
ing, they knew it meant has grown use to various

*At

41111

responsibility to feed the
calves after school and on
weekends. Since the children
look upon the calves as pets,
they seldom complain about
taking care of them.
Dairying does have it
With their new occupation drawbacks. The word "concame added responsibilities fining" is used so often to
for their children. During the describe dairying and it is.
summer months last year, But few jobs are not confinabout 30 calves were born on ing in their own ways. Dairythe farm. It was Mark and ing is a way of life that can
Marian's job to feed them involve the whole family
their bottles and grain.
working together. They have
It continued to be their found they enjoy it.
calls for assistance
throughout the day from the
barn or field. She attempts
the household shores
between hours spent at the
milltbarn.

41112

Southern States
lam*

Murray, Ky.

Rt. 8 Industrial Rd.

Marian and Mark Henderson look outside of
the new milt barn on their dairy.

Grooms Operate
All-Jersey Dairy
James and Youlonda
Grooms live in the South
Pleasant Grove Methodist
Church community and
operate an all-Jersey dairy.
They milk 32 now and have

milked 45. Their grandchildren Larry Foutch, 10,
and Tracy Foutch, 8, helps
them. They love to feed the
calves and other chores to be
done around a dairy farm.

Base Vehicle
List Price

Available at speoai prices wade supplies
last and subtext to delivery by woken
as scheduled

Ortho
Home
Pest
Killer

, Ounio
iPttear

Save NOW!

$725
1/2 gal.
Reg. sug. pr. $9.98
Kills insects with professional
chemicals.

A check for 10% off the base vehicle list
price (excluding options) of 1981 Jeep CJ
and Scrambler models will be mailed
directly to you from the manufacturer, or
you may have it applied to the down
payment or the purchase price for vehicle
ordered by June 24, 1981 or delivered by
July al, 1981.

JUNE 19-JULY 11

1
2-in.
50-ft./
Garden
Hose

Cattle Rub
0 Reg. sug.
$14.25

- Renault, Inc.

641 N.

753-6448

$109

Reg. sug.
pr. $9.95
Nylon-reinforced vinyl.
No. UCI-392.

10 ft. long, 4 in. thick.
No. 6-75495W.

Hefty
Freezer
Containers

$1099,Rrell.41.1

$229
6

6-pak

Cain'sAMC-Jeep

$195 V111:0111'"
5 lbs
Reg. sug. pr. $2.60
Controls many pests in
vegetable crops

$850
Jeep Scrambler SR Sport.

504
Sevin
Dust

Reg. sug.
Pr. $3.05
Quart size, plastic.
K2-1206.

loft

long. 4 in thick
No 6-75495W

Phone
753-1423

12-1t. Pressure
Cooker-Canner
Reg. sug.
pr. $51.95
Super-thick aluminum alky.
No. 6-23628W (Mirro).

$4695
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From The Kitchens Of The Dairy Wives
Fruit Cake
Confection
1 lb. coconut long shreds
1 lb. dates, chopped
2 cups nuts, cashews or
pecans
/
1
2 cup candied cherries
red and green
/
1
2cup candied pineapple
2 cans sweetened condensed milk
Mix all ingredients and let
set over night. Place in a 9
inch angel food pan or two 5
x 8 x 3 loaf pans. Be sure the
pan is buttered and floured
very heavily. Bake for 2
hours at 300 deg. Cool
thoroughly in pan. For best
results, remove from pan,
wrap in foil and store in
freezer for two days before
slicing.
Yaulanda Grooms
Buttermilk Pound Cake
"2 cup butter (no
substitute )
"2 cup vegetable shortening
3 cups sugar
5 eggs
2 tsp. vanilla
3 cups and 6 T. cake flour
L2 tsp. salt
1 tsp. baking powder
1 cup buttermilk
Cream butter, shortening,
and sugar thoroughly in
large bowl or electric mixer.
Add eggs, one at a time,
beating well after each addition. Beat in vanilla. Sift salt
and baking powder with
flour Add flour mixture
alternately with flour.
Pour into greased and
lightly floured tube pan.
Bake at 300 degrees for
about 11
/
2 hours
Kathy Jo Stubblefield
Strawberry Cobbler
1 pt. fresh or frozen
strawberries
1 or 11
/
2 cup sugar
(sweeten to taste)
"2 cup butter
11
/
2cup water
Line deep dish with pie
crust and bake until it begins
to brown. Place layers of
strawberries and sugar and
butter. Pour water over and
put top crust on bake at 350
until done.
Mrs. Bill Stubblefield
Frozen CranberryPineapple Salad
1 cup (1 pound 41
/
2 ounces)
crushed pineapple, well
drained
1 cup (I pound) whole
cranberry sauce
1 cup dairy sour cream
44 cup coarsely chopped
pecans.
Mix thoroughly pineapple,
cranberry sauce, sour
cream and pecans. Pour into
refrigerator tray. Freeze at
least 3 hours or until firm. 30
minutes before serving,
remove tray from freezer
and place in refrigerator. 6-8
servings.
Katie Letterman

Creamy Cabbage
4 cups of cooked, chopped
cabage, seasoned with salt,
drain cabbage, add 3 oz.
package of cream cheese
2 tablespoons butter
2 tablespoons cream
Stir until creamy and
sprinkle top with lt cup
cheddar cheese.
Betty Tucker
Cauliflower Supreme
Head of cauliflower cooked tender
Make a sauce as follows:
3 T. butter
3 T.flour
Melt butter with flour until
creamy add:
1 cup Milk
1 cup grated cheddar
cheese
1 tsp. salt
1 tsp. pepper
3 dashes of hot pepper
sauce
Pour sauce over cooked
cauliflower and top dish with
paparika.
Betty Tucker
Grandma's Swedish
Butter Cookies
Mix together
1 lb. real butter (softened)
11/6 cup sugar
4 cups all-purpose flour
Then mix in:
1 egg
pinch of salt
Make into rolls and place
in refrigerator. Slice, bake
at 375 degrees for 8 to 10 min.
Makes6 dozen.
Judy Stahler
Streamlined Batter
Bread
1 package active dry yeast
1k4 cups warm water (105
to 115 deg)
2 Tablespoons shortening
2 Tablespoons sugar
2 teaspoons salt
22,3 cups flour'
Melted Butter
In large mixer bowl,
dissolve yeast in warm
water. Add shortening,
sugar, salt and 2 cups of the
flour. Blend 1,2 minute on low
speed, scraping bowl occastonally (By hand, beat 300
vigorous strokes.) Stir in remaining flour until smooth.
Scrape batter from side of
bowl. Cover; let rise in
warm place until double,
about 30 minutes. Stir down
batter by beating about 25
strokes. Spread evenly in
greased loaf pan, 9x5x3 inches. Smooth out top of batter by patting into shape
with floured hand. Cover; let
rise until double, about 40
minutes. Heat oven to 375.
Bake 45 minutes or until loaf
sounds hollow when tapped.
Brush top with melted butter. Remove loaf from pan +
serve with butter.
'If using self-rising flour,
omit salt.
Katie Letterman

Sister Sarrah's Souffle
9 pieces of bread (no
crust)
(layer on bottom of
casserole pan)
4 cups chicken (cooked no
skin)
"2 lb. fresh mushrooms
1 4 cup butter)
(sauted in '
1 can sliced water
chestnuts (drained)
9slices cheese
4 beaten eggs
2cups milk
1 can of cream of celery
soup
1 can of cream of chicken
soup
1 can pimento
Grease 9x13 pan. Line with
bread slices. Add chicken,
mushrooms, chestnut,
cheese. Combine eggs milk,
and salt. Spoon over all. Mix
soup with pimento and spoon
over all. Cover with foil for
24 hours, refrigerate. Bake
350 degrees for 1 hour. Add
crumbs over top. Bake 15
minutes more.
Judy Stahler
Murray
"On A Cloud"
Pie
4 eggs - separated
1 cup sugar
tsp. crerna of tartar.
Beat 4 egg whites with
cream of tartar until stiff.
Add sugar 44 c. at a time,
beating well after each addition. Bake in a 10 inch pie
plate at 275 degrees for 1
hour. Use a deep plate as this
makes a large amount. This
crust will sink in the middle
and make a place for the filling.
Filling:
4 egg yolks
c. sugar
3 T.lemon juice
it pint whipping cream
Beat 4 egg yolks, add
sugar and lemon juice. Cook
over low heat until mixture
barely thickens or coats a
spoon. Cool. Whip cream,
fold cooled filling mixture into cream and pour into cooled meringue shell. Whipped
cream may be spread on top.
Serves 8-10.
Janice Wilson
Monkey Bread
4 cans biscuits
/
1
2cup sugar
11
/
2tsp cinnamon
Cut biscuits in quarters
and roll in sugar and cinnamon mixture. Layer in
Bundt Pan and put 14 cup
pecans on top.
Topping
1 cup sguar
114 cup brown sugar
3/4 cup butter
/
1
4cup evaporated milk
Stir and bring to a boil.
Pour over biscuits.
Bake in preheated 350 oven
for 40 to 45 minutes. Serve
warm.
Beverly Shelton, Murray

Miracle Cheese Cake
1 pkg.lemon Jello(6 az.)
1 cup boiling water
1 8 oz. or 3 $ oz. pkgs.
cream cheese
1 cup sugar
3 or 4- tablespoons lemon
juice
1 large can condensed milk
(whipped)
3 cups graham cracker
crumbs
/
1
2cup butter (mleted)
Dissolved Jello in boiling
water. Chill until slightly
thickened. (about like egg
whites)
Cream together cheese,
sugar lemon juice. Add jello
and blend well. Fold in whipped milk. Pour into graham
cracker crust and chill over
night if possible.
Sue McKinney
Cherry Cheesecake
1 8 oz. pkg. cream cheese,
softened
1 cup sifted confectioners
sugar
1 tsp. vanilla
1 cup whipping cream,
whipped
1 9 inch baked pie shell
11 lb. 5 oz can cherry pie
filling
Beat together cream
cheese, confectioners sugar,
and vanilla till smooth. Fold
in whiped cream. Pour into
baked pastry shell. Spoon
pie filling over cheese layer.
Chill several hours. Makes 6
servings.
Linda Henderson
Cracker Jacks
2 gal. popped popcorn put
in large pan or roaster
2 cups brown sugar
It cup molasses
2 sticks butter
Bring brown sugar,
molasses and butter to a boil
and boil one minute. Take off
stove and add 42 tsp. baking
soda, mix well. Quickly pour
over popcorn and stirl well.
Cook in 225 degree oven for 1
hour stirring every 15
minutes.
Dairyman's Brownies
1 C. butter
1 C. water
it C. cocoa
2 C.flour
2 C.sugar
It. baking soda
10'2 5. salt
/
1
2C. buttermilk
2 slightly beaten eggs
11
/
2t. vanilla
In saucepan, combine butter, water and cocoa. Cook
and stir until mixture comes
to boiling. Remove from
heat and set aside.
In a bowl, stir flour,sugar,
soda and salt. Add buttermilk, eggs and vanilla. Beat
until smooth. Stir batter into
hot cocoa mixture.
By hand, beat until well
blended. Pour into greased
and floured 15x10" pan.
Bake at 400 degrees for 20
minutes.

Orange Juice Float
1 can (6 OZ) frozen orange
juice
3 tbsp surgar
Vanilla ice cream
You will need
Measuring
spoons,
covered quart jar or juice
container, spoon or ice
cream scoop
Read the directions on the
orange juice can and find out
how much water to use.
Open the can and empty the
juice into your quart jar.
Add the right amount of
water. Add the three tablespoons of sugar. Cover the
jar tightly and shake it until
the sugar is dissovled and
frozen juice is well blended.
Refrigerate until just
before you serve the floats.
At serving time, put a scoop
or spoonful of vanilla ice
cream in each glass. Fill
each glass with orange juice.
Place a straw in the glass
and a spoon beside the glass.
Joyce Tidwell and Girls

Banana Smoothie
2 cups milk
2 large ripe bananas, sliced
/
1
4cup honey
/
1
2tsp. vanilla
Combine all ingredients in
an electric blender container; cover; whirl until
foamy and thick.
Pour into glasses. Makes 4
servings.
Linda Henderson
Cheese Salad
1 small curd cottage
cheese
1 small can crushed
pineapple (drained)
1 small carton whipped
topping
1 small pkg. lemon or
strawberry gelatin dry mix
Mix all ingredients
together and refrigerate.
Linda Henderson

Fruit Milk Shake
cup sweetened fruit
juice (peach, cherry, berry,
or grape)
43 cup cold sweet milk
Frosting
Place cold milk in a large
While brownies are warm, glass; add juice a little bit at
pour frosting on top.
a time. Stir with a spoon as
In saucepan combine:
you add juice to the milk.
4 T. butter
Add a dash of cinnamon or
La c. cocoa
nutmeg if you wish. It's
1,4 c. buttermilk
ready to drink. (Makes one
Bring to boil. Remove serving).
from heat and stir in:
Joyce Tidwell
It. vanilla
Tastey Cheese
244 c. powdered sugar
Tidbits
Spread on top of browni
Batter
Melisa Stalk
1
cup
flour
Dairyman's Wives Clu
1 tsp salt
Buttermilk Pie
1 cup whole milk
3 eggs beaten
1 tsp. baking powder
2 cups sugar
Use 1" x ½ " sliver of
2 Tablespoons flour
medium cheddar cheese mix
2-3 cup buttermilk
with mixer until all blended.
1 stick butter melted
Roll cheese in flour and drop
1 Tablespoon vanilla
in batter. When well-coated
pinch of salt
remove and deep fat fry until
19" unbaked pie shell
golden brown. Preheat fryer
Mix 3 beaten eggs, sugar and maintain at 375
degrees.
and stir in flour. Add butter- Always use peanut
oil in
milk, butter, salt and deep fryer.
vanilla. Mix well and pour in
Beverly Shelton
unbaked pie shell. Bake in
Milk Punch
preheated oven at 350 for 45
3/4 to 1 gal milk
to 50 minutes or until pie no
3 pkgs. strawberry koollonger shakes in middle
aid
(comes out like chess pie)
3 cups sugar (1 cup per
Linda Henderson
pkg. of kool-aid)
Coconut Cake
Mix together the above.
Add:
2 cups flour,self-rising
1 qt. vanilla or strawberry
2 cups sugar
ice cream
1 pint whipping cream
12 oz. can of 7-up
4 or 5 eggs
Mix above ingredients
Kattie Letterman
together and bake in 3 greasMilk Shake
ed and floured layer pans.
1 large scoop of ice cream
Bake at 350 degrees
1 cup cold milk
oven until cake springs back
1 or 2 tbsp chocolate syrup
when tested.
or 1 tbsp jam
Icing
Place ice cream, milk,
3 pkgs. frozen coconut
chocolate syrup or jam in a
2 cups granulated sugar
mixing bowl. Beat with
1 cup sour cream
Pour sugar over coconut rotary egg beater until mixand let thaw. Mix sour ed. Pour in a cold glass to
cream and sugar and serve. Your mother may let
coconut and spread on cake you use her mixer or blender
for your milk shake. Makes
layers.
Beverly Shelton one serving.
it
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Sheltons Operate Dairy
Farm South Of Lynn Grove
Michael and Beverly
Shelton, along with
daughters Kim,8, Valerie, 5,
and son Brad, 3, operate a
dairy south of Lynn Grove.
The herd of registered
holsteins provide their family with a farm life that is getting to be very scarce in this
part of the country.
The farm has been in
operation since 1951 since
Beverly's father, Glen
Rogers, and grandfather,
Johnny Rogers, started
milking
grade
and
registered cows and selling

Grade A milk in the barn still
used to milk cows.
Besides milking cows, the
family enjoys showing cattle
at various shows and fairs in
surrounding counties and
states in the summer. Last
summer was Kim's first
year to show at a state show.
Her calf was in a class of 52
calves and she placed seventh.
The Sheltons were very
lucky with the show string in
1978 and 1980. They brought
home the Reserve Grand
Champion banner. In 1979,

Cleaver Dairy Located
About One Mile West
Of Almo Heights
The Cleaver dairy is
located about one mile west
of Almo Heights on Highway
464. The family consists of
Danny,Shirley, Lisa, 10, and
Kevin,8. The children attend
North Elementary. Shirley
is employed at Fisher Price.
Danny grew up on a dairy
farm located at the place
they now operate. Shirley
grew up in St. Louis. After
living in Tennessee and

they were very fortunate to
have exhibited the Grand
Champion Holstein at the
Kentucky State Fair.
Besides cash awards, ribbons and banners received
from showing cows, they
have obtained something
much more — valuable
friends.
Another part of our dairy
life is the knowledge and experience Michael has received in the past years that he
has served on the Associated
Milk Producers Inc., MidSouth Board. There is much
more to milk than buying it
off the grocers' shelves.

North Carolina, the family
moved back to Murray in
1978. They started their
dairy
operation
in
September 1980. Their present herd consists of 34 holsteins and eight jerseys. They
would like to expand to about
40 cows plus replacements.
In addition to their work
and school, the family is actively involved with the 7th
and Poplar Church of Christ.

You
Are
Tops!

OUR DAIRY INDUSTRY...
BUILDING A
BETTER AMERICA.
Your dairy products have provided us with
good, healthful foods. Your dairy dollars
have helped our community grow. We salute
you during June
Dairy Month.

11V
1-)J
Home & Farm Owners-Life-Auto
Commercial-Blue Cross
Agents
Ray T. Broach
Terry Broach
3105. 4th

Ph. 753-4703

Murray, Ky.

The Rogers and Shelton Dairy, owned by Michael and Beverly Shelton,
is located south of Lynn Grove in Calloway County.

Dairymen, your
modern methods
and machinery have been a boost to the
industry..,and the community! Our thanks
and a hearty salute for a job well done!

Murray Electric
Co.

401 Olive St.

753-5312
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Rest Comes To Palmers'Seldom-Rest Dairy
By IMOGENE PALMER
their new home.
I have often stated that
I was thankful for some
dairy farming wasn't just time off, yet dreaded the
milking cows, it was indeed days ahead without my way
a way of life. Today I can at- of life.
test to that fact without any
I have spent alot of time
uncertainty.
looking back at the last year.
We haven't had outside Most of my memories are of
help in our dairy over the the pleasant variety. I have
years. For health reasons, always enjoyed the
the decision was made to challenge of the dairy
move the cows.
business. Most of all, I've
On March 7, 1980, I watch- met some very nice people
ed with mixed emotions as and consider them friends,
the last one of the milking regardless of future
herd was loaded for a trip to endeavors.
Tennessee. This was to be
Our youngest baby calf

has grown up in the last
year. She is due to give milk
this winter, so another decision has been made.
Our last Z3 heifers were
advertised for sale in a national dairy magazine. The
response to the ad has been
unbelievable.
On May 5 at 3 p.m., the
phone rang. A dairy farmer
in Indiana had gotten the
magazine. He seemed surprised that a woman knew
all about the animals'
pedigrees. I must have been
convincing, since he wanted

Dairymen Are Praised
By JUDY STAHLER
When asked to write this
article, I really couldn't
make up my mind what part
of the dairy industry I
Wanted to write about.
During June, we ask the

public to look at the dairy industry and to see just what
makes it work. I am not going to praise the occupation
we are in, but I do think it is
one of the greatest occupations one could be in and to
grow a family.

WE SALUTE THE
DAIRY FARMER
For providing us with delicious, high quality dairy
products all year long ..
we say thanks.

Dairy Farmers and their families who live
and work in our community deserve our
thanks. They help our community remain
stable and healthy. We congratulate them.

roduction
re
(
assoclation

Jackson
Purchase
PCA
641 N. Murray

753-5602

The praise should go to the
backbone of the dairy industry — the dairymen.
The man I am going to
praise has offered a good life
to me and our two sons, Jimmy and Jayson. His name is
Jim.
When Jim and I married
some 15 years ago, Jim knew
what his goals were — to
become a dairyman and to
own his own farm. To obtain
these goals has not been an
overnight accomplishment.
There has been alot of hard
work and mental pressures
put in these years to reach
his goals.
We have all shared in long
hours, happy and sad
moments, hot sweaty days in
the fields, delight of the birth
of twin calves, joy when a
cow gave 100 pounds of milk
per day and sadness to see
one no longer able to serve
our herd.
These are just a few things
that has made this man the
man he is today. Through
these years, he has given
every minute of the day to
his work in order that his
family could something to be
proud of and to hold on to in
the future.
A dairy family learns to
grow up together in many
ways. The strength of a
dairy family comes from the
man behind it.
So not just to the dairyman
in my life but to all dairymen
— job well done — because
June is not only June Dairy
Month but offers a time we
can say Happy Father's Pay
to all of you. For the hard
work and loom hours you put
in for your family, we say
thank you.
To the special dairyman in
our life and one we appreciate so much for being
the man he is, a special
thank you from Jimmy,
Jayson and me. To all of you,
lets give praise to the person
that has made it possible for
you to enjoy milk and all
related dairy products — the
dairymen.

directions to our farm, seemed to know this is dif- fields for the cows. Seems I
stating that he was coming ferent. Having been trained can't break the habit that
the next day. The direction to reding from one of our was acquired during all the
were more difficult for me farms to another, I was sur- years of checking the
than any of the animal prised how much they dislik- animals for signs of stress of
discussions.
ed the rede. In spite of their any type.
I was pleased the next day protest, they left here about
Today I'm thankful for the
when he and his wife drove 9 a.m.
two holstein steer, known afin the drive way. I kenw he
Our bulk tank was pur- fectionately as Kieth and
had found the Seldom-Rest chased by a gentleman from Tim. Being the total ocFarm despite my directions.
Pennsylvania and moved to cupants of the Seldom-Rest
We spent about three Tennessee.
Farm, maybe I should just
hours with them and the
The barn looks so empty. call it the Rest-In-Piece
heifers and our animals had My eyes keep scanning the Farm for now.
found a new home. I was
pleased that they were all
going to Indiana.
We were very busy getting
their permits for travel,
while the phones continued
to ring daily. Each day a new
group of people get their
"Come To Us For Your Baby Milk Formagazine. I'm having lots of
fun discussing my favorite
mula"
business with people all over
the nation. Do you know of
any other business where
•Infamil Reg. & With Iron
people will pay for a half•Similac Reg. & With Iron
hour call to talk shOp with a
stranger?
•SMA
I have had calls like that
from eight states. After they
were told the heifers were
Complete Line Of Theraputic Formulas
sold, they would say "just inAnd Milk Substitutes.
terested." Of course, they
found a very cooperative
voice and ear.
M...-Sat. 9-9 Syn. 12-6
Today,the big truck drives
up at 7:45 a.m. to get my
Central Shopping Center
friends. They didn't want to
Murray,
go at all, just about refused
to enter that big thing. They

eft.

BEGLEY'S

Ky

A SALUTE TO THE DAIRY FARMER
FOR A JOB WELL DONE.
Your job takes dedication,
skillful management and a
lot of hard work. Thanks to
you, the dairy farmer, Americans enjoy some of the
most healthful, delicious
foods—dairy products.

"SERVING THE
IRE PURCHASE
AREA"

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS
753-3404

RAILROAD AVE.
MURRAY. KY.
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Dairyman Wives Meet Monthly
By MELISSA STARK
The Dairyman wives
homemakers meet on the
third Wednesday of each
month,September to May. A
restaurant is selected each
month for a luncheon
meeting.
Officers are Melissa Stark,
president; Katie Letterman,

vice president; Marylin
McKinney, secretarytreasurer.
During the course of the
meeting, various topics are
discussed. Dairy activities in
our county are planned,
lessons from our extension
office are used but most of
all, there is alot of good
fellowship with people you

have so much in common
with. If there are any new
dairy wives in the county
who wish to begin in the
following September, please
contact Jean Cloar or any of
the officers.
A telephone committee
contacts members each
month concerning location of
the meeting. Last year, we

enjoyed an arts and crafts
day, we planned dairy day,
our June dairy month supper
and June promotions.
We also more importantly
went home feeling better
after hearing other
dairywives had the same
problems and we were not
facing our troubles alone.

To Jerry, Melissa Stark

Cooperator Convention Meaningful
By MELLSSA STARK
When the forms came last
May to enter our milk
cooperative contest for
Young Cooperator, we didn't
realize what it meant. When
we were selected as young
cooperator of the Mid-South
division for AMPI, we felt
very honored but not until we
traveled to Miami, Fla., last
November for the National

Milk Federation meeting did
the impact really hit us.
Being together for a week
with young dairy couples
from across the United
States was one of the most
enjoyable experiences we
had ever experiences.

District ADA's officers include (from left) Katie
Letterman, president; Beverly Shelton, vice
president, both of Calloway County; and Linda
Wilson, secretary-treasurer, Graves County.

under the age of 35. It is an
experience you will
remember for many years to
come.

many new friends was really
exciting.
This is an opportunity
opened to any dairyman

Sharing our experiences,
hearing their viewpoints and
ideas of others making so

6.890
HEADQUARTERS FOR

Salutes the American Dair Farmer
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S
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FOR ALL THE NEEDS AND
NEW INOVATIONS OF FEEDING
THE DAIRY HERDS OF TODAY

•
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:44
,1
41
FEATURES
OF THE IlEAV1LDUTY S-SERIES

Contact

Compare! No other truck in their class gives you
this combination of big-truck features!
• Gas power to 537 cu. in.; medium-duty diesel to 210 h.p.
• Outstanding transmission availability includes automatics,
manuals to 13 speeds.
• Greatest shoulder room of any medium or medium-heavy made.
• Modular electrical system with centralized in-cab relay panel.
• Beefy steel frame to 110,000 PSI, with no bolts on the frame
flanges.
• Easy-access 70° tilt hood — standard equipment.
• 30% more powerful brakes than current vacuum systems.
• In-dash Blend-Air heater/air conditioner system available.
• One-piece door frame with one-piece door inner panel.
• Recessed cab marker lights featuring one-piece Lozano
assembly.

JERSEY

Rhodes Mill
& Supply
Cuba/
Ky.
Gene

Come in and see your kind of truck today!

Rhodes, Owner

GUERNSEY

1-502-382-2185

BROWN SWISS

ill'
r
HOLSTEIN

(Troths-Trailers-Re:es)

502-753-1372
A 30

11

U.S. 641 So.

RAVENS *air

Murray, Ky.

Terry Franklin
Mill Foreman
(502)382-2185

Gary Key
Territory Manager
Supersweet Feed
(502)489-2453

AF11
•••••4111..

a
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Murray State In 43rd Year With Jersey Herd
By Jonda Crosby
Graduate Student
Department of Agriculture
198041
Murray State University
has had a purebred Jersey
herd for 43 years. The dairy
program has concerned
itself with the improvement
of the Jersey breed and the
dairy industry as a whole.
Through selective breeding,
Murray State's Dairy has
been concerned with increased milk and fat production. The dairy has participated in programs that
would benefit area dairymen
and students (high school
and college). The programs
include, demonstrations,
field days, calf chains and
other dairy herd improvement activities. To accurately describe the program and
mission, one must know
some of the dairy's history
and understand some of its
present activities and goals.
plurray State University
purchased the first dairy
cattle for the farm in 1937.
This first group, purchased
from Con Wallis of Farmington, was comprised of 17
milk cows, 5 heifers and I
bull. When Wallis disbursed
his dairy, a second purchase
brought the herd total to 36.
It was this small herd of
registered Jerseys that
formed the beginning of the
Murray State herd. With
sound breeding practices the
herd began to improve, and
it is from this genetically potent beginning that some
cow families of the herd can
be traced today.
Although the Murray State
Dairy was young, it was not
long before it began to be a
progressive and productive
herd. In 1939, a cow in the
Jersey herd was bred by artificial insemination, and
early in 1940 she produced
the first calf born in Kentucky as a result of artificial
insemination. The Murray
State Dairy having successfully used artificial insemination helped stimulate
other Kentucky dairymen in-

9
9
9
9

to accepting this method of
breeding as a viable means
of upgrading their herds.
The Murray breeding program had another profound
effect upon the Jersey breed
in 1946 when Murray Royal
Design Cherry gave birth to
a bull calf, Murray Royal
Design Jeweler. This young
bull was sold to Kentucky
Artificial Breeders Association at three years of age and
proved to be the highest production bull ever developed
in Kentucky during the
period in which he served the
breed. Murray Royal Design
Jeweler had tremendous impact on the Jersey breed and
can be found in many
purebred Jersey herds today. Murray Royal Design
Cherry not only produced a
fine bull but also proved to
be quite a milk cow. She was
the University's first ton of
gold cow, producing over a
ton of butterfat in four lactations. Through the years,
many more outstanding producers have brought Murray's Dairy distinction by
winning this award.
Concentration on prod,...0tion has long been one of the
University Dairy's objectives. When comparing the
many years of production, it
is evident that the dairy has
done an excellent job in this
area. Several high-lights are
pointed out to give reference
to the herds beginning and
where it is currently.
Production the first year
averaged 6,280 pounds of
milk and 342 pounds of butterfat per cow. From the
time of purchase through the
1950's, 60's and early 1970's
the overall herd averages
have steadily increased. In
1971, the average production
for the University Dairy was
11,200 pounds of milk and 560
pounds of butterfat. The
Murray State Dairy has continued to maintain above
breed average in production; hence there have been
several production awards,
both locally and statewide,
scattered over the forty-

three years of operation.
Today, the milking herd is
smaller in number than in
the past years, but it is
holding well above breed
average in milk production
and remains respectable in
herd classification. The rolling herd average with 41
cows milking (April 1981) is
12,925 pounds of milk, 581
pounds of butterfat and a 4.7
percent butterfat test. The
latest classification for type
(November 1980) averaged
79 percent.
The Herd has continued its
distinction as a production
herd by having several cows
named to the "Elite Cow
List" during years 1979-80.
Elite is a separate class of
individual cows that produce
well above breed average in
milk pounds and/or butterfat. These cows must also be
registered Jerseys and living at the time of the last
Dairy Herd Improvement
(DHI)test. Of all Jersey cattle in the United States, only
3,000 were chosen for this
honor. Murray State Dairy
has recently had 6 cows
named to this list. Two of
these cows have been named
3 consecutive times. The
tradition of a fine production
herd is still functioning at
the Murray State University
Dairy.
In keeping with the tradition of progress, the Murray
State University Dairy has
set goals and developed competencies to meet those
goals. Each year criteria are
raised as goals are reached
and new directions are set.
Records that were changed during the past year with
the same herd size as the
previous year included an increased production of 2822
pounds milk and 123 pounds
fat with an increase of $861
over feed cost per cow.
Several first occurred
within the herd during the
past year. For the first time
in the herd's history two
animals were classified as
Excellent, eight animals
produced an average of

Lubie and Reba's
Thanks To The Dairy Folks We
Have Delicious Ice Cream,
Milk Shakes, Sundaes,
Banana Splits, and of course,
Good Cold Milk.
*Complete Menu of Sandwiches
•Superburger

Just Call 753-8488 & 753-8493
1100 Chestnut St. For "Orders To Go"
Murray, Ky.

14,946 pounds milk and 682
pounds of butter fat per cow
in 305 days, and Murray
Chocolate Ruby produced
21,112 pounds milk, 915
pounds fat in 305 days.
Much attention was given
to the upgrading of the herd
through breeding. Top sires
were selected and top
females within the herd were

used for donors in embryo
transplant. By this selective
breeding technique a higher
genetic potential is available
in a shorter time.
A constant upgrading of
the facilities, health of the
herd and feeding program
are main areas of concern.
The Murray State Dairy

Farm is always happy to
have Agricultural and
educational groups to tour
the facilities and a highlight
of the past year was "Dairy
Day Tour" for the third
grade classes of Murray City
Schools, Calloway County
Schools, South Marshall
County, and Henry County
Tennessee.

Robert, Sue McKinney Own
Mac's bairy, East Of Dexter
Mac's Dairy Farm is
located three miles east of
Dexter and is owned and
operated by Robert and Sue
McKinney and their children
— Karen,Bobby and Doug.
At the present time, the
milking herd consists of approximately 70 holsteins, 52...
of ikthich are milked - three
times a day. They also have
30 replacement heifers
which require much time
and attention.
Besides helping with the
dairy operation, the children
have enjoyed being a part of
the dairy judging team and
taking part in the area Cattle
shows.

Robert McKinney works hard at being a dairy
farmer.

•
• •
CONGRATULATIONS
FROM

Doyle Sims
Milk Transporting
Service For
Associated
Milk Producers Inc.
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Supervisor Records Amounts Of Milk Monthly
By JUANTTA MCDANIEL
The Calloway County
Dairy Herd Improvement
Association (DHIA and
DHIR)has been in existence
in Calloway County since
1910. It is part of a nationwide organization whereby a
dairy farmer can improve
his herd by careful analipes
of his cows and his farm
management program.
Once a month, the county
DHIA supervisor visits each
farm. It is the job of the
supervisor to check and

record the amount of milk
that each cow gives and to
take a sample of milk to be
analyzed for butterfat.
The supervisor also
records the breeding dates
and any other information
pertaining to each individual
cow. That information is
sent to the University of Kentucky in Lexington and then
forwarded on to the University of North Carolina in
Raleigh.
This information then
becomes a permanent part
of a vast recordkeeping

system that is recorded all February 1961. I had been
over the world as official.
around dairying for several
I became the Calloway years but I had no idea of the
County supervisor in • amount of detail involved in

the recordkeeping system. I
especially enjoy my job
because I enjoy working
with the dairy farmers of

Calloway County and believe
they are truly an elite group
of people whom I admire
very much.

Juanita McDaniel, Calloway County supervisor
for the Dairy Herd Improvement Association,
takes a sample of milk to be analyzed for butterfat.

`Wl'AisgIcofhtilk
"We Salute
The Dairy
Farmers For
A Job Well Done"
The dairy people provide as with
deacioes, high quality dairy prodects eM
year long...for widowing service fed
dedication to the welfere of oer cow
say THANKS.

LAN D B"AN K
302 North 7th
Mayfield, Ky.

sN.

is•-•••••

Thanks o the Dairy Industry
For

Building Farm Income
Improving Business
and Boosting Our Local Economy

Mur
BanFRIEN
L7A I "THE
ray
kof
DLY BANK"
Member FDIC

4.

•
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Definition of a Cow

A view of the Letterman Dairy, run by Kieth and Tim Letterman, with a
herd of 65 cows.

Letterman Cow Herd Is 65

.1-

A cow is a completely automatic milk manufacturing machine. It is
encased in untanned leather and mounted on four vertical, movable
supports, one on each corner.
The front end contains the cutting and grinding mechanism, as well
as light sensors, an air inlet and exhaust, a bumper and a foghorn.
At the rear is the dispensing apparatus and an automatic fly swatter.
The central portion houses a hydrochemical conversion plant. This
consists of four fermentation and storage tanks connected in series by
an intricate network of flexible plumbing. This section also contains the
heating plant complete with automatic temperature controls, pumping
station and main ventilating system. The waste disposal apparatus is
located at the rear of this central section.
In brief, the externally visible features are: two lookers, two hookers.
four stand-uppers, four hanger-downers and a swishy-wishy.

Kieth and Tim Letterman went into the dairy business, the middle, with indoor
have a 65 cow herd of they did so because of the plumbing and the works.
Also, we've been able to afregistered and grade hols- high social standing and exteins with a rolling herd cess leisure time associated ford two Dodge trucks — one
to drive while the other is
with the profession.
average of 17,800.
Since they have been in the worked on.
They farm 400 acres. Kieth
parring a plague of
business several years now,
and Katie have two children
"dairyman's luck" (baby
it's
mainly
for
money.
We've
— David Kieth, 10, and April
been able to buy a nice used girls and bull calves), they
Dawn,5.
mobile with air conditioners look forward to a bright
When Katie and Kieth first at both ends, a color TV in future.

Waiver of
finance charges
until
January 1,1982

WePhi&ofMilk

June DalryMontit.

on new Casefarm tractors
purchased between June 1, and June 30, 1981.

BUCHANAN FEED AND SEED
.stek

If you buy any of our new Case farm tractors or a used farm tractor of any make
between June 1, 1981 and June 30, 1981, and finance it through J I Case Credit Corporation
. . finance charges will be waived from date of purchase until January 1. 1982.

plus••• Cash rebates up to

$2000

VON

; SALUTE TO THE DAIRYMENJ

Scratch Grain
Shelled Corn
Calf Feed

100 lb. $8.00
100 lb. Plus 25' Sock Dep.

$7.40

If you buy one of our new Case farm tractors between June 1, 1981 and June 30, 1981,
Case will send you a check for the dollar amount shown on the chart
for the model you buy. or you can apply the rebate towards your down payment.
NOTE. Government Agencies.Departments do not qualify for rebate.
'
igible Model

100 lb. Plus 25'Sock Dep. $8.50

1190,1290,1390,140,1690

Cash Rebate

$10005

2090,2290

iffIERMANAhlkfiA
MEDI( INES AND INFORMATION ON HOW TO TREAT ALMOST ANY PROBLEM YOU MAY
HAVE.

PURINA
CHOWS
Industrial Road

We Custom Mix
Salt Mineral
Mixtures
753-5378

A

2390,2591)

S1500

4490,4690,4890

62000

1190,1290,1390,1490
new
a
not to accept
buy
you
and choose
otter —
tractor
charges
Of 1690
ot financerebate will be $1700
the Waiver
optional cash
your
.
instead of $1000

Specialfactory allowances°n rebate
for pdeertacas:
selected model'
s. A

sPtkunas losur

McKee!Equipment Co.
503 Walnut

Murray, Ky

753-3062

ES-11
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Early Planning Makes Dairy Day Successful
By BETTE TUCKER
People usually think of
dairy days in June but the
dairymen Of Calloway County start thinking dairy day in
January.
January is when plans for
our annual day adventure
for third grade students
begin. It is an event that
takes the hard work and
cooperation of every dairy
farm in our county.
After our dairy day committee was selected with
Bette Tucker,chairman,and
Mary Clark Hull and Lu
Ellen Stark, co-chairmen, a
meeting was held to form
ideas for making this both an
educational and fun day for
these students. Many of our
ideas came from discussions
Dairywives
our
at
Homemaker Club.
We were very fortunate to
have the use of Murray State
University Dairy Farm and
we wanted to show the
children as much as we
could about the production of
milk and the end results of
dairy products.
We set April 15 as dairy
day and I made out the
schedule with the cooperation of the county and city
elementary principals. We
also invited South Marshall

third graders and a group of the food she eats.
first graders from Henry
Baby calves were petted
County, Tenn. When the while Mary Clark explained
schedule was completed, the how cows wee registered and
idea was to show 476 pedigreed.
students as much a s possiA 4-H and FFA exhibit of
ble between 8:30 a.m. and awards won by dairy youth
11:30 p.m.
in the county was shown by
With the cooperation of Mike Rogers and district
M.C. Garrott, publicity went dairy princess Velvet Morinto our local paper, radio ris.
stations and area television
An exhibit of antique
stations. Businesses and churns, butter molds, milk
farm-related organizations bottles
and
cream
helped in the purchase of an separators was explained by
educational coloring book dairy wives.
"Milky the Cow and
Other dairy wives made
Marvelous Milk" and we butter and gave out samples
purchased cow erasers for of the butter with crackers
favors. Dairymen Inc., and and cheese samples.
Associated Milk Producers
They were shown jersey
Inc., our local co-ops, and holstein cows and
donated cheese and cream calves, the two major breeds
for butter and Turner's in our ,county, and saw
Dairy donated ice cream for posters of ayrshire, guernb special treat.
sey and brown swiss cows,
On April 14, we did final other major breeds. They
work on our exhibits and were shown a poster of
after a sleepless night an- children from many nations
ticipating everything that asking "what did you have
could go wrong, April 15 ar- for breakfast?" and
rived cool and windy, but answecing milk in their
sunny.
native languages.
The first busload of
A trip through the milk
children arrived at 8:30 a.m. parlor was taken with Oren
and dairy day began. First Hull explaining how the cows
Ted Howard, county exten- were prepared for milking,
sion agent, explained the the operation of the milking
cow, her four stomachs and machines and how the milk

Several third graders from Southwest Elementary School at Dairy Day
are inside the milk barn at Murray State University pretending to be
cows.
went from the cow to the
bulk cooler to the tank truck
and to the processors.
A real delight of the day
was when Ron Beaton and
his cameraman Bob made
the tour with a class to show
a feature on WPSD-TV. The

Murray Ledger & Times,
WSJP and WNBS paid visits
with interviews and pictures.
Final treat of ice cream
was given and then it was
back to school.
Around 2 p.m., we had a

chance to rest and from comments we heard, we felt we
had achieved our goal of providing an educational, fun
day for 476 students and
their teachers. As most of
the children said, every day
is a little more fun with ice
cream.

A SALUTE TO ASSOCIATED MILK PRODUCERS INC.
PRODUCERS IN CALLOWAY COUNTY
*Thomas Collins *Dan Galloway
*W.D.
. and Glen McCuistion
*Michael Shelton *Jim Stahler
*Charles B. and Terry Stark
*Robert Rowland *Roger Johnson
*Keith and Tim Letterman

ASSOCIATED MILK PRODUCERS, INC.
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Calloway County Chosen For
Cow Camp; 130 Participate
Calloway County was very
fortunate to be chosen as the
sight for the 1981 Cow Camp.
Dr. George Heersch, University of Kentucky dairy
specialist in charge of 4-H
dairy programs, was the
director for this event with
Dr. Gary Lane and Doug
Waterman as the official
judges.
There were 130 participants enrolled this year
with 13 counties throughout

Kentucky represented. The
children involved in this
event ranged in age from 9 to
18, with a junior aruid senior
division.
The purpose of the show is
to help prepare the 4-H and
FFA youth for the state
dairy judging event to be
held in Lexington June 8, 9
and 10.
At Cow Camp, each group
judged different classes of
cows as to their general ap-

MILESTONES OF MILK HISTORY IN THE U.S.
1611 Cows arrive for Jamestown Colony.
1831 U.S. cheese factory established in Wisconsin.
1856 Gail Borden received first patent on condensed milk
from both U.S. and England.
1857 Pasteur announced discovery that heating postpones
milk souring.
1871 U.S. butter factory started.
1874 Ice cream soda created by Robert M. Green for the
semicentennial celebration of the Franklin Institute in
•
Philadelphia.
1878 Continuoue centrifugal cream separator invented by Dr.
Gustav de Laval.
1886 Automatic bottle filler and capper patented.
1890 Ice cream sundae introduced.
1895 Commercial pasteurizing machines introduced.
1904 World's first ice cream cone introduced at St. Louis
World's Fair, Louisiana Purchase Exposition.
1912 U.S. Government established milk grades.
1932 Ways of increasing vitamin D in milk made practicable.
1933 Fluid milk included in army rations.
1937 Birth of June Dairy Month.
1948 Ultra-high temperature pasteurization introducer*.
1964 Plastic milk container introduced commercially.
1974 Nutrition labeling of fluid milk products started.
1975 Metric equivalents of U.S. measurement included on
containers of selected dairy products.

?3IeMã&cof
June DairyMontiu

pearance, body capacity,
dairy character and
mamary 88 system. They
then placed each cow accordingly.
The senior gave one set of
written reasons defending
their placings.
The second day of judging
began at 8 a.m. with each
group judging more classes
of cattle. After the judging
session, the seniors and the
12 and 13 year olds had to
give oral and written
reasons again to defend their
placings. The younger
juniors were in a judging
training session at this time.
Cow Camp was not all
work and no play as after the
judging the first day, the
group was treated to a very
delicious hamburger
cookout with all the trimmings and were served good
cold milk and ice cream.
Following this, the Barnyard Olympics was held.
This included an orange
relay race, teaspoon of
water race, piggyback race,
grocery cart race, basketball shootout, hay stacking
contest, hammer and nail
driving and several other
events which were participated in by the majority
of the youth.
After the judging events
were over the second day, a
delicious barbeque meal was
served. After the noon
break, the trophies were
awarded.
Calloway County was well
represented having the
largest number of youth to
register and they were

presented the attendance
plaque.
Calloway had three of its
juniors place in the top 10 in
overall judging. They were
Doug McKinney, first; Lisa
Howard,second; and Amanda Shelton,seventh.
Doug McKinney also placed third in giving the junior
reasons.
Local winners at the Cow Camp were Doug
In the senior division,
McKinney (left), first, and Lisa Howard,second.
Karen McKinney placed 10th
in both senior reasons and
overall judging.
Those attending from
Calloway County were Lisa
Howard, Amanda Shelton,
Mark McCallon, Bill Alexander, Bob McKinney,
James and Bette Tucker Dairymen Inc., Paducah
Karen McKinney, Deana operate a dairy farm nor- Division board of directors.
They are active members
Cunningham, Doug McKin- thwest of Kirksey. They
ney, Jimmy Stahler, Mark have a milking herd of 50 of the DHIA, Purchase
Henderson, Marian Hender- holstein cows and a herd of District, Kentucky and National Holstein-Freisian
son, Tracy Foutch, Larry 27 replacement heifers.
Association,
American
Foutch, David Letterman,
represents Dairy Association and other
James
Michael Palmer, Sheri
Calloway County on the farm-related organizations.
Tidwell and Kim Shelton.

James, Bette Tucker
Operate Dairy Farm

A Toast
to the
Industry
That Keeps
Us Strong!

AMERICA MIES YOU DAIRYMEN
Properly fertilized pastures and crop land work harder to produce more milk from your dairy herd...and
provide extra feed next winter. Saves you buying hay!
Our power-packed fertilizer can enrich your soil with
needed nutrients..,make pastures pay off in a big way.
Ask about low cost Fertilizer Spreader Service, too.

Hutson's Ag
Service Inc.
Ca Ky. Toll Free 1-800-692-3869

The health and prosperity of our community relies greatly
upon the Dairy industry. Our special thanks to local Dairy
farmers for their high standards and fine quality products.
"The place where-thousands ore saving millions"

Murray, Ky.
502-753-1933
Palmersville, Tn.
901-822-5345

HOME FEDERAL
11.1.•••• .•••••••••

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
MURRAY BRANCH

Fancy Fami, Ky.
502-8234391

1201 Main St.

Murray, Ky.

Ph. 759-1630
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A Little Magic May Help Today's Dairy Farmers
You don't have to be a
=glean to be a dairy
farmer but it might help. Today's dairy operation
demands a variety of skilled
practices which would
benefit from the talents and
techniques of a magican,
like being several places at
once.
Thanks to improved
methods and industrial ingenuity over the past
decade, U.S. dairymen have
been able to provide the
same amount of milk despite
fewer cows and labor. That's
pretty magical.
During the next 10 years,
there will be a doubling in
the milk output per manhour
because of the even more efficient dairy systems and
milking equipment, larger
herd sizes and a high milk
production per cow.
These developments will
help dairy farmers maintain
an adequate supply of highquality milk to meet consumer demands in the corning years.
At the same time, intensifying competition will make
the intelligent and skilled
business practices so
necessary today, even more
essential for remaining efficient in face of changing consumer lifestyles and buying
and comsumption trends.
Today's successful dairy
requires teamwork and close
attention to all phases of the
farm operation. While the
modern dairyman doesn't
have to be an expert in all
areas of the operation, he
does
need
general
knowledge of the various
professions having a direct
bearing on his business.
He often becomes a
veterinarian, accountant,
business manager, weather
forecaster, engineer and
lawyer all rolled into one. He

also needs to be aware of
many management services
available to him and use
them as needed.
Here are just a few of the
concerns of today's
dairyman:
Need for Good Records
Business records play an
important role in the successful operation of a
modern dairy farm. Many
operators today participate
in the computerized business
record programs. Keeping
accurate dairy production
records provides the basis
for developing and maintaining a top producing herd.
These records also provide
dairymen with information
on items which affect
breeding efficiency and cow
efficiency.
Planning for Expansion
The modern dairymai..
seeking to expand his operation must first plan ahead
through projected cash-flow
plans or feasibility proposals
, which estimate construction
and operating costs, investments, labor needs, etc.
These services are available
through lending institutions
and university extension
departments.
Many creditors require a
cahs-flow budget as a condition for granting a loan for
expansion and will insist that
borrowing be according to a
plan. Accurate data for the
cash-flow statements is important. Estimating the
cash-flow budget for coming
years requires careful
analysis of cow numbers,
production potential, acres,
crop yield, etc.
Partnerships or Family Corporations
There are many successful
joint ownerships involving
fathers and sons, brothers
and sisters or even unrelated
individuals among today's

We
Salute
all the

Dairy People
during

June Dairy Month
111141
"
Kirkland Trucking, Inc.
Jerry Kirkland(hoer)

Phone 489-2667

Route 1, Box 287
-M.ky 47$7.1.

dairy farms. There will be dairy wage rates and fringe
even more in the future. benefits in many areas will
Dairymen contemplating approach those for other injoint ownerships must make dustries.
sure agreements and conLabor for the actual job of
tracts are carefully milking constitutes over 70
prepared to consider the per- percent of the total labor insonal characteristics of the volved in dairying so hiring
parties involved, duration of qualified personnel supports
joint ownership, contribu- the goal of most dairymen to
tions, management, finan- further increase the efficiencial settlement and means of cy of their milking system.
arbitration.
Milk Marketing and PromoGood Labor, A Key Concern
tion
Dairy herds are expanding
The growing influence of
in size and mechanization is dairy cooperatives has inbecoming an integral part of volved many milk producers
the modern dairy farm. This in the business end of
makes the quality of labor marketing and merchandishired even more important ing milk and milk products.
to the dairy manager. Suc- Individual awareness of the
cessful dairymen have found need for good organization
that hiring qualified labor and management in all
more than offsets their add- aspects of milk marketing
ed cost. In the near future, has become acute.

Active promotion of milk,
in particular, has become
the responsibility of every
person involved in the dairy
industry. Starting with the
dairyman,the very image of
how milk is produced on his
dairy is important. He needs
to be sure his products are
properly promoted in the
marketplace.
It becomes easy to see that
today's dairy farmer does
exhibit a touch of magic in
his business practices. Today's dairyman must be a
skilled businessman if he is
to remain in business.
But there is no magic to
seven-day weeks and 14-hour
days which are often required to keep pace with a
growing and thriving industry that seeks to meet the
needs of a public who wants

and enjoys the excellent
nutruition and good taste of
milk and milk products.

McCuistons Run
Small Dairy
W.D. McCuiston and son
Glen, Route 4, Murray,
operate a small dairy farm
inAhe Cherry Corner Community.
They are milking 30
registered holstein cows and
have 36 bred heifers and
calves. They sell their milk
to Associated Milk Producers Inc.

June is

Left — A D A President N Glen Goebel, Taylorsville June
Dairy Month Chairman — It Governor Martha Layne Collins
Kentucky Dairy Princess Paul's° Early, Bagdad.

LT. GOVERNOR MARTHA LAYNE COLLINS, KENTUCKY'S JUNE DAIRY MONTH
CHAIRMAN ... KENTUCKY STATE DAIRY PRINCESS PAULESA EARLY .. . AND THE
DAIRY FARM FAMILIES OF KENTUCKY INVITE YOU TO ENJOY THE JUNE DAIRY
MONTH FESTIVITIES IN THIS COUNTY.

American
Dairy Association
KENIUCKY

."
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cltyie
is
GDAIRKIllonth
Taking it easy is Carolinas Advancer Sleeping Milestone Caesar head
sire for 1980 on the Pat Wilson farm.

Pat, Janice Wilson Have
130-Acre Farm In County
Pat and Janice Wilson live
on a 130-acre farm in the
southeast corner of Calloway

County near New Concord.
They have two children —
Kathy, 8, a student a East

Elementary,and David,2.
They have an all Jersey
herd and milk 28

Price Support Program
Achieves Market Stability
Milk prices to consumers
seldom change by more than
a few cents per half gallon
nd these prices remain the
same for extended periods of
time.
Compare this with other
foods — bananas for example. One week the supermarket may feature
bananas at a special price,
15 cents per pound. Next
week, they may be 35 cents
or more. The reason for
widely fluctuating prices for
bananas is simples. When
supplies are plentiful, the
price goes down because
bananas must move before
spoilage. During times of
shortage, the price rises.
Consumers pay higher
prices or eliminate bananas
from their shopping list.

supply and demand for milk
and milk products created
serious financial difficulties
for dairymen. Their proce
declined sharply in the months of heavy production,then,
increased sharply during the
low production season.
Farmers could not rationally
plan their milk prduction
business. Many eked out a
bare living. Others were
forced out of business or
turned to easier ways of
making a living.
Then Congress determined
that price stability is important for both dairy farmers
and consumers. It provided
a price support program
designed to achieve market
stability, to assure adequate
supplies of milk and milk
products to consumers at
reasonable prices and to
Milk is a different story.
assure farmers that they will
Milk can't be eliminated
receive a minimum price for
from the shopping list. It's
their milk.
an essential and important
In its opekation of the price
ingredient in the daily diet of
support program, the
American families. Congovernment stands ready to
sumers would have cause for
purchase milk supplies in ex- real concern if they excess of market requirements
perienced price gyrations at,
in the form of butter, cheese
the dairy case.
and nonfat dry milk. These
Milk is produced on about products are stored and may
200,000 dairy farms reenter the market when
throughout the U.S. It is a supplies are shorter. Thus,
bilky, highly-perishable the price support program
commodity that must be pro- prevents the farm price
duced and handled under from dropping to ruinous
rigid sanitary requirements. levels during periods of overMoreover, milk production supply and it safeguards
fluctuates seasonally, ex- consumers against extremepanding during the Spring ly high prices during periods
and early summer andcon- when milk production is intracting during the fall and sufficient to meet demands.
winter. But the demand for
If prices are to be stabilizmilk is relatively constant ed, however, there must be
month by month throughout reverses. The amount of
the year.
reverse may vary from year
In earlier periods, this to year. There is just no way
seasonal imbalance between to tailor the production of

200,000 dairy farms to the
whims of their customers.
Reserves acquired by the
government are put to good
use. The school lunch and
other food programs draw on
this reserve for butter,
cheese and nonfat dry milk,
thus reducing costs to local
school boards and other institutions. The reserves also
are used for other
humanitarian needs within
the U.S. and throughout the
world. Dairy products are
supplied to relieve hunger
following catastrophic
disasters. They have been
used to supplement efforts of
developing nations to prevent mass starvation.
The price support system
does not establish a price
that will keep all dairy
farmers in business but it
does maintain a fair
minimum price.
The measurement of this
fair minimum price is determined by a formula called
"parity." The secretary of
agriculture must maintain
the farm price at not less
than 75 percent, nor more
than 90 percent, of parity as
he determines necessary to
assure annual production of
adequate supplies for consumers and to maintain the
productive capacity of dairy
farmers.
'However, the prices paid
dairy farmers depend
primarily upon open market
competition. Farmers normally receive prices above
the minimum. With this
assurance they can plan
milk production and can produce milk at a lower cost.
This is beneficial to the
farmer and to the consumer.

JUNE DAIRY MONTH IS AN ANNUAL
SALUTE TO THE DAIRY INDUSTRY

June Dairy Month (JDM), an annual celebration of the dairy
industry and its products, is 45 years old in 1981. In the beginnierg in 1937, June was selected because it was the most productive month of the year, since cows were eating green grass
after a drab winter. That's no longer true, as May milk production usually hits a higher level. But the JDM event has become
a pleasant habit expected by the dairy industry and consumers
of milk products.
As the most productive part of agriculture, dairying deserves
this annual JDM salute. For example, in 1980, 10.8 million cows
owned by 250,000 dairy farmers produced 128.4 billion pounds
of milk. That's 14.8 billion gallons of milk. Even more remarkable, the 10.8 million cows in /980 outproduced the 17.5
million cows in 1960.
Since 1957, American Dairy Association has used the IDM
celebration to kick off the summer season for milk products.
This is especially important when school's out and milk drinking
should be kept in the daily pattern. It makes consumers appreciate dairy farmers a bit more and vice versa. Dairy farmers
need a little reminder that 80 percent of the milk they produce
Li consumed in the cities.
As it states in Chases' Calendar of Annual Events, "JUNE
DAIRY MONTH. June 1-30. Purpose: Since 1937, the dairy
industry has set aside June as a time to salute cows, country
and dairy foods. . ."
The dairy industry has put its mark on one-twelfth of the
calendar with the acceptance and endorsement of American
citizens. That's a remarkable accomplishment. Let's keep the
record growing this year.
Count your blessings this June Dairy Month by drinking
milk toasts to the dairy farmers, the dairy industry and to the
cows that made it all possible.

cy/BANK
PEOPLES
MURRAY

KY.

Member FDIC

